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Abstract

High-Resolution Soft X-Ray Photoionization Studies Of Selected Molecules

by

Eric Allen Hudson

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California at Berkeley

Professor David A. Shirley, Chair

Near-edge soft x-ray photoionization spectra were measured with high resolution

in energy for a series of molecules in the gas phase, using the Free University of Berlin

plane-grating SX-700-II monochromator at the synchrotron radiation source BESSY.

Analysis of the spectra provides details of the core-excited electronic states which are

accessed, including quantum defects, natural linewidths, vibrational spacings, molecular

geometries, and molecular-field splittings. The interpretation of these results

characterizes the valence and Rydberg orbitals which are populated by the transitions, as

well as the core orbitals which are vacated.

Photoionization spectra of carbon monoxide were measured near the carbon and

oxygen K edges. Vibrational spacings and bond lengths are derived for several

resonances. Results are consistent with the equivalent-core model and indicate the

different influences of the carbon and oxygen ls core holes. Corresponding spectra of

H2CO and D2CO were also measured. Assignment of the complex vibrational structure

in the valence-shell and Rydberg resonances is facilitated by a comparison of the spectra

for the two isotopic species. Geometric and vibrational parameters are derived for several

carbon ls core-excited states. Isotopic shifts are observed in the energies and linewidths

of some core-excited states.

Sulfur hexafluoride photoionization spectra, measured near the sulfur L2,3 edges,

show several series of weak, narrow Rydberg resonances. The high resolution and good
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CHAPTER I

I.A. Motivations: What may be learned from these experiments?

This dissertation presents and interprets the results of high-resolution soft x-ray

photoionization measurements. In particular, near-edge photoionization spectra were

measured for a series of molecules in the gas phase. In this type of experiment, the total

photoion current produced by a gas is measured as the photon energy is scanned through

an energy range which includes the ionization threshold for a core-level electron of an

atom in the molecule. Peaks are observed in the spectrum due to the promotion of the

core electron into one of the unoccupied orbitals of the molecule. Transitions to bound

valence-shell and Rydberg orbitals will appear as peaks at photon energies below the

ionization threshold, while transitions to quasi-bound shape resonances will be observed

as broader peaks above threshold. Although the states at energies below threshold are

neutral, they are nonetheless observed in photoionization spectra because the dominant

decay mechanism in the soft x-ray energy range is autoionization. In fact, the

photoionization spectra are nearly equivalent to the corresponding x-ray photoabsorption

spectra. For the results presented here, the distinction between these two types of

measurements is not significant. The study of near-edge x-ray photoabsorption is also

commonly referred to as X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure (XANES). Here that

term will generally be restricted to soft x-ray absorption and will also be used to describe

. photoionization spectra.

XANES spectra (and thus near-edge photoionization spectra) provide information

" about the orbitals of the molecule which are unoccupied in the ground electronic state.

From a fundamental viewpoint, knowledge of these orbitals is needed even for an

understanding of the ground state. Although within the Hartree-Fock approximation

these orbitals are unoccupied, in fact they do influence ground-state properties through



electron correlation, i.e. configuration interaction. These orbitals also play a role in the

dynamics of a molecule, e.g. in a collision or chemical reaction. And these orbitals may

be populated in the many different excited electronic states of the neutral or ionized

molecule. Naturally the details of a given orbital may vary in these different

circumstances, but XANES can provide at least a basic characterization of the
.a

unoccupied molecular orbitals.

Relative energies of the various unoccupied orbitals may be determined from

XANES spectra. For example, molecular-field splittings of low-lying Rydberg orbitals

can be directly measured. The spatial distribution of an orbital accessed by a XANES

transition may be inferred from transition intensities, natural linewidths, and vibrational

structure. Similar information can be obtained from lower-energy photoabsorption

experiments, where a valence electron is excited into an unoccupied orbital. This

approach is also useful, and may achieve better energy resolution than is possible with

XANES. However core-level photoabsorption has several inherent advantages over

valence photoabsorption. First of all, occupied valence levels have small energy

separations. Therefore excitations from different valence levels will tend to form

overlapping series of peaks, and it may be non-trivial to associate each observed

transition with the correct valence hole. In contrast, core levels are widely separated in

energy, and x-ray absorption features are thus more easily assigned to the correct hole.

Secondly, the symmetries of the various occupied valence orbitals are not always known,

and it may therefore be difficult to identify the symmetry of orbitals accessed in

transitions from these initial states. Core-level symmetries are more easily determined

because these levels are very similar to their parent atomic orbitals. Thirdly, creation of a

valence hole may have a dramatic effect upon the electronic and geometric structure of a

molecule, because valence orbitals are often strongly bonding or antibonding. These

hole-dependent changes may be difficult to distinguish from the influences of the newly-

occupied orbital. While a core hole will also have an influence upon the final-state



structure, the hole is localized near one nucleus of the molecule, and will typically have a

smaller influence than a valence hole. This influence is also more easily predicted. The

effect of the core hole can often be modeled simply as the creation of a positive point

• charge at the nucleus.

Near-edge photoabsorption spectra also provide information about the core levels
Q.

which are excited. For example, the natural line width of a transition is determined by

the lifetime of the excited state. This lifetime is normally determined by the rate of decay

of the core hole, by either autoionization or x-ray fluorescence. High-resolution

photoabsorption spectra may therefore be used to study trends in core-hole decay rates.

These spectra are also useful for the measurement of various energy splittings in core

levels. In particular, spin-orbit and molecular-field splittings may be determined and

used to understand the effects of chemical bonding on atomic core levels.

Promotion of a core electron into a previously unoccupied orbital creates a very

highly excited electronic state of the molecule. Structural parameters of that electronic

state may be determined if vibrational transitions are resolved in the photoabsorption

spectrum. Upon electronic excitation, it is possible to excite one or more quanta of

vibrational energy in the molecule, resulting in a series of peaks associated with a single

electronic transition. The vibrational energy spacings observed are a measure of the force

constants of the molecule in the excited state. The relative intensities of the individual

vibrational excitations can be analyzed using the Franck-Condon principle to derive bond

lengths and bond angles of the molecule in the excited state.

. High-resolution XANES spectra can provide some information about the structure

and dynamics of highly excited electronic states. However, more complex measurements

' are possible which give more detailed characterizations of these states or which use these

states to study other molecular properties. For example, measurement of the relative

intensities of fragment ions can be used to characterize the decay dynamics of the states

which are excited in XANES. Photoelectron and Auger electron spectroscopy can be



used to determine the role of the excited electron in autoionization of the excited state.

Resonance-excited x-ray emission is a relatively new technique for studying occupied

valence levels of the ground state. In these spectroscopies, and many others, a high

resolution photoabsorption specttaam is useful for the interpretation of experimental

results. High-resolution XANES can therefore be regarded not only as a tool with the

specific abilities listed above, but also as a starting point for more sophisticated

measurements.

I.B: Historical development of soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy

Measurements of x-ray absorption spectra date back to the beginning of this

century, when Bragg diffraction was discovered and x-rays monochromators were first

constructed [1]. There was considerable activity in this area over the following decades,

including studies of condensed matter as well as gas-phase atoms and molecules [2].

There were similar advances, starting in the middle of the 19th century, in the area of

ultraviolet (UV) absorption. Developments in both UV and X-ray absorption

spectroscopy, along with major advances in quantum theory, created a framework for the

interpretation of electronic excitation spectra. The resulting understanding of electronic

structure and spectra is thoroughly described in Ref. [3] for atoms and Ref. [4] for

molecules.

Historically, absorption spectra in the soft x-ray region (= 30-1000 eV) were

difficult to measure due to the lack of intense sources of continuum radiation. Some

spectra were measured using quasi-continuum spark sources [5], but the field was very

limited until the 1960's, when synchrotron radiation first became available. It was

immediately obvious that this was a superior source of soft x-rays, because of the nearly

featureless continuum as well as the high flux. As better soft x-ray monochromators were

developed to exploit this radiation source, many near-edge molecular photoabsorption



spectra were collected and the resulting interpretations and associated theoretical work

established a basis for modem work [6]. By modern standards, however, most soft x-ray

spectra collected before the mid-1970's were not truly high resolution.

, In the 1970's the technique of Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) was

improved, resulting in a truly high-resolution spectroscopy. EELS, which was developed

in parallel with x-ray absorption, provides an alternate means of measuring absorption

spectra. In EELS, a high-energy electron replaces the photon as the source of excitation

energy• Since a free electron can occupy a continuum of energy levels, the incident

electron can transfer any fraction of its energy to the molecule. Thus a spectrum is

obtained by measuring the energy loss of the inelastically-scattered electrons, using a

very narrow incident-beam energy distribution. The groups of King, at Cambridge

University [7], and Brion, at University of British Columbia [8], developed gas-phase

EELS instruments which could measure near-edge spectra with resolutions close to the

natural linewidths of the spectral features, These instruments were used to study many

atoms and molecules. The UBC group, in particular, studied an impressive number of

molecules and systematically interpreted the results. The detailed understanding of near-

edge spectra obtained from the work of the EELS groups is, in fact, the framework with

which the present measurements were interpreted. However, for all its advantages and

success, EELS has an inherently low count rate, and spectra usually have relatively small

signal-to-noise ratios even for counting times of more than one day.

From the mid-1970's to the mid-1980's, EELS was the method of choice for

• measuring high resolution XANES in the soft x-ray energy range. The performances of

soft x-ray monochromators were improving, however, and more synchrotron radiation

• facilities were beir_g developed. The modem era of high-resolution XANES began in the

late 1980's, when several soft x-ray monochromators were commissioned with resolving

powers (E/AE)of 5000 or more. The first and still the most famous spectrum of the

current period of activity is the molecular nitrogen ls-to-r_* resonance, with well-resolved



vibrational structure, collected by Chen and coworkers using the Dragon monochromator

at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) [9]. Another Spherical Grating

Monochromator (SGM) on Beam Line 6 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Laboratory (SSRL) soon afterwards demonstrated a similar resolving power [ 10]. The °

next addition was the SX700/II monochromator [11] at the Berliner

Elektronenspeicherring ftlr Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY), which provided the high-
i

resolution soft x-rays used for the measurements in this dissertation. Since the initial

measurements at SX700/II, other high-resolution monochromators have been

commissioned at various synchrotron radiation facilities around the world.

As a result of the unprecedented combinations of resolution and flux provided by

these new monochromators, there has been a recent flurry of activity in the area of high-

resolution XANES. Besides the work contained in this dissertation, and other work of

the same group [12], the group using the Dragon monochromator, as well as a newer

SGM at NSLS, has actively investigated a number of molecules [13]. Other groups are

also working in this area, and even more may be expected as high-resolution, high-flux

monochromators become widely available.

I.C. Survey of present measurements

This dissertation presents molecular soft x-ray photoionization spectra which, for

the purposes of this study, are equivalent to the corresponding XANES spectra. The

SX700_ monochromator at BESSY provided the combination of high flux and high

resolution required. Absorption of x-rays by the gas was detected by the total ion yield

technique, in which a biased electrode is used to collect all ions produced by

photoexcitation. Full details of the experiment are given in Chapter II.

XANES spectra of four different molecules will be presented and discussed. The

first molecule studied in this series of experiments was carbon monoxide. The



interpretation of the observed carbon and oxygen K-edge spectra is fairly straightforward,

and introduces some concepts used in the interpretation of more complex spectra. In

particular, the equivalent-core model is applied and an analysis based on Franck-Condon

. (FC) theory is demonstrated. Formaldehyde, because of its larger number of atoms,

exhibits more complex carbon and oxygen K-edge XANES spectra than those of CO,

Both H2CO and D2CO were studied, exploiting the isotopic dependence of vibrational

frequencies for the assignment of vibrational features in the spectra. By applying a poly-

dimensional FC analysis, the geometries of several excited states of both isotopomers

were derived. An unprecedented isotopic effect was observed in the energy and width of

the lowest-energy Rydberg state at both edges.

The XANES spectra of sulfur hexafluoride were measured at the sulfur L2,3edges

and the fluorine K edge. The high symmetry and small size of the molecule allows a

relatively simple interpretation of the observed spectra, even though this is a seven-atom

molecule. The most striking result was the observation of many Rydberg states below the

sulfur L2,3edges. The natural linewidths of these states are very small, especially in

comparison to the linewidths of the intense inner-well resonance at slightly lower photon

energy. XANES spectra were also measured at the sulfur L1,2,3edges of hydrogen

sulfide. Considerable fine structure was resolved below the L2,3edges. Interpretation of

the spectra was facilitated by measuring both H2S and D2S. A detailed analysis revealed

a molecular-field splitting of the sulfur 2p core levels and suggested that some observed

states had characteristics intermediate between the common valence-shell and Rydberg

classifications. Vibrational structure and isotopic shifts were resolved in the valence-
i •

shell region and were interpreted by considering the recently-established dissociative

• nature of these excited states.

I.D. Basic principle and common themes
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This dissertationis organizedwith separatechaptersto discuss the results from

each of the four moleculesstudied. This is a usefulstructure,but it may hide some of the

common threadsrunningthroughthese differentsystems, in this section, the basic

principles underlyingthis research are introducedand connectionsbetween the different

molecules are outlined.
O

1. Rydberg statu

A Rydbergstatearises fromthe promotionof anelectron into a Rydbergorbital.

Rydbergstates aremosteasily definedas states whose energiesarepredictedby the

Rydbergformula

En_= Ell,- R/Cn-8_)2, (1.1)

where EIP is the ionization potentialof the electron's initial-state level, R is the Rydberg

constant, n and _ are the principal and orbital-angular-momentum quantum numbers of

the Rydberg orbital, and 8_ is the quantum defect. The quantum defect depends on

because of the differing degrees of core penetration for s, p, d etc. orbitals. Generally 8_

will l'e largest for s orbitals, which have no centrifugal barrier, and will decrease with

increasing [. 8 will also increase with Z, the nuclear charge, because the screening of the

nuclear charge by the inner electrons becomes less efficient in larger atoms. Rydberg

states will typically be observed in one or more series with energies converging on EIpas
It,

predicted by Eqn. (1.1). Such seriesare identified for all the molecules discussed in this

dissertation.

A useful quantity for the descriptionof Rydberg states is the term value

T = EIp- En_. (1.2)



Ignoringconfiguration interactionand relaxationeffects, whicharenormally small, the

term value is associatedonly with the energyof the electronin the Rydbergorbital. Thus

- the term value is especially useful forcomparisonsof Rydbergstates correspondingto

different absorptionedges. While this dissertationis concerned only with core-excited
41

electronic states, it is importantto stress that Rydbergstates also may arisewhen valence

electronsare promoted to Rydbergorbitals. Indeed, these lower-energyRydbergstates

are morethoroughly studied,and providethe basis for the modern understandingof

Rydbergorbitals [14,15,16].

The Rydbergformula successfully predicts the termvalues of Rydbergstates in

multi-electronatoms, if n is larger than the maximum n of the occupied orbitals in the

groundstate. Moreover,it is also successful for predictingterm values of many excited

states in molecules. Thc reasonfor this success is that Rydbergorbitalshave a large

spatial extent. As n increases, Rydbergorbitals have less amplitudewithin the molecule,

andmore amplitude far away from the center,where the potential is atomic-like. Since

the energy of an orbitaldependson the entire one-electronwavefunction, higher Rydberg

orbitalswill have atomic-like energies. Anotherconsequence of the large spatial extent

of these orbitals is that transitions to higher Rydbergstates will be successively weaker,

simply due to diminishing Rydbergorbital amplitude in theregion of the core electron.

However dipole selection ruleswill not necessarilyapproach the atomic rules for

r 'increasingn, because the eglon of the Rydbergorbitalwhich overlaps the core electron

is within the molecule and feels the full molecular field. An example of this is seen in

Chapter VI, where the 2p to np transitions in H2Sshow appreciable intensity, although

" the transition is forbiddenby atomic dipole selection rules.

Rydberg orbitals have little amplitude within the molecu_';,thus they are

essentially non-bonding, especially for large values of n. HoWeverthe excitation of a

Rydberg state may nonetheless have accompanying changes in molecular geometry,

I I III III I III I I I "-
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because the influence of the newly-createdhole must also be considered. Valence holes

can clearly have a dramatic influence on molecular geometry, since valence orbitals may

be strongly bonding or antibonding. Core holes will have a smaller but often notable

influence upon molecular structure (as seen, for example, in Chapter III for CO).

Therefore cole.excited Rydberg states may in some cases show vibrational sidebands as a

result of the geometry changes associated with the excitation.

2. Valence.shell states

A valence-shell state arises fromthe promotion of an electron into an unoccupied

molecular orbital. The analogy in an open-shell atom would be the promotion of an

electron into the partially occupied shell, i.e. the valence shell. Dipole-allowed

transitions to valence-shell states tend to be mo_ intense than corresponding Rydberg-

state transitions, because mole,-ularorbitals are spatially localized within the molecule

and will have appreciable amplitude in the region of the ground-state electrons. Like

Rydberg states, valence-shell states have been more thoroughly studied for valence

excitations than for core excitations [14,15]. However, core-excitation is, in some ways,

a more powerful means for studying molecular orbitals which are unoccupied in the

ground state. For example, an unoccupied molecular orbital could be excited from a

(highly localized) core level of each atom of a mt;lecule, and the resul_.ingrelative

intensities would provide a map of the orbital amplitude at the different atoms.

From simple molecular orbital theory, it is evident that molecular orbitals which

are unoccupied in the ground state are usually anti.bonding. Putting an electron into an

anti-bonding orbital will tend to lengthen the associated molecular bonds, inducing

vibrational excitation in the final state. Therefore core-excited valence-shell states

generally show more extensive vibrational sidebands than the corresponding Rydberg

states. There is an important exception however: It is possible that the creation of the
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core-hole will have some compensating effect on the change in geometry, leading to a

final state with a geometry closer to the ground state than might otherwise be expected.

This is seen in Chapter HI, for example, where more extensive vibrational structure is

. observed for the (C ls) "1Rydberg states than for the (C ls) "l it* valence-shell state.

Core-excited valence-shell states are of particular interest because they may be
¢

used to determine the orientation of molecules adsorbed on surfaces. This technique,

which is called NEXAFS [17], exploits the molecular symmetry of antibonding orbitals

and the (usually) linear polarization of synchrotron radiation. The dependence of

transition intensity upon the angle between the photon polarization vector and the surface

normal reveals the orientation of the bond associated with the antibonding orbital. Some

of the valence-shell states used in this approach lie above the ionization threshold of the

excited core electron. In that case, the orbital accessed is only quasi-bound, i.e. the

electron rapidly tunnels out of the orbital into the continuum of free-electron states and

leaves the molecule. This special, but not unusual, type of valence-shell state is called a

shape resonance. Chapter V includes a discussion of the shape resonances of SF6.

3. Intermediate or mixed states

The sharp division between valence-shell and Rydberg states which is perhaps

suggested by the preceding discussion is not always valid. In facL it is sometimes more

accurate to classify a state as mixed, i.e. intermediate between these two extremes.

. Chapter VI presents evidence of a mixed state in the core-excitation spectrum of

formaldehyde. Another example is seen in Chapter VI for H2S. In that case, the spectral

' region between clearly identifiable valence-shell and Rydberg states shows some states

with intermediate characteristics. The nature of mixed states has been more thoroughly

investigated for valence excitations. While there is a general agreement that mixing is

important in some situations, there is some controversy over the manifestation of that

...... ,, ,,, / ii iii iiiiii III IIIII II
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mixing. Robin [14] has argued that mixing occurs between conjugate pairs of valence-

shell and Rydberg orbitals, generally resulting in a pair of mixed orbitals, one more

Rydberg-like and the other more valence-shell-like. He stresses that transitions to both

orbitals should be observed, although sometimes the transition to the valence-shell-like

orbital will be very broad and difficult to identify. In contrast, Mulliken [18] has argued
i

that mixing does not necessarily result in two distinct orbitals. The analysis used in this

dissertation tends to follow Mulliken, i.e. identifying individual mixed states rather than

conjugate pairs, but the results do not depend on the specific assumption of either point of

view.

4. Vibrational structure

The promotion of an electron into a previously unoccupied orbital will generally

change the geometry of a molecule, i.e. modifying the bond lengths and bond angles.

Changes in geometric structure tend to induce the excitation of vibrational quanta in the

final state. These excitations are observed as peaks at higher energies than tl'e

fundamental electronic transition, with spacings characteristic of the molecular

vibrational frequencies in the excited state. This explains the sidebands observed for

many transitions in molecular XANES spectra. Understanding the vibrational structure

associated with a particular excited electronic state can provide details of the influence of

the hole and the spatial distribution of the excited electron. Vibrational structure is

observed and interpreted for all the molecules studied in this dissertation.
o

In complicated XANES spectra it may be difficult to assign all the observed

features. It is very helpful to have additional information. Such information is available

in the spectra of isotopically-substituted molecules. Different isotopic species of a

molecule tend to have very similar electronic and geometric structures. However, due to

the changes in atomic mass, they tend to have different vibrational frequencies. These
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differences are naturally very large when deuterium is substituted for hydrogen, because

the mass changes by a factor of two. The vibrational frequencies in the excited states will

be modified in the substituted molecule, and any vibrational sidebands in the spectra will

. show corresponding shifts. Thus this effect is useful for distinguishing vibrational

sidebands from fundamental electronic transitions in a spectrum. The effect will, of

course, be largest for those normal vibrational modes which include significant motion of

the hydrogen/deuterium atoms. The energies of fundamental transitions, i.e. those

without any vibration excitation, may also show small shifts upon isotopic substitution

due to zero-point energy changes, as discussed below in Section I.D.6. Isotopic

substitution is used in Chapters IV (H2CO vs. D2CO) and VI (H2S vs. D2S) to aid in the

interpretation of complicated spectra.

Once vibrational sidebands are identified in a XANES spectrum, it is immediately

possible to determine vibrational frequencies of the excited electronic state from the

spacing of the sidebands. This provides some information about the force constants, and

thus the electronic structure of the excited electronic state, especially by comparison to

ground-state vibrational frequencies. In polyatomic molecules, the vibrational spacings

may also indicate changes in molecular symmetry, although this effect is not observed for

the examples in this dissertation. Further information about the structure of the excited

state is contained in the intensities of the vibrational sidebands. By applying the Franck-

Condon (FC) principle[19], bond lengths and angles in the excited state may be

determined. The most important prediction of the FC principle is that extensive

vibrational excitations tend to accompany large changes in molecular geometry. As

mentioned above, in Sections I.D.1 and I.D.2, changes in molecular geometry are

. indicative of the spatiaJ distribution of the excited valence-shell or Rydberg orbital, as

well as of the influence of the core hole. Therefore FC analysis is a particularly useful

tool for the interpretation of molecular XANES spectra.
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5. Equivalent-core approximation

As mentioned above, the creation of a core hole may have a notable influence

upon the electronic and geometric structure of the excited electronic state. However this

influence can usually be modeled by very simply by approximating the core hole as an

additional positive charge at the nucleus of the atom. In other words, one can assume that

the core orbital is localized in an extremely small region and thus that the core hole is a

point charge. In this case, the core-excited atom is equivalent to a ground-state atom with

one additional proton, i.e. the next element on the periodic table. Thus this model is

known as the Z+I or equivalent-core approximation. Note that this model is also useful

in the case where the excited electron has ieft the system, i.e. the final state in

photoelectron spectroscopy. Indeed, the model was initially developed to describe the

core-excited ions created in photoelectron spectroscopy [20]. To apply the equivalent-

core model in XANES, it is important to consider the excited electron. If the core

electron is promoted into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), then the

equivalent core molecule is the neutral Z+ 1 molecule in the ground state, because the

"extra" electron of the Z+I molecule occupies this LUMO. But if the transition is to a

Rydberg state, then the equivalent-core molecule is the neutral Z+ 1 molecule in an

excited electronic state, with its outermost electron promoted into the same Rydberg

orbital.

This model is applied in Chapter 111for CO and the results show that the

approximation is quite successful. If vibrational frequencies are corrected for the well-
m

understood effects of different masses, the overall agreement between the core-excited

values and the equivalent-core values is good. Bond lengths for core-excited states,

derived using a FC analysis, also compare well to corresponding equivalent-core values.

The success of the core model in the test case of CO is encouraging, and therefore the

equivalent core model is also applied to the other three molecules studied in this
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dissertation. This model has two important applications. It can be used to predict the

influence of the core hole in a core-excited electronic state. It can also be turned around,

using XANES as a way to study the structure of the equivalent-core molecule [21 ]. The

. latter application is natural, in a way, because the first valence-shell state of a core-

excited closed-shell molecule, corresponds to an open-shell equivalent-core molecule in

its ground state. Since closed-shell molecules are usually much more stable and inert

than open-shell molecules, this approach is a simple way to learn about molecules which

may be difficult to study directly. The results for H2CO in Chapter IV and H2S in

Chapter VI are both discussed in this light.

6. Dissociative states and zero-point vibrational energy

The core-excited electronic states accessed in XANES have very short lifetimes,

due to the rapid autoionization processes associated with core holes created in the soft x-

ray energy range. However it is possible for a core-excited state to dissociate before this

electronic decay occurs, i. e. the molecule fragments with a core hole in one of the pieces.

Very rapid dissociation is most likely to occur if the excited state accessed has a strongly

repulsive potential. Another possibility is that the excited state is bound, but is so

strongly coupled to a dissociative state that conversion to the repulsive potential and

subsequent dissociation occurs before the core hole decays.

One effect of dissociation is to shorten the lifetime of the excited state, as

. compared to a corresponding non-dissociative state which decays by autoionization.

Therefore a dissociative state may be characterized a larger natural line width than non-

" dissociative states in the same spectrum. There are other possible causes for differences

in line broadening, however. The rate of autoionization may vary for different states in

the same spectrum, as proposed in Chapter V for SF6.
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Another effect of dissociation can be observed by comparing the corresponding

XANES spectra of different isotopic species (or "isotopomers") of the molecule.

Dissociative states will exhibit shifts in the energy of the fundamental peak upon isotopic

substitution (for this effect, the final state of the transition must have a repulsive

potential, rather than rapidly coupling to another state which is dissociative). These shifts

arise from changes in the zero-point vibrational energy of the molecule upon excitation.

Even in the vibrational ground state of a particular electronic state, each vibrational mode

contributes to the total energy of a molecule [i.e. the energy of the vibronic (vibrational-

electronic) state]. Assuming a harmonic oscillator potential, this zero-point energy is

given by

hO_i
Ezp = ,__ (1.3)

i 2

where the sum is over all the vibrational modes, and hoJi is the vibrational spacing of the

i th mode. Normally these zero-point vibrational energies are difficult to distinguish from

the total electronic energy of the overall molecular state. However, a comparison of total

energies between isotopomers would show these effects, due to the isotopic dependence

of vibrational frequencies. Of course, total eriergies are not observed in absorption

experiments; only the difference in total energy between the initial and final state is

measured. If vibrational frequencies are similar in these two states, there will be little

change in the zero-point energy and thus only a small difference between the fundamental

transition energies of the isotopomers. If the final state is dissociative, however, there is
D

no potential well along the dissociating coordinate, and therefore no zero-point energy for

that mode. The dissociative mode contributes to the zero-point energy in the initial state

but not in the final state. Since that contribution is just half the vibrational spacing for

that mode, there will be a shift of the fundamental transition upon isotopic substitution.

This shift will equal half the difference between the ground state vibrational spacing in
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the two isotopomers. For the case of deuteration, the fundamental transition will shift to

higher energies for the deuterated species.

Even a vibrational mode which is not dissociative may cause isotopic shifts in the

• fundamental transition energy, if the frequency of that mode changes upon excitation.

However, the best-resolved spectra in this dissertation can only detect energy shifts of
F

more than = 10 meV. To obtain this shift upon deuteration, a change in the vibrational

spacing of about 65 meV for a mode involving motion of the hydrogen/deuterium would

be required upon excitation. This corresponds to a change of more than 20% in the

vibrational frequency for a stretching mode, and a much larger relative change for a

bending mode. Of course, there may be several modes which change frequency and

contribute to the isotopic shift. The conclusion is that only large changes in vibrational

frequency can lead to observable shifts, and only modes with large isotopic dependencies,

i.e. those that involve motion of the hydrogen/deuterium, will make significant

contributions to the isotopic shifts. Clearly the largest possible change in a vibrational

frequency occurs when the final state frequency is zero, i.e. the mode is dissociative.

However it must be stressed that this effect may also be observed for completely non-

dissociative states if there is a large enough change in vibrational frequencies between the

ground and final states. In Chapter IV there is a discussion of the isotopic shifts of

fundamental transitions in reference to H2CO and related molecules. In Chapter VI this

effect is used to explain isotopic shifts in transitions to states which are known, from

other studies, to be dissociative.

7. Core.hole spin-orbit interaction

For core levels with orbital angular momentum greater than zero, i.e. for p, d, etc.

levels, there is an observable splitting in XANES spectra due to the spin-orbit interaction

of the core hole. This splitting, and the associated branching ratio, will sometimes also
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include contributions from the interaction of the core hole with the excited electron. The

observable effects of the latter interaction provide information on the spatial distribution

of the excited electron. This effect is discussed in Chapters V and VI in reference to SF6

and H2S, respectively. In the latter case, there is also a modification of the observed spin-

orbit splitting in XANES due to molecular-field effects on the core levels. More detailed

introductions to these phenomena are given as needed in Chapters V and VI.

E. Organization of chapters

Chapter II presents the technical details of the experiments. The following

chapters present XANES spectra along with the corresponding analysis and discussion.

Chapters III, IV, V, and VI discuss CO, H2CO, SF6, and H2S, respectively. Chapter VII

presents some ideas for future work in this area.
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CHAPTER. I1: EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

II.A. Synchrotron radiation
o

Synchrotronradiationwas used as the radiationsourceforall the measurements

presentedin thisdissertation.The primaryadvantageof synchrotronradiationin thisc_

is thatit providesa nearlystructurelesscontinuum,i.e. flux is a smoothfunctionof photon

energy. The inherentlyhigh flux in thesoft x-rayenergyrangeis anotherusefulaspect of

this radiation•Synchrotronradiationis producedwhenchargedparticlesat relativistic

energiesexperiencea centripetalacceleration[i ]. Electron(orpositron)storageringshave

beenconsm_ctedatmanylocationsaroundthe worldtoexploit thiseffect•

ll.B. The SX700/II monochromator

To measurephotoionizationspectra,the continuumof photonenergiesprovidedby

the storageringmustbe monochromatized.All the spectrapresentedhereweremeasured
J

!

using the SX700fIImonochromator[2,3], whichis operatedby the FreeUniversityof

Berlin atthe storagering BESSY. The combinationof high photon flux andhigh

resolutionin energyprovidedby this monochromatoris essentialfor the measurementof

high-resolutionXANES. Fig. If-1 shows a schematicof the monochromator ioptcs, as

well as a plot of calculatedand measuredenergyresolutionas a functionof photonenergy.

. The monochromatorhas only threeopticalelements and noentranceslit, using insteadthe

electronbeamin thestorage ringas the monochromatorentrance"aperture".These features

leadto an inherentlyhigh flux. Only one opticalelementis non.planar,andthat

(ellipsoidal)mirrorwas madeto a veryhigh tolerance. Because the eUipsoidalmirrorhas

smaller figureerrorsover shorter lengthscales, the opticalaberrationscan be reducedby

shading most of the mirrorand using only the centralportion. This improves the energy
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resolutionat theexpense of flux. All of thespectrashownin thisdissertationwere

measuredwith someshadingof thcellipsoidalmirror;the exactamountof shadingwas

selectedfor theoptimumcombinationof flux andresolutionineach ca,_.

Anothercontrollablecontributionto the resolutionis the verticalsize of the el_tron

beam Inthe ring. Because there ts no entranceslit, this sourcesize has a dir_t influence on

the rcsolution. Some of thes_tra diseus_d in Chapters HIand V were obtained using

specialsmall-sourcebeam conditions in the storagering,allowing higherresolution

measurements. The exit slit sire also contributesto the final resolution, but thisparameter

is more easily adjusted. Severalslit sizes are available,with smallerslits providingbetter

resolutionbut lowerflux. The spectraof ChaptersIV and Vl, and some of the spectraof

ChapterV, wereobtained usinga 2442 line3mmgrating. This grating provides

significantlybettercombinations of flux andresolutionthan the 1221lin_mm gratingused

forthe earliermoasurements. The resolutionvalues plotted in Fig. 11-1referto thc 1221

line/ram grating. Inthe firstorderof diffraction,with a normal sourcesize, the 2,442

line3mmgratingprovidesresolutioncomparable to line (b) in Fig. I1-1. Furtherdetails of

• Smonochromatoroperationareprovidedin the individualdt_usston_ of ex_rimental details

in the following chapmrs.

In addition to the resultspresentedin this thesis, the SX7(X)/IImonochromatorhas

" t ' 'Z _'been u_d to studythe high-resolutionpno oiom'muonspectra of _veral atoms and

molecules in the gas ph_ [3,4J. Its highresolution has also been exploited for a number

of otherexperiments. Forexample, adsorl_d molecules werestudiedby NEXAFS 15]and

by photon.stimulated dcsorption[61. A complctc descriptionof re,arch at the SXT(X)/IIis a

providedin a _ccnt report [7].

II.C. Photolonizatlon gas cell

To obtainthe best possible high.resolutionXANES spectrausing the SX70(FII,a
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._nsitive means of detectingphotoabsorpUon in the sample has is required. This was

achieved using a photoionization gas cell. As shown in Fig. II.2, the c_ll contains the

sample g_ at p_ssurcs 4.1 mbar, ._parated from the ultra-high vacuum of thc

• monochromator by a thin window (-I_-1500 A). Absorption of soft x-rays by the

sample gas in the interaction region is detected by the total ion yield method, i.e. all the ions

produced by photocxcitation are co!letted and the ioncurrent is measured. Specifically, the

soft x-ray _am p_scs between two parallel copper plates in the gas ceil for a distance of

I()cm. A voltage of, :_ V is applied to one plate, forcing positive photo-ions to the

opposite plate, which is connected to a picoammeter, it is preferahlc to collect ions rather

than electrons, bccau._ some photoelectrons may be ejected from the window or from

wherever stray x-rays strike a surface within the gas cell.

Although the excited states studied in thc_ ex_riment,_ are neutral, the exci_d

molecule or its diss_iation fragmenL,_rapidly d_ay by emitting one or more electrons,

The resulting ion current provides a measure of the photoahsorption cross _ction. To hc

exact, the total ion yield _hnique gives a photoahsorption spectrum which is weighted by

the average total positive charge produced by the molecule upon excitation at a given

photon energy. It is important to mcogniz_ that many diffe_nt final states may _sult t'rom

the_ high.energy excitations, possibly including _veral highly-charged fragmcn| ions

from a single excited mol_ule. Thus the total positive charge produced may vary among

the diffe_nt final states, and the hr_mchingratio to the_: different final states may have

some spectral de_ndence. For example, if one _sonancc in a spectrum produces

. significantly more or less total positive charge than another _sonance, thenthespectrum

measured by total ion yield will show a different intensity ratio than the corresponding

• photoabsorption spectrum, Therefore relative intensities oh_rved in total ion yield s_ctra

should _ carefully intcrp_ted, as they may not exactly repre_nt the absorption spectrum,

In practice, the_ differences should not _ very large. In this dis_rtation, the measured

photoionization sp_b"a arc generally assumed to he equivalent to photoahsorption spectra,
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but theconclusionspresented_ expected tobe valid even if thisequivalenceis notexact.

Moreover,a generalcomparisonof photoionizationspectrato photoabsorptionspectra

demonstratesthatthis assumptionis reliablein manydifferentcases.

S_tra obtainedusingthe totalion yieldtechniqueare subj_t to a systematic

"saturation"errorif the samplegas pressureis too high. This is causedby absorptionof x-

raysin the volumeof gas betweenthe windowand the leadingedges of the electrodes.

Ionsproducedin some portionof this volume will collectedby the cathode, i.e. they are in

the active regionof the ionization_11, butgenerallysome ions will not be detected.

Thereforethe photonfluxreachingthe activeregionwill be attenuatedby the gas in the

"dead"volume, as predictedby the Beer-LambertLaw

I lO.(Oc,)--= (2.1)
Io

whereIo is the incidentphotonflux,Iis the transmittedflux, o is the photoabsorption

cross section, c is the concentrationof absorber,and _ is the path lengthbetweenthe

windowand the active region. If the concentrationc is largeenough, changes in the cross

sectiono as the photonenergyis variedwill cause measurablechanges in the amountof

flux reachingthe active region. Inthat case, a peak in the totalion yield spectrumwill

appearbroaderandless intensethan it otherwisewould, becauseat the centerof the peak

the "dead" volumeattenuatesmorephotonflux thanat the edges. This saturationeffect

may be avoided if the concentration,i.e. the gas pressure,is so low that the deadvolume

d_s not absorbappreciableflux,even at peakmaximain the spectrum. The saturation

pressuremay be determinedempiricallyby comparingthe shapes of the intense absorption

featuresin spectrameasuredat differentpressures. All the spectra presentedin this

dissertationwere tested forsaturationby comparisonto spcctraat higherpressures,and

foundto be unsaturated.Of course,saturationeffects may be reducedby designinga gas

cell with the smallestpossibledeadvolume,i.e. minimizing_ byplacing the electrodes
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very close to thewindow. Thiswouldeffectively increasethe maximumm_urement

pressure,leadingtohighersignal-to-noiseratios.

. ll.D. Data analysis

To interpretthe pbotoionizations_tra in thisdissertation,it was necessaryto

extractvariousparametersfrom the data. In the limit of perfectinstrumentalresolution,i.e.

AE--O,peaksin XM,_ESspectranormallyhave a Lorentzianlineshape. Each individual

transitionis thencharacterizedby anenergy,a naturallinewidth,andan intensity. The

energyof the transitionis the differencebetweenthe final (core-excited)andinitial(ground)

states. The Lorentzian(natural)linewidthcorrespondsto the lifetime broadeningof the

state. The intensity (area) is proportionalto the cross-sectionfor the transition.In

practice,aninstrumentalcontributionto the linewidthmustalsobe considered,dueto the

' nlimitationseven of the highest-resolutionexpenme ts. Forthe SX700/IImonochromator,

the resolutionfunctionmay be roughlyapproximatedby aGaussianlineshape,although

betterapproximationsarcpossible [31. Deviationsfromthis approximationshould not

significantlyaffect the conclusionsof the presentwork.

Be,causethe naturallinewidthstendto be large forcore-excitedstates,XANES

spectraoften includeregions of overlappingpeaks. Forexample,vibrationalspacingsare

often comparableto or less thannaturallinewidthsand/orspectralresolution,and Rydberg

states inherentlyhave smallerenergyseparationsasthe excitationenergyincreasestowards

, threshold. To best understandsuch spectra,it is desirableto deconvolutethese regionsof

"' ewi'"overlappingpeaks,removethe instrumentallm am, andtherebyobtainthe energy,

" natural linewidth,andrelative intensityof each individualabsorptionpeak. In the present

work, this deconvolutionwas achieved, asmuch aspossible, by analyzing the spectrawith

a least-squares-m_mization curve-fittingroutine.

Each individualpeak was modeledby a Voigt function,i.e. by a Lorenu,.ian
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function convoluted with a Oaussianfunction. One contribution to the Gaussian linewidth

stems from instrumental broadening due to the finite resolution of the monochromator.

Unresolved vibrational progressions associated with one electronic excitation will cause

additional broadening, which can be approximated by a Gaussian lineshape. In general,

the total Gaussian linewidth derived from a fit will reflect both of these contributions.

The data analysis presented in this dissertation often required considerable curve-

fitting to extract the significant featuresof the spectra. This least-squaresanalysis was

accomplished using a VAX-ba.sedsoftware package XFIT [81,which allows great

flexibility in the specification of the fit functions. For example, the Franck-Condon (FC)

fits of Chapters III, IV, and iV were accomplished by interfacing an existing FCcode with

XFIT.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure II-l: _ottom) Schematic view of the SX700/II monochromator. (Top) The

monochromator resolution AE (FWHM) as a function of photon energy. The straight lines

indicate the expected relation AE ct E3/2. (a) Normal source size, first order of diffraction.

(b) Small source size, first order of diffraction. (c) Small source size, second order of

diffraction.

Figure 11-2: Schematic view of the ionization cell used for the measurement of gas-phase

total-ion-yield spectra.
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CHAPTER IIl: HiGH-RESOLUTION PHOTOIONIZATION OF

CARBON MONOXIDE AT THE CARBON AND OXYGEN K-

EDGES

IiI.A. Introduction

The carbon [1,2] and oxygen [3] K-edge XANES of carbon monoxide has been

studied previously with high resolution in energy using Electron Energy Loss

Spectroscopy (EELS). In the present experiment, using soft x-rays from the SX700/II

monochromator, the spectral resolution was improved at the oxygen K-edge, and the

signal-to-noise ratio was significantly improved at both edges. The resulting spectra show

previously unobserved features, especially in the carbon K-edge Rydberg states and the

oxygen K-edge valence-shell and Rydberg states. A Franck-Condon analysis is applied to

the observed vibrational structure. The derivedexcited-statevibrational spacings and bond

lengths are compared to the known valuesfor the correspondingequivalent-core-molecule

electronic states.

III.B. Experimental

The spectra were measured using the SX700/II monochromatorwith the 1221

line/mm grating. At the carbon K-edge, in the second order of diffraction, the spectral

. resolution was 70 meV (FWHM). At the oxygen K-edge, with small-source beam

conditions and second-order diffraction, the resolution was =115 meV. High-purity

" carbon monoxide (99.997%) at pressures of =0.05 mbar was used, with a 1500/_, AI(1%

Si) window separating the monochromator from the gas cell.
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III.C. Carbon K-edge

1. Overview

Q

Fig. M-1 shows the photoionization spectrum of CO near the carbon K-edge. The

lowest-energy feature is the (C ls) "17t*resonance, plotted with an expanded energy scale

in the inset of Fig. iII-1. A series of less intense features, converging on the carbon ls

ionization threshold at 296.1 eV, are assigned to transitions to Rydberg states with

vibrational sidebands. Assignments and derived energies of the individual states are given

in Table III-I. Above threshold there is further structure, assigned to two-electron

excitations, These 2h-2e states arise from the simtrltaneous promotion of the C ls electron

and a valence electron into the _t*and Rydberg orbitals.

2. (C Is)'l to* resonance

Four vibrational transitions, from 0--->0to 0--->3,were resolved for the (C ls) "1x*

t'esonance, as indicated in the inset of Fig. III-1. A Franck-Condon analysis, with ground-

state parameters hv" = 269.0 meV and R" = 1.1283/_ [4], resulted in the excited-state

parameters hv'= 256(2) meV, hvx'= 3.6 meV and R'= 1.153(1)/_, where the uncertainty

it indicated in parenthesis in units of the last digit. (Double primes indicate ground state

parameters while primes refer the to excited state.) The resulting fit is plotted with the data

in the inset of Pig. M- 1. These results agree fairly well with those of Refs. [1,2], with

smaller errors. Note that in Ref. [2] it was suggested that the bond length decreases

relative to the ground state. The present results definitively show that the bond length

increases, i.e. the excitation is to the repulsive side of the potential.
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3. (C Is) "I Rydberg resonances

Fig. III-2 shows the fine structure observed below the C Is ionization threshold.

' These features are assigned, as indicated in Fig. I11-2and Table I11-I,to excitation of the C

ls electron into various Rydberg orbitals, with accompanying vibrational sidebands. This

interpretation agrees with earlier assignments, with some small differences and with more

states resolved. Note that core-excited carbon corresponds to ground-state nitrogen, within

the Z+ 1 approximation. Thus the present assignments were guided by well-established

assignments for the equivalent-core states, i.e. the excited states of NO arising from the

promotion of the (valence) electron in the 27tmolecular orbital (the re*orbital of CO) into

the Rydberg orbitals. A comparison of term values is shown in Table Iii. land discussed I

again in Section 11I.E.

The two prominent triplets in the energy range 292-294 eV are assigned to the (C

Is) "1 3so and (C Is) "13pro Rydberg resonances, each with a fundamental transition (0--->0)

and two vibrational sidebands. In addition, the least-squares analysis indicated the

presence of a weak pair of previously unobserved transitions underlying the 3pTtstates. In

analogy to the NO valence and N2 ls "1spectra, these features are assigned to the (C ls) "1

3po state with one vibrational sideband. Franck-Condon fits of the (C ls) "13so and (C

ls) "13pTtvibrational structure give larger vibrational spacings, hv'(3so) = 307(3) meV and

hv'(3pr0 = 309(3) meV, and shorter bond lengths, R'(3so) = 1.077(1)/_ and R'(3pTt)=

1.073(1) ,_, as compared both to the ground state and the (C ls) "l _* state. These results

are consistent with the stronger bonding expected for excitations into the nonbonding

Rydberg orbitals rather than into the antibonding _* orbital. They also indicate that the C

' ls core hole tends to strengthen the bond, relative to the ground state. This is expected

because the bonding electrons of ground-state CO are somewhat polarized towards the

oxygen end, and the creation of the C ls core hole redistributes these bonding electrons to

increase the interatomic electron density. This may be seen directly by comparing the
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spatial distributions of the In molecular orbitals for CO with those of NO (i.e. the

equivalent.core molecule for C*O). As shown in Fig, III-3 [5], these orbitals are more

asymmetric in CO than in NO. Note that in the (C ls) "1x* state, the bond-strengthening

effect of the C ls core hole is overcome by the presence of the excited electron in the

strongly anti-bonding _* orbital, as demonstrated by the larger bond length and smaller

vibrational spacing, as compared to the ground state.

Above 294.4 eV there ate many overlapping features, butdue to the good

combination of statistics and resolution a definitive analysis and assignment is possible. In

particular, six electronic states are identified, most showing vibrational sidebands, as

indicated in Fig. HI-2 and Table IIl-I. A Franck-Condon analysis was performed for the

(C ls) "13dn and (C ls) "14p_ states, with the results shown in Table III-2. The Rydberg

formula predicts the energies of the (C ls) "1npn states reasonably well, fox _>3, with the

quantum defect _ = 0.75 and the C Is ionization threshold at 296.0_0 eV. For the (C

ls) "I3pn state, the corresponding quantum defect is 8 = 0.775,

The derived vibrational spacings for the (C ls) "1Rydberg states are shown in Table

III-2. As expected, these spacing are larger than that of the ground state, because of the

bond-stregthening influence of the carbon Is core-hole. The observed values agree with

the vibrational spacing recently measured for carbon Is core.ionized CO [at and above the

energy of the (C Is)"1if* shape resonance] [6], andalso with the vibrational spacing and

derived bond length measured at the carbon Is ionization threshold using zero-kinetic-

energy photoelectron spectroscopy [7] (see Table III.2). The similarity of the bond lengths

and vibrational spacings in the core-ionized andcore-excited Rydberg states demonstrates

the non-bonding character of the Rydberg orbitals.
b

III.D. Oxygen K-edge

1. Overview
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The photoionlzations_m.u_ of CO neartheoxygen K-edgeis shown in Fig, ill-

4. TheobservedstructuremaybeassignedinanalogytothecarbonK-edges_tral

• assignment.Thefeatureat533-536eV isanintense(O Is)"I_*resonancewithpreviously

unob_rvedvibrationalfinestructure.Athigherenergiestherearew_er transitionsto(O
o

Is)"IRydbergstates.

:2. (0 ls)"1n' resonance

The (O Is)"ln*resonanceismuchwiderthanthecorrespondingresonancebelow

thecarbonK-edge,withadistinctlydifferentfinestructure.Theregularly-spacedpe_s

withinthe(O Is)"In*resonanceareassignedtoanextensivevibrationalprogression,

whichproducestheverylargepeakwidth.Theindividualvibrationalpeaksaremore

poorlyresolvedthanthelessextensivevibrationalseriesofthe(CIs)"In*resonancefor

threereasons:I)Theinstrumentalresolutionislargerathigherphotonenergies;2)The

naturallinewidthoftheoxygenIscorelevelislargerthanthatofthecarbonIscorelevel;

3) Thevibrationalspacingissmallerinthe(O Is)'!n*resonancethaninthe(Cis)"!n*

resonance.

A least-squaresanalysisof the finestructureyieldeda vibrationalspacingof 146(1)

meV for the (O ls) "!n* state, remarkablyless thanthe ground-statevalue,hv"- 259 meV.

A Franck-Condonfit was notperformed,becau_ of difficultyindeterminingthe energyof

thefundamentaltransition(i.e.thebandorigin).Thebroadintensityenvelopeofthe(O

Is)"In*resonanceclearlyindicates,however,thatthereisalargechangeinbondlength

" relativetothegroundstateofthemolecule.Thisisinstrikingcontrasttotheverylimited

vibrationalprogressionandrelativelysmallchangeinbondlengthforthecorresponding

resonanceatthecarbonK-edge.Bothtransitionspromoteanelectronintothesamen*

molecularorbital,thusthedifferenceinfinal-statestructuresisattributedtothediffering
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influenceof thecarbonandoxygenIscoreholesuponmolecularbonding.Asdi_ussed

above in Section 111.C.2,thecarbon corehole tendsto strengthenbondingby pulling

bondingelectron densitytowardsthe centerof the molecule. The oxygen core hole has the

opposimeffect, i.e. bondingclec_n density is withdrawnfromthe centerof the molecule.

Thiseffect, in combinationwith the presence of an electron in the antibonding n* orbital,

results ina large decrease in bond strengthforthe (O Is)"1_¢*resonanceas comped to the

groundstate,

3. (O ls) "1 Rydberg resonances

The (O Is)"iRyd_rg resonancesshown in Fig. 1II-4areassigned inanalogy to the

carbonK-edgespectrum of Fig, I11-2.The (O Is)"1Rydbergstates have vibrational

sidebands,butthese featuresare not u well.resolved as they _ in the ct n_spondmg
I

Ryd_rg resonances I_low the carbon K-edge. Thisdifferencearises for the same reasons

given above forthe (O Is)"1n* resonance. Despite the pcmrerresolution, some Franck-

Condon analysis is possible. Derivedparametersfor the (O Is) "1 3SOand (O ls) "1 3p/t

states are hv'(3sct)= 227(8) mcV, hv'(3p/t)= 224(9) meV, R'(3so)= 1.167(9) _, and

R'(3pn) = 1.159(9) ,_. These resultsindicate a weakeningof the bond, _ compared to the

groundstate and the (C Is)"!Rydhergstates. This is expected fromthe influence of the

oxygen Is core hole. Now that the derivedvibrationalfrequenciesarelargerforthe

* d' '(O Is)"1Rydbergstates thanfor the (O ls)"1/t*state, in tcaung a strongerbond for the

Rydhergstates, _cause the Rydbergorbitals_ es_ntially non-bonding and the n* orbital

is stronglyantibonding.

b

I!I.E, Comparison to equivalent.core molecules

TableIII-lshows the derivedterm values"for the (C Is)"1states of CO in
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comparisontothetermvaluesofthecorre,_pondingstatesinthe_uivalent.coremolecule

NO. Thegoodagreementsuppo_thepresentassigment,whichinfactusedthis

comparisonasaguide.TableIII-2liststhe_sultsofFranck,Condonanalysesforthe

• variouscore-excitedsta_ofCO, _ derivedvibrationalspacingsandbondlengths

comped toknownvaluesforcorrespond_gstatesinthe_uivalent-coremoleculesNO
4

andCF. _ goodag_mentindicatesthelevelofaccur_yoftheequivalent-core

approximation.Thelargestdi_repanciesoccurforthen*states,wheretheapproximation

is_rhapslessvalidbecau¢the_t'orbitalhasappreciableamplitudenearthecorevac_y.

(N Is)"Icore-excitedstatesofN2[8]mayalso_ comped totheequivalent-coreNO

molecule,givingslightlyp_reragreementinTableIII.2thanforthe(CIs)"!core,exclted

statesofCO, Notethatthe vibrationalspringsinthelastcolumnofTableIU-2_

correctedfordifferencesinatomicmasses.

A comp_sonofbondlengthsandvibrationalspacingsinthecore-excitedRydberg

statestothecorrespondingvaluesinthegroundstateindicatesthattheinfluenceofthecore

holeuponbondstrengthissmallerincore-excitedN2thanincore,excitedCO, Becau_the

bondingelectronsofground-stateN2areinherentlyunpola_ized,theredistributionofthat

chargeduetothecreationofthecoreholehasonlyasmalleffectonthebondstrength.

ThiscontrastswithCO,wherethepolarizationoftheground-statebondingelectron,_

providesagrea_rpotentialforacore-hole-inducedm_dificationofthebondstrength.
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Table Ill-1: Energi_ andassignmentsof the(C is)"1core-excitedstatesandtheir

vibrationalsidebands. Uncertaintiesinthe uniu of the lastdigit aregiven in parenthesis,

baseduponanassumedvalue of 287.400 eV for the(C Is)"1n*, v' ffi0 resonance. In the

. last twocolumns, the termvaluesfor the (C Is)"istates andthe _uivalent-core 2n-excited

statesof NO arecompared, All energiesate ineV.
s

II1[11111 ............ _. --- IZ ...... II .... II............ II .... II .... Z ........ I" I IIii111 I ..... I ---

v'=0 v'= I V'= 2 v'= 3 Te_ v_u_s _

[[ iiiiiiii _ - ii _ iiiiiiii i i i u ....... ii ..... iiiii i iiiii ii ii]1 ..... i ........ ill

(C Is)-1
n* 287.400 287.656(2) 287.912(2) 288.168(3) 8.680 9.264
3ser 292.368(2) 292.665(2) 292.956(2) 3.712 3.799
3pn 293.33i(i) 293.630(2) 293.922(2) 2.749 2.786
3po 293.499(3) 293.787(4) 2.581 2.672
3dn 294.614(2) 294.920(5) 295.226(6) 1.466 1.503
4pn 294.803(2) 295.090(2) 295.374(5) 1.277 1.309
4dn 295.275(5) 295.56(1) 0.805 0.863
5pn 295.345(3) 295.635(5) ().735 0.768
6pn 295.561(5) 295.866(7) 0.519 0.508
7pn 295.744(9)

I!lllllll .... .I] I .... I IIIIIlllIL I[ IIIll . I _ II I _ "- III IIII .... Jllli II _ II .......... I I

a Relative to theC is bindingenergy (296.080 eV, determinedby the Ryd_rg analysis).
bRelativeto the 2n bindingenergy(Ref. [4]).
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Table III-2: Equilibrium distances R, vibrational energies hv, and anharmonicity constants

hvx for CO (this work) and N2 [8] in the ground state and in core-excited states.

Uncertainties in the units of the last digit are given in parenthesis, The parameters in the

last two columns are taken from ref. [4] and the hv values were corrected for the

differences in reduced mas_s (multiplied by [16/15]1/2 [49/451 !/2 and [133/i 2411/2 for
i

NO--+N2*, NO-.+C*O, and CF_CO*, res_ctively).

LLL._I- _ I I III I I1_11111I_[ IIIII I .... /- IH1111 - _ " ..... JILIIIIIIIIII! II I " IHI........ Ill

Comparison with
_uivaient.core
NO andCF

R hv hvx R................hv
(A) (meV) (meV) (k) (meV)

;11111111 i . Illl - i ..... rll iii iii iiii i .... r i i __ i i i_l1111r_ --

CO

ground 1.12832 a 269.025 a 1.65a
(C is)-I_t' 1.153(I) 256(2) 3.6 NO 1.1508 246

(C Is) "1 3so 1.077(1) 307(3) 5(1) 1.0634 307
(C Is) "13pn 1.073(1) 3_(1) 4(1) 1.062 31()
(C Is)"I3dn 1,08(I) 309(I) 0 1.0585 307

(C Is)"I4pn 1.083(I) 292(I) 2(I)
(C ls) "1ion 301(3)b 1.(163 308
(C Is)"Iion i.077(5)c 309(17)c 1.063 308

(O is)"I7t* 146(i) CF 1.2718 168

(O Is)"I3so 1.167(9) 227(8) 1.154 229

(O Is)"I3pn 1.159(9) 224(9) 1.151 232

N2

ground 1,09768a 292.42a
(N !s)"In* 1.164d 235d NO 1.1508 244
(N Is)"I3so 1.077d 293d 1.0634 3()4

(N Is)"I3pn 1.073d 300d I.{)62 307

_ [ .... _111'111 I I IIIIII __ -- _ - IIII I Ill III1!..... -- I I -

aRef. [4]. bRef. [6]; measured by photoelectron spectro_opy at KE = 7.5 and 16 eV,

i.e. at the energy of the a* shape resonance, and also somewhat higher.
CRef. [7]; measured by zero-kinetic-energy photoelectron spectro._opy, dRef. [8].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure HI-1: The photoabsorption spectrum of gas-phase CO near the carbon K edge.

, Note the vertical scale change, which multiplies intensity in the region 292-310 eV by a

factor of 10 relative to the lower range 287-292 eV, and also shifts the baseline. The inset
p

shows the (C ls) -1 re*resonance with an expanded energy scale, to better display the

vibrational sidebands and the results of a least-squares Franck-Condon fit to the data.

Figure I1/-2: An expanded view of the Rydberg region of Fig. IN-l, showing the (C ls) "1

Rydberg states of CO. Assignment bars indicate the seven vibrational progressions which

are resolved. The results of least-squares Franck-Condon fits for each progression are

plotted with the data. Note the vertical scale change at 294.4 eV, which doubles the

intensity of the data in the upper range and shifts the baseline.

Figure 111-3: Spatial distribution of the lrc molecular orbital in ground-state CO and NO.

Reprinted from Ref. [5] with permission.

Figure III-4: The photoabsorption spectrum of CO near the oxygen K-edge. Note the

vertical scale change, which multiplies intensity by a factor of 10 in the upper range and

also shifts the baseline. Assignment bars and the results of a least-squares Franck-Condon

analysis are shown with the data. The weak but distinct vibrational structure within the (O

ls) -1 r_*resonance is observed here for the first time.
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CHAPTER IV: HIGH-RESOLUTION PHOTOIONIZATION OF

FORMALDEHYDE AT THE CARBON AND OXYGEN K-

EDGES

o

IV.A, introduction

Limitationsin spectralresolutionand/orcountingrateshaverestrictedthestudyof

vibrationalfeaturesin the core-excitedelectronicstatesof molecules. In particular,

vibrationalfine structurein XANEShas beenexaminedmainlyfordiatomicmolecules;

few polyatomicsystems havebeenfully characterized.Forformaldehyde,H2CO,

excitationsof the carbon ls andoxygen Is electronsinto _* andRydbergorbitalswere

studiedby EELSwitha resolutionof _-250meV [1],providingonly anapproximate

understandingof these core-excitedstates. TheEELSspectrawerecomparedto the results

of theoreticalcalculations [2], butseveralquestionsremainedunresolved. BecauseH2CO

is a four-atommoleculewithsix vibrationalmodes,a relativelycomplicatedf'mestructureis

expected;excitationsof variouscombinationsof vibrationalmodes can producehighly

structuredspectra, particularlybelow thecarbonK edge.

The presentstudybenefitsfromboth higherenergyresolutionand lower noise

levels, as comparedto the EELSresults. The carbonand oxygen K-edgephotoionization

spectra of H2COand, for thefirsttime, D2CO,havebeen measured. Fortheprominent

(C ls) "l _* resonance, vibrational fine structureis resolvedand assigned to the C-O and

symmetricC-H stretch modes aswell as the CH2scissm'sbend mode. Several of themore

intense (C ls) "1Rydbergstatesalso exhibitvibrationalexcitationof thesetwo stretch

modes. For deuterated formaldehyde,D2CO, isotopic shifts in vibrational spacings and

spectral intensities are clearly observed in the vibrational sidebands. Equilibrium bond

lengths and bond angles are derived from Franck-Condon analyses of vibrational fine

structures. Below the carbon ls ionization threshold, Rydberg states up to n=9 are
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assigned. Striking isotopic shifts effects are also observed in the energy and linewidth of

the ground vibrational level of the 3s-al Rydberg state, for both carbon ls and oxygen ls

excitations. These shifts are tentatively attributed to large changes in the vibrational zero-

. point energy upon excitation, perhaps indicating a dissociative state. Similar effects in the

carbon K-edge spectra of several other molecules are discussed.

IV.B, Experimental

These measurements utilized the 2442 line/mm grating on the SX700flI

monochromator. In the first order of diffraction, the spectral resolution was --60 meV

(FWHM) at the carbon K-edge and _150 meV at the oxygen K-edge. The photon energy

was calibrated using the (C ls)-I n*, v'---0resonance of gas-phase CO (at hv = 287.40 eV)

and the (N Is) "1n*, v'---Oresonance of gas-phase N2 (at hv = 400.88 eV) [3]. Gas-phase

H2CO and D2CO were produced by thermal decomposition of the corresponding

paraformaldehyde at _70 ° C. Sample pressures of 0.06-0.08 mbar in the gas cell were

separated from the monochromator by a 1500 A A1 (1% Si) window.

IV.C. Carbon K-edge

I. Overview

. Fig. IV- 1 shows an overview photoionization spectrum of H2CO in the region of

the carbon ls ionization threshold. The (C ls) -1 n* resonance is observed between 285

" and 287 eV. The spectrum shows a series of peaks between =290 eV and the carbon K-

edge at =294.5 eV. These arise from the promotion of the carbon ls electron into Rydberg

orbitals. The inset shows a very broad resonance =15 eV above threshold; this is assigned

to a o* shape resonance. The weaker broad feature at =301 eV, indicated by the dashed
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verticalbar, is tentativelyassigned to multielectronexcitations.

2. (C ls) "1n* resonance

t

In the EELSmeasurement,the (C Is)"1_* resonancewas observedas a relatively
Q

broadfeature at-286 eV, with a small shoulderon the low-energyside [1]. In contrast,

the present high-resolutionspectrareveal detailed finestructure. The (C ls) "1 n*

resonancesfor H2CO andD2CO areshown in more detail in Fig. IV-2. The distinctive

peaksandshoulders, with isotopic shifts,allow for the first time a detailed analysisof the

manytransitionsinvolved.

The designationof this state as an* resonanceis made in analogy to the

correspondingresonancein core-excitationspectraof diatomicmolecules. In the C2v

symmetryof the formaldehydemolecule,the it*orbital loses its degeneracyandsplits into

two components. The lowerlevel has b2symmetry and is occupiedin the ground

electronicstate [2]. Thus, the resonances observed here correspond to transitionsinto the

unoccupiedorbitalof bl symmetry. Havingestablished the exactsymmetryof this

resonance, the commonly used "n*" designationwill be used henceforth.

To interpretvibrationallyresolvedspectraof polyatomicmolecules, a normal

coordinate analysis is essential. Inthe presentanalysis,the approachdescribed by Wilson,

Decius, andCross [4] was applied. In the space of internalcoordinates,which

convenientlyrepresentsinternuclear distances and bond angles, the G matrix (derivedfrom

the atomic masses and molecular geometry) and the F matrix (which contains the force !

constants) were constructed. The values of the force constants were taken from Ref. [5].

The internalcoordinates were transformed into symmetry coordinates (symmetricC-H

stretch, C-O stretch, HCH scissors bend, etc.) and then to normal coordinates by

simultaneously diagonalizing the F and G matrices. The contributionsof the symmetry

coordinates to the normal coordinates was thereby obtained. Some of the normal
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coordinateshavesignificantcontributionsfrommorethanone symmetrycoordinate.Thus,

thecommonly used designations[6] for thevl, v2, andv3 vibrationalmodes asC-H

'Vsymmetricstretch,C-O stretch,andHCHscissorsbend,respect, ely, areonly

. approximate,as exited. Moreover, thecontributionsof the symmetrycoordinatesto a

' ngiven normalcoordinatedependonmass andgeometry; thus they will be differe t for

H2COand D2CO.

An unambiguousfit of the (C Is)"1n* resonance is difficultto achieve, because

X 'stronge citauons of three of the six normalmodes, in any combination, aredipole.allowed

for this transition. The presentfit takes all threeof these totally-symmetricmodes into

account. They are the vl mode(mainly symmetricC-H stretch), thev2 mode(mainlyC-O

stretch),and the v3 mode (commonly attributedto HCHscissorsbend, but consisting in

realityof mainly C-O stretch with -30% HCHbend). These normal modeshave ground-

statevibrational energiesof hVlffi345.0meV, hv2ffi216.5meV, and hv3ffi186.0meV for

H2CO[6] and hv1=25,4.9meV, hv2=211.0meV, and hv3=137.1meV for D2CO [6]. The

isotopic differences in ground.statevibrationalenergiesarelargest forVl and smallest for

v2, whichconfirms the assignments of these normalmodes to predominantly C-H andC-O

stretch modes, respectively. Resultsof the least-squaresfit areplotted in Fig. IV-2 with

the data, and discussed in Section IV.C.4.

The firstpeak, at hvffi285.59eV, is caused by a transition fromthe v"=(0,0,0)

level of the electronic groundstate [_"ffi(0,0,0)denotes the vibrationalgroundlevel:

_"--01 - , _2"-0, _3"-=0]to the _'---(0,0,0)level of the (C ls) "1_* electronic state. As

• usual, the single prime indicatesvibrationalparametersfor the electronically excited state,

the double prime applies to the ground electronic state, and q is the quantum number for

" the itlavibrational mode. At higher photon energies,transitions are visible which include

the excitation of quantaof vibrational energy in one or more of the normal modes. The

subspectra of Fig. W-2 show the _2' vibrational series for different fixed _1' and _3'

quantum numbers. The solid subspectrum represents only the "2' CC-O stretch") series
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(0,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,2,0), (0,3,0), etc.; the dotted subspectrum stands for the u3'=l series

(0,0,1), (0,1,i), (0,2,1), (003,1), etc. For reasons of clarity, the subs_tra of the higher

series show the sum of _2' and _3' transitions: The dashed subspectrum represents the

_l'ffil series with combinations of _2' and _3' excitations (1,0,0), (1,1,0)+(1,0,i),

(1,0,2)+(1,1,1)+(1,2,0), etc.; while the dash-dotted and dash-double-dotted ones are the
i,

'm_i'=2 series (2,0,0), (2,1,0), etc.i and the _1 3 series (3,0,0), (3,1,0), etc.;

respectively.

Turning from the H2CO to the deuteratedform, D2CO, a substantial change in the

vibrational fine structureof the (C ls)-I _* resonance is observed (see Fig. IV-2). it is

remarkable that this change occurs not only in the higher photon-energy region, for

excitations of the v l normal mode, which is usually assigned to the s_metric C-H stretch,

i Inbutalso in the low-energy region, where mainly the v2 mode is exc ted. particular, the

intensity ratio of the first two peaks is clearly different between the two isotopic species.

The second peak is assigned to the (0,1,0) vibrational level, and the v2 mode is primarily

composed of the C-O stretch. This observation indicates that, upon excitation of the (C !

Is) "1_* resonance, the C-O bond length changes more in the case of H2CO than for

D2CO. (Me isotopic effect upon this intensity ratio may also result from the dlf enng v2

vibrationalenergies in the two isotopic species, butclearly this difference is small in this

case.) Isotopic shifts of the vibrational energies are indicated in Fig. IV-2 for only three

selected vibrational states: the (0,0,1) state by dotted vertical lines, the (1,0,0) state by

dashed vertical lines, and the (2,0,0) state by dash.dotted vertical lines.

3. (C Is) "I Rydberg resonances

Fig. IV.3 shows the transitions to the (C Is)"1Rydberg excited states in H2CO and

D2CO. A comparison of the H2CO and D2CO spectra immediately distinguishes

fundamental transitions to Rydberg states (i.e. without vibrational excitation) from
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vibrational sidebands (i.e. including excitation of vibrations in the final state).

Fundamental _sitions will exhibit no isotopic energy shift, whe_ vibrational sidebands

will shift to lower energies in the deutera_ s_ie.s, The only exception to this rule in the

• present work is found for the (C is) "13s-al Rydl_r8 state, where an isotopic energy shift

is observed even for the fundamental transition [_ the _h.dotted subs_tra in Figs, IV-

3(a) and (b), and the di._usslon below]. Solid subspectra lines are used in Fig. IV-3 to

represent the fundamental peaks, i.e, transitions to the ground vibrational level of core.

excited Rydberg states.

Rydberg ._ri_ in core-exclted molecules _ normally as,slgnedon the basis of their

quantum defects as well as by comparison with known series in the valence-excited

equlvalent-core molecule. Using the Z+I approximation, the equivalent-core molecule of

V'(C Is) "I H2CO is H2NO. Since little data is a atlable for H2N(), a comparison to the (C

Is) "IRydberg states of CO [7] is used here instead, in the two molecules, CO and H2CO,

the C-O bonds are fairly similar, with the two H atoms in H2CO expected to influence

mainly the intensities and vibrational sidebands of the Rydberg transitions. This leads to

the assignments given in Fig. IV-3 and in Table IV. I for both H_O and D2CO. Table IV.

I also provides a comparison of the present results for H2C() with those of other

measurements and of theoretical calculations. A number of previously unresolved Rydberg

states were identified in the present work and will be di_u_sed in more detail below.

t Ik iThe first r,,_iativelybroad feature at hv=290t2 eV an.,=_sfrom the transition to the (C

Is)"13s-al core-excited Rydberg state, which shows a hi_h-energy shoulder due to

vibrational excitations. This resonance can bc compart2dto the (C Is)"13sG state in CO

[7]. The naturalwidth of this peak, derived from a least-_uares lit, is 240 meV (FWHM),

' which is much larger than the derived widths of the (C ls)-I n* states and of the higher

Rydberg states in H2CO. The (C Is) "13s-a! state of formaldehyde is also broaderthan all

the (C Is)"1states in CO (including the (C Is)"13set state). Although the (C Is)"i 3s-a!

transition was previously observed in the EELS study [1], it did not appearany broader

,,,,,, __H _ _ IIII II I IIII I IIIIII
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than _ higherRydbergexcitationsdue to the lowere_rgy re.solutionof the EELS

measurements,This broadeningis accompaniedby a dis_ictive isotopic shift of the energy

of this peak,which changesfrom290.178 eV for H2COto 290.232 eV for D2CO, The

change in energy is indicatedin Fig, IV.3 by verticalbars, A close inspectionof Fig. IV.3

shows that an isotopiceffect is also observedfor the width of the 3s-al Rydbergstate, The

naturallinewidth,determinedfroma least-_u_s analysis,is only 180 meV for D2COas

comp_ to 240 meV for H2CO. These effects will be di_u_d in more detail in Sec,

IV,E,in conjunction with the s_tlar effects for the (O Is)"l 3s-at and

(2bl)"I 3S-alstates of formaldehydeand for the(C Is)"13s state of othermolecules.

Among _ higherRydbergstates,_th the 3pand 4p statesexhibita splittinginto

b2and bi component levels, caused by theremoval of degeneracyof the p states in C2v

symmetry. Note that the molecularcoordinates _ chosen with the x axis per_ndicular to

the molecularplane, accordingto the nomenclatureof Ref. [8], Actually, a molecular-field

splitting into three states(al, bi, and b2) is expected,but theoreticalpredictionsput the (C

Is)"13p-ai stateonly 100 meV higherthan the (C Is)"!3p-b2state, withanoscillator

strength only -1_ that of the (C Is)'! 3p-b2stare [2,9], Thus the (C Is)"!3p-a! state is

not expected to be observed,andthereis no indicationof it in the data, The b2-bl splitting

is largestfor the (C Is)"!3p state (476 meV), such that the two 3p peaks were already

resolvedas separatepeaks in the lower-resolutionEELSwork[1] and tentatively assigned

as in the present study, Becauseneither peak showsan isotopicenergy shift, an alternative

assignment of the (C Is)"13p-bI peak at hv=291.73eV toa C-H symmetric stretch

vibrationalexcitation of the (C Is)"13p-b2 state can now be excluded,confirmingthe

adopted assignment,

The molecular.fieldsplittingof the 4p states is naturallysmaller(107 meV) because

theseorbitals have a largerspatial distributionand thus feel a weakeranisou'opicfield as

compared to the 3p states, The two featuresobservedareagain assigned to the b2 and bl

components, in analogy to the 3p states, However, the theoretical predictionsfor the (C
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Is)'! 4p sta_ [2] differ from those for the (C Is)"I 3p slims, suggesting the alternative

_ignment that the observed splitting arises from the b2 and a l components, For the

higher p states, a molecular-field splitting is no longer resolved, Fig, IV-3 shows that the

' (C Is)"Inp Rydberg series, converging at the carbon is ionization threshold, IPC.K,is
r

resolved up to n=7 and fitted up to n=9. A least-squares fit of the spectrum of Fig, IV.3

with the Rydberg formula leads to a carbon Is ionization threshold of iPc.K =294,352 eV

and a quantum defect of Bp=1.08, The fit results are shown by the solid line through the

data points in Fig, IV.3. In analogy to the corresponding s_trum for CO [7], transitions

to (CIs) "Ind Rydberg states can also be identified in the spectra of Fig. IV-3, An

additional excitation is observed at an energy of 292,2 eV, which can be assigned to a (C

Is)"I4s state and its vibrational sidebands; this Rydberg state was not observed for CO [?J,

The present assignments differ from those of Ref, [ I], particularly for the 3d and 4s

Rydberg states, The quantum defects derived from the p_sent assignment, _= 1,4 and

8d_.05, appear to be more reasonable, The more recent theoretical predictions for the

energy of the (C Is)"!4s state, relative to the calculated energies of the other Rydberg states

[9], also tend to support the pre_nt assignment (_ Table IV- i), Calculations of the

energi, of the (C Is)"Ind Rydbcrg states would be useful to better cvalua_ the present

assignment.

Particularlyfor the lower Rydbcrg states, clearly resolved vibrational sidebands are

observed which _ easily identified by their strong isotopic energy shills (._e dotted and

dashed subs_ctra in Fig. IV-3), The isotopic effects on vibrationalspacings arc indicated

' o i. by the vertical-bar diagrams in Fig. IV.3. Note also the asot p c dependence of the relative

intensities of the vibrational excitations, As in the case of the (C Is)"I_' resonance, more

than one vibrational mode contributes to each set of fine structure, This is most easily seen

for the (C Is)"I 3p-b2 and (C Is)"I 3p-bl Rydbcrg states, where the vibrational sidebands

arc clearly characterized by two different vibrational spacings. In contrast to the (C Is)"l

n* resonance, only two vibrational modes are observed for the Rydberg states; the lower-
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energyv2mode(mainlyC-O stretch)andthehigher-energyvlmode(mainlyC-H

symmetricstretch).Itiss_ng thatthe(CIs)"I3p-b2state,forbothH2CO andD2CO,

showsarelativelymoreintensev2vibrationalsideband,ascomparedtothe(CIs)"I3p-hi

star(seeFig.iV-3,dottedcomponents).

4. Franek.Condon analysis

Forthequantitativeanalysisofthevibrationalstructureinthe(CIs)'!n* and

(CIs)"IRydbergresonances,aFranck-Condon(FC)calculationwascombinedwitha

least-squarescurve-fittinganalysis.Unlikethecaseofdiatomicmolecules,whereaone-

dimensionalpotentialcurvedeterminesthevibrationalstates,inthepresentc_ ofa

polyatomicmoleculeeachnormalcoordinatehasitsownsetofFC parametersderivedfrom

amultidimensionalpotentialsurface.Theadvantageofusingnormalcoordinatesisthat

they canbe treatedindependentlyin a FC analysis, in the limit of smallvibrationalquantum

numbers, Theessential resultof this independent-modeapproximationis that the relative

branchingratiosbetween vibrationallevels of a given modeare independentof the quantum

numbersof the othermodes. Forexample, the relativeintensitiesof the (0,0,0), (1,0,0),

(2,0,0), etc. progressionare the same as the relative intensitiesof the (0,1,0), (1,1,0),

(2,1,0), etc. progression,withinthis approximation.

The multimode FC analysisusedhere was basedon thesingle-modealgorithms

first given by Hutchisson[ lO]. In thisanalysis, only thevl, v2, and v3 vibrationalmodes

wereincluded.Thesethreemodesareexpectedtodominatethevibrationalstructure

becausedlpole-allowedelectronicexcitationswillpreferentiallyexcitethetotally-symmetric

almodesVl,v2,andv3.Substantialexcitationofthev4(blsymmetry)andvs,v6(b2

symmetry)modesarenotexpectedduetoselectionrules.SinceC2vsymmetryisassumed

inthefinalstate,thesymmetrycoordinatesassociatedwiththev4,vs,andv6modesare

notadjustedintheanalysis.Thepossiblityofsmallcontributionstothespectrumfrom
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excitations of these modes, however, cannot be excluded. Note that the above arguments

are only valid for a planar H2CO molecule with C2v symmetry. The geometry of the (C

ls) -1 n* excited state of H2CO is predicted _2 the equivalent-core ground state of the

nitroxyl radical H2NO, which is probably not planar, but has an inversion barrier of only

=6 meV [11]. Since this barrier is much less than the zero-point energy expected for the

out-of-plane bending mode, v4, the assumption of a planar H2CO molecule in the (C ls) -1

_* state seems to be reasonable. Note that this slightly non-planar geometry is caused by

the unpaired n* electron (which actually has b2 symmetry). The al-symmetry carbon ls

core hole cannot cause deviations from planarity. Thus deviations from plan_rity should be

smaller for the Rydberg states than for the n* state, simply because the Rydberg orbitals

have less amplitude near the nuclei and the valence electrons. Therefore a planar geometry

is also assumed for all the Rydberg states.

As discussed in Section IV.C.2, the contribution of the symmetry coordinates to the

normal modes has been calculated for the ground states of H2CO and D2CO. The results

are shown in Table IV-2. Note that this transformation matrix is block-diagonalized, e.g.

the three al symmetry coordinates contribute only to the three al normal modes. The

changes in normal coordinates upon excitation, derived from the multimode FC analysis,

were transformed to symmetry coordinates using this matrix. This assumes that the same

transformation matrix applies in the (C ls) -1excited states as in the ground state. Because

this transformation is derived from the ground-state force constants and geometry of the

molecule, this assumption is not strictly valid. Indeed, the observed vibrational excitations

• and changes in vibrational spacings relative to the ground state indicate that the force

constants and geometry do change upon excitation. However, this parallel-mode

" approximation allows a straightforward interpretation of the results of the FC analysis. The

transformation matrix is not expected to change drastically upon core-excitation, so the

qualitative results of the analysis are reliable. Because of this approximation, the derived

geometric parameters may be subject to somewhat larger errors than the indicated
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uncertainties, which were are based only on the statistical quality of the data and the fit. In

fact, some of the results discussed below are more easily understood as artifacts of the

paraUel-mode approximation than as real structural effects.

As a result of the least-squares analysis, the FC parameters for the (C ls) -1 _:*state

of HECO were derived, i.e. the vibrational energies hvi (i=1,2,3) and the changes in bond

lengths (C-H and C-O equilibrium distances R) and in the HCH molecular bond angle 0,

along with the corresponding values for D2CO. In the FC calculations, anharmonic Morse

potentials were used for these three excited-state vibrational modes, while harmonic

potentials were assumed for the ground-state modes, because those anharmonicities are not

known. Note that the Morse potential is valid for the v3 mode, where contributions from

bond-stretching motions will contribute anharmonicity to the potential, even if the H-C-H

bending contribution is assumed to be harmonic. The results of the FC analysis are

summarized in Table IV-3. The use of the Morse potential in the excited state allows the

determination of the sign of the change in symmetry coordinates, i.e. it indicates whether a

bond distance increases or decreases.
t

For the (C ls) "1 Rydberg states, the lower signal intensities and the overlaps

between different Rydberg states make a full FC analysis difficult. The spectra were

therefore analyzed by accounting only for two of the vibrational modes (vl,v2), since the

results for the (C ls) -1 re*resonance show that the v3 mode is only weakly excited. Thus

only the vibrational energies hvi (i=1,2) and the changes in bond length were determined

for these states (see Table IV-3). Different intermolecular distances are obtained by

assuming different HCH (DCD) molecular bond angles, 0. The values shown in Table IV-

3 are derived by assuming no change in this angle upon excitation. The derived values

change by less than 0.01/_ if the HCH (DCD) angle 0 is varied by +10 °. For the (C ls) -1

Rydberg states, a harmonic potential was assumed; thus it is not possible to determine

whether an electronic transition takes place to the attractive or the repulsive side of the

excited-state potential curve. As a result, the sign of the bond length change is not known.
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Table IV-3 therefore lists two possible equilibrium internuclear distances for each R of the

core-excited Rydberg states. One of the values is less likely (see below) and is set in

square brackets.

• The results show that the equilibrium C-O distance in formaldehyde, RC-O,

increases in the (C ls) -1 re*state relative to the ground state, as also seen for the CO

molecule [7]. In H2CO, however, this increase (_0.10/_) is much larger than in the CO

molecule (_4).025 A), so that the intensities of vibrationally excited states with C-O

stretching-mode character in the (C ls) "1r_*resonance of formaldehyde are much higher

than those of the analogous excitations of CO. While in the (C ls) "1 re*of CO, the

intensity of the v'=l excitation amounts to only =10% of that of the v'--0 excitation, for

formaldehyde the corresponding v2' excitations are found to be roughly equal in intensity

(see solid subspectrum in Fig. IV-2). This is quite similar to the well-known case of the

N2 (N ls) -1 re*resonance, for which the equilibrium distance is known to be 0.066 ,,k

larger than in the ground state [3]. For the Vl mode of H2CO (mainly symmetric C-H

stretch), excitation into the lowest (C Is) -1 n* vibrational state (Vl'---O)is strongest (see the

relative intensities of the solid, dashed, and dash-dotted subspectra in Fig. IV-2).

For the (C ls) -1 3p-b2 and (C ls) "13p-b2 Rydberg states, excitations of the C-O

stretching mode v2 are much less intense than for the (C ls) -1 n* resonance. Similarly, the

excitation of the Vl vibrational mode is also less intense in the (C ls) -1 3p Rydberg states,

as compared to the (C ls) -1 n* resonance. The changes in internuclear equilibrium

distances, derived from the FC analysis, are summarized in Table IV-3. While the

. qualitative trends of the results are believed to be reliable, limitations on the validity of the

parallel-mode approximation may introduce inaccuracies in the bond distances which are

' larger than the statistical error bars shown. For the (C ls) -1 n* resonance, there is a

decrease of the C-H (C-D) distance and an increase of the C-O distance with respect to the

ground states. This means that the C-H (C-D) bond is strengthened, while the C-O bond is

weakened by the excitation. These changes are confh'med by the observed increase in the
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v1 mode vibrational energy and decrease, in the v2 mode vibrational energy (see Table IV-

3). Qualitative predictions of these changes can be made by examining the orbital diagrams

of Fig. IV-4 (from Ref. [12]). The observed weakening of the C-O bond is expected from

the spatial distribution of the antibonding n* (b2) orbital, which is located mainly on C and

O, but not on the H atoms. The influence of the carbon ls core hole leads to the

strengthening of the C-H bond because the C-H bonding lbl and 4al orbitals are

somewhat polarized towards the H atoms. The increased positive charge on the carbon

atom pulls these bonding electrons towards the carbon, strengthening the C-H bond. As

discussed for the CO molecule [7], the C-O bonding orbitals in formaldehyde (in particular,

3al) are polarized towards the oxygen atom, so that the carbon core hole will also tend to

strengthen the C-O bond. For the (C ls) -1 n* resonance, this C-O strengthening is more

than compensated by the C-O antibonding character of the n* orbital, even more than for

the CO molecule [7].

For the (C ls) -1Rydberg excitations, the FC analysis of the present data does not

indicate whether the bond lengths increase or decrease relative to the ground state. The

Rydberg orbitals are expected to be non-bonding, however. Thus, from the arguments

given just above, it can be predicted that the carbon Is core hole will induce a slight

decrease of both the C-O and C-H (C-D) bond lengths. Therefore the smaller value given

for each bond length in a (C ls) -1Rydberg state in Table IV-3 is preferred; the larger values

are considered less likely and are therefore set in square brackets. In either set of values,

the magnitude of the change in the C-O bond distance is much larger for the (C ls) -1 71:*

state than for the (C ls) -1Rydberg states. This is consistent with the strongly C-O

antibonding nature of the _* orbital and the essentially nonbonding character of the
ii

Rydberg orbitals. The expected strengthening of the C-H (C-D) and C-O bonds in the

Rydberg states should be reflected by a corresponding increase in the Vl and v2 vibrational

spacings, as compared to the ground state. Table IV-3 indicates, however, that the

vibrational spacings actually decrease in several cases. This can arise, even if the
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characteristic vibrational frequencies of both the C-H (C-D) and C-O bonds increase, if the

composition of the normal mode changes upon excitation. For example, the observed

decrease in the v2 vibrational spacing of H2CO upon excitation of the (C ls) "13p-b2 state

• may result from larger contributions from the symmetric C-H stretch to this normal mode,

rather than from a weakening of the C-O bond. If these proposed changes in the normal-

mode compositions actually occur, then the parallel-mode approximation used here is not

completely valid.

The derived (C ls) -1n* molecular geometry of H2CO can be compared with

calculated values for the ground state of the equivalent-core molecule H2NO [13,14,15].

The results of these calculations reflect the same trend as found here for the C-H and C-O

distances, but the absolute values (RN-H ---0.99A, [13,14,15], RN-O =1.30 A [13], 1.26 A,

[ 14], and 1.34 _ [15]) are slightly different. A discrepancy is also observed between the

calculated (H .N-H) molecular bond angle for the ground state of H2NO (0=116 ° [15]) and

the derived value for H2CO in the (C ls) -1 if* state.

IV.D. Oxygen K-edge

Fig. IV-5 shows the oxygen K-edge region of the photoionization spectrum of gas-

phase formaldehyde. As in the carbon K-edge region, the spectrum is dominated by an

intense (O ls) "17t*resonance at 530.8 eV and a series of weaker traI_,sitionsto (O ls) -1

Rydberg states at higher energies. All these peaks can be assigned in analogy to the

. corresponding spectrum for gas-phase CO [7]. The resulting assignments are given in Fig.

IV-5 and summarized in Table IV-1, which also shows a comparison with former

• measurements and theoretical calculations.

The (O ls) -1 71:*resonance shows a very broad width, presumably due to

unresolved vibrational structure, similar to the analogous resonance in CO [7]. In the

present case, however, the v2 vibrational spacing (mainly C-O stretch) is apparently below
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the resolution limit [AF__150meV (FWHM)]. The v2 vibrational spacing for the (O ls) "1

re*state can thus be estimated to be <100 meV, smaller than that of the equivalent state in

CO (hv=146 meV). Such a small v2 vibrational spacing is not unreasonable, in view of the

present result for the (C ls) "1g* state, where the v2 vibrational spacing was found to be

only =65% of the corresponding energy in the CO molecule. Note that, in the ground

state, the H2CO v2 vibrational energy is =80% of the CO vibrational energy. Together,

these results suggest that the _* orbital is more strongly antibonding (for C-O) in H2CO

than in CO. This conclusion is also supported by the much larger increase in C-O bond

length upon excitation of the (C ls) -1n* state of H2CO than for the corresponding

excitation in CO. Comparison of the v2 vibrational spacing (160 meV) in the (C ls) "1_*

resonance of H2CO to the upper limit of 100 meV for the (O ls) -1rr* resonance indicates a

weaker C-O bond in the latter state. This is expected due to the C-O bond-weakening

influence of the oxygen ls core-hole.

The energy spacing of the Vl vibrational mode is not expected to be less than 100

meV in the (O ls) "1r_*state of formaldehyde, considering the ground-state value of 345.0

meV (254.9 meV) in H2CO (D2CO), and similar values in the (C Is) -1states (see Table IV-

3). This suggests that there is no significant vibrational excitation of the Vl mode when the

oxygen ls electron is excited into the n* orbital. Since, on the other hand, strong Vl

excitations are observed for the (C ls) "1re*state (see Fig. IV-2), it appears that these

excitations are caused mainly by the creation of a carbon ls core hole and much less by the

addition of an electron to the _* molecular orbital. This result supports the interpretations

given in the previous section. .

The equivalent-core molecule to H2CO in the (O ls) "1re*state is ground-state

H2CF. Semi-empirical calculations predict the bond lengths RC-H = 1.11/_, and RC-F =

1.32/_ in that molecule [16]. A comparison of these results to the ground-state values for

H2CO, given in Table IV-3, supports the qualitative arguments given above. The C-H

bond length is essentially unchanged, while the C-O(C-F) bond length shows a large
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increase going from H2CO to H2CF.

The lowest (O ls) "1Rydberg state is assigned to a transition to the (O ls) "13s-al

state. This peak is quite broad, as seen above for the (C ls) "13s-al transition. The

• remaining (O ls) "1Rydberg peaks arise from transitions into np orbitals (up to n=7) and

converge to the oxygen ls ionization threshold IPo.K. A least-squares fit of this series
P

with the Rydberg formula gives IPo.K =539.30 eV and 5p=i.01. This assignment is much

more consistent than that given in Ref. [1], where the most intense peak was assigned to

the (O Is) "14s state. All the Rydberg states axe noticeably asymmetric, with tails extending
i

to higher energies. This is probably due to unresolved vibrational sidebands of the v2

mode, with vibrational energies apparently smaller than those in the corresponding states of

CO (hv=225 meV) [7]. As seen for the (O ls) "1n* resonance, the Vl vibrational mode

does not seem to be noticeably excited in the (O Is) "1Rydberg states. Apparen_y the

oxygen ls core hole has little influence on the strength of the C-H bonds.

The lower spectrum in Fig. IV-5 is the (O ls) "1photoionization spectrum of D2CO.

Clearly there are only minor isotopic differences observed in this energy range. This is

mainly because vibrational fine structures are not resolved in these (O ls) -1core-excitation

spectra, giving rise, at best, to high-energy shoulders of the observed peaks. A notable

isotopic effect is observed for the (O ls) -1 3s-al Rydberg state; there is a decrease of

linewidth and a shift to higher energies upon deuteration. These effects are discussed

below along with the very similar observations for the (C ls) -1 3s-al state.

. IV.E. Isotopic effects

" 1. Isotopic effects on vibrational fine structure

It has already been mentioned above that all observed vibrational modes in these

spectra exhibit isotopic effects, even though only H (and not C or O) was replaced by the
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heavier isotope (D). This applies, in particular, to the v2 mode, which consists mainly of

symmetric C-O stretching motions. To understand these isotopic effects, one must

consider the contributions from all the different symmetry coordinates to tl_evarious normal

modes. These contributions were determined for the ground electronic states of H2CO and

D2CO by a normal-mode analysis, as described above, with the results shown in Table IV-

2. Note that the contributions of the symmetry coordinates to a given normal vibrational

mode change strongly upon deuteration, e.g. whereas the Vl mode in H2CO consists of

=78% C-H symmetric stretch, only =50% of C-D symmetric stretch contributes to this

mode in D2CO. For the v2 mode, the contribution of the symmetric C-H (C-D) stretching

vibration increases from =10% in H2CO to =26% in D2CO.

The observed effects of deuteration on the vibrational energies in the core-excited

states can only be discussed in a qualitative way, since the relative contributions of the

symmetry coordinates to the normal modes are not known for these states. It is generally

expected, however, that all the vibrational energies will decrease upon deuteration, if the

composition of the normal modes does not change. The results of Table IV-3 show that

decrease is indeed observed for the (C ls) "1states. The only exception is in the (C ls) -1n*

resonance, where hv2 increases by 12+6% upon deuteration. An increase in vibrational

energy is possible, despite decreasing energies of all the symmetry-coordinate vibrational

energies, if the contribution to this mode from the C-H symmetric-stretch coordinate, with

its high vibrational energy, increases upon deuteration. Comparing the compositions of the

v2 normal mode in the ground states of the two isotopic species, as shown in Table IV-2, it

is seen that the high-frequency C-H(C-D) stretch makes a significantly larger contribution

in D2CO than in H2CO. This explains the very small decrease observed for the ground-
Ii

state vibrational energy hv2 upon deuteration, as shown in Table IV-3. Apparently in the

(C ls) -1 n* excited state, the compositions of the normal modes have changed enough,

relative to the ground state, to make hv2 increase upon deuteration. This is a direct

demonstration that the parallel-mode approximation has limited validity for the (C ls) -1n*
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excited state.

The changes in bond distances, going from H2CO to D2CO, which are small in the

molecular ground state [-0.004 and -0.0005 A for the C-H(D) and C-O distances,

• respectively], are much larger in the (C ls)-I core-excited states. In the (C ls) "1g* state,

for example, they amount to +0.054:£-0.008 and -0.014:L-0.010J_ for the C-H(D) and C-O

distances, respectively. Thus, for the (C ls) "1it*state, the C-D distance in D2CO is larger

than the C-H distance in H2CO, while the opposite is observed for the C-O distance. This

is in qualitative agreement with the observed decrease (or increase) in vibrational frequency

of the v l (or v2) excited-state mode upon deuteradon. Of course, the bond lengths for the

(C ls) "1states were derived using the parallel-mode approximation, i.e. by assuming the

composition of the normal modes is unchanged upon excitation. The actual compositions

of the normal modes m these states, which are not known, might lead to derived geometries

for H2CO and D2CO with smaller isotopic differences than are obtained here. In fact, that

situation seems more likely than the rather large isotopic effects on molecular geometry

derived in the present analysis.

2. Isotopic effects on the (C ls) "1 3s-al and (O ls) "1 3s-al Rydberg states

Table W-4 summarizes the results for the linewidths, W, and the energy positions,

E, of the (C ls) "13s-al and (O ls) "13s-ai Rydberg states as obtained from the least-

squares analysis. For both of these Rydberg states, a substantial decrease in linewidth and

, a shift of the excitation energy to higher values are observed when H is replaced by D. The

isotopic effects appear to be larger for the (C ls) "13s-al state (AW=-60 meV, AE=+54

" meV) than for the (O ls) "1 3s-al state (AW=-44meV, AE=+40 meV).

There are three unusual effects observed for the (C ls) "13s-al and (O ls) "13s-al

Rydberg states: (1) The fundamental transition shifts to higher energy upon deuteration;

(2) The linewidth decreases upon deuteration; (3) The linewidth is larger than the
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linewidths of other Rydberg states (with the same core hole). Effect (1) may _ explained

by a large change in the vibrationalenergies of the molecule upon excitation, which implies

a different z_ro-point vibrationalenergy contribution in the initial and final states, with an

accompanying isotopic dependence of the fundamental transitionenergy. _ese z_ro-point

influences on the energies of fundamental transitions were discussed in Section I.D.6. The
o

contribution of vibrational mode i to the shift of the fundamental transition energy upon

deuteration is given by AF.4=(1/2)[hvI"(H2CO)-hvt"(D2CO)-hvt'(H2CO)+hvi'(D2CO)].

Of course, the largest changes in vibrational energy generally occur when the f'malstate has

a purely repulsive potential for one (or more) of the vibrational modes, i.e. the final.state

vibrational energy of that mode is zero. In that case, the resulting dissociation of the

molecule can occur so quickly that it will compete with the autoionization decay of the

excited state, leading to a larger naturallinewidth. This rapidneutraldissociation ha._been

observed for core-excited valence-shell states in HBr [17], HCI [18], and H2S [19]. This

process would explain effect (3), with the dissociation presumably involving removal of

one of the H(D) atoms.

If the dissociation rateis smaller for D2CO than for H2CO, this model also explains

effect (2). This isotopic dependence of the ratecan arise if there is a small barrierto

dissociation along the excited-state potential, such that the H atom can rapidly tunnel

through the ban'ier, whereas the D atom tunnels more slowly because of its larger mass.

Of course, if there is such a barrierto dissociation, there is a zero-point vibrational energy

for the associated vibrational mode. While this implies a smaller isotopic effect on

vibrational zero-point energy than for a purely repulsive potential, the excited-state

vibrational energy of the dissociative mode could be significantly smaller than in the initial

state, contributing to the observed isotopic shift of the fundamental transition. I'o

summarize, effect (1) is explained by any large changes in the vibrational energies upon

'S'excitation, including those an mg from a purely repulsive excited-state potential. Effect (2)

suggests a dissociative decay of the neutral excited state, which proceeds faster than
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autoionJzation,Andeffect (3) can ariseif thedissociationpotentialincludesa barrierwhich

is _netrated fasterby a H atomthanby a D atom.

This interpretationof the observedeffects suggeststhat thecore-excited3s-al state

, _ dissociativewithin thelifetimeof thecore hole. ResonantAugerelectronspectroscopy

and resonantphoto-ionmass spectroscopycould be used to studythese states,and
i,

possiblydetermineifthismodeliscorrect.Thosetechniques,alongwiththeoretical

calculations,wereusedtocharacterizethed_iativestatesofH2Sbelowthesulfur2p

ionizationthreshold[19].Thispossibilityindicatestheabilityofhigh-resolutionXA_S

toidentifypromisingdirectionsformoredetailedinvestigationsofcore-excitedelectronic

states.

Forthe (C Is)"l3s-a! state,theVl andv2 vibrationalenergiesareknownfromthe

lea_-squares analysis [hvI'_324 (236) meV, hv2'=123(106) meV for H2CO(D2CO)].

Thecombinedcontributionof these two modesto theisotopicshiftof thefundamental

transitionenergyis thereforeAEI,2=-5meV, This implies that+59 meV of theobser_ed

shift is caused by theother fourmodes. If theexcited stateis dissociative,witha purely

repulsivepotentialsurfacethatrapidlyexpels a H (D) atom,then the v_ vibrationalmode

[predominantlyasymmetricC-H (C-D)stretch]is essentiallyabsentin theexcitedstate,

Thiscrea_s anisotopic shiftAE_=+42meV,using the groundstatevibrationalenergies

from ref. [6]. In this case, thecombinedshift from the Vl, v2, andv5 modes,

AEI,2,,s=+37meV,issomewhatsmallerthantheobservedshiftof+54meV; the

differencecanbeattributedtochangesintheotherthreevibrationalenergiesand/orbythe

. uncertaintiesofthemeasmements.

A furtherconsiderationintheinterpretationoftheobservedisotopicenergyshiftsis

' therelativeenergycalibrationoftheH2CO andD2CO spectra.Thepresentresultsindicate

thatthespectraofthetwoisotopicspeciescomparedinFigs.IV-2,IV-3,andIV.5are

aligne:l,i.e.thefundamentaltransitions(exceptthosethe3s-alorbital)shownoenergy

shiftupondeuteration.However,duetodifficultiesintheabsolutecalibrationofenergyin
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these measurement, them is _,_ibly some errorin the relativealignmentof theenergy

HalesforH2CO andD2CO. Suchashiftwouldappearifthezero.pointvibrationalenergy

ofthecore-ioni_dmol_ule,e.g.H2C*O+,isdifferentfromthatofthegroundstate.This

differencewouldbeobservedasauniformisotopicenergyshiftoftheupperRydberg

states,causedbyaco_spondingshiftintheionizationthreshold.Thereforesuchashiftis
i

exitedifthecore-ionizedmoleculehu signific_tchangesinvibrationalenergies,

relativetothegroundstate.IncaseofcarbonIsionization,itwaspredictedabovethatthe

carboncoreholewilltendtostrengthenthebonding.Thisshouldbereflectedbylarger

vibrationalenergies,ifthecom_sitionofthenormalmodesisnotmodifiedtoomuchby

theexcitation.ThiswouldresultinanshiftoftheupperRyd_rgstates,andthecarbonIs

ionizationthreshold,tolowerenergiesupondeuteration.Whiletheobservedshiftofthe

(CIs)"I3s-alstateupondeuterationwouldbeincreasedbythisdifferenceinionization

thresholdenergy,thepanofthatshiftduetotheuniquecharacterofthe3s-alorbitalwould

stillbethevaluereportedhere.Itwouldbe.desirable,inr_egardtothe_issues,tomeasure

thecarbonIsbindingenergiesofH2CO andD2CO byx.rayphotoelectronspectroscopy

withhighresolution,andtherebyindependentlydeterminewhetheranisotopicshiftofthe

thresholdexists.

3. Comparison to the (2bl) "1valence.excited Rydberg states of

formaldehyde

The precedingsectionshows thatthe assumptionof a rapidlydissociating (C Is)"l

3s-al stateprovidesa plausibleexplanationfor all threeobservedeffects, andin particular

gives a reasonable prediction of the observed isotopicenergyshift. Presumably a similar

explanation could apply for the (O ls)-I 3s-al state, since the difference in the location of

the core hole should not affect the dissociative nature of the state. It is somewhat

unexpected, however, that promotingan electron to a Rydberg orbital creates a dissociative
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potential. In fact,thechar_tedzattonof the3s orbitalin th_ statespurelyas a Rydberg

a'orbt_ is probablyinaccurate,basedupontheobservedbeh vtor. Thisorbitalmayhave

intermediatechatter, i.e. it mayresemblea valenceorbitalto someextent. This

, possibilitywas already mentionedby _s_d andMoule for the 3s orbitalin the(2hl) "13s-

al valence-excitedstateof formaldehyde[20]. In thatc_e, theysuggest thatthe
i

intermediatecharacterof the 3s orbitalmay arisefrommixingof the(2bl)"I3s-al state with

the(2bl)"1o* inter-valencestateat -3.5 eV higherenergy(see S_tion I.D.3). Such

mixingseems less likely forthese core-excitedstates,becausetheco_spondin8 (C Is)"1

o* _onance is observedwell abovethreshold,-19 eV higherthanthe (C Is) "13s-ai

transition (see Fig. IV-1). In anycase, the sign of the observedisotopic energyshift

indicatesthattheoverallbondingis weakerin the (C Is)"13s-al and (O ls) "1 3s-al states

thanin thegroundstate,and therefore3s-al orbitalin these states mustbe somewhatanti-

bonding.

Thestudy of thevalence.excitedRydbergstatesof formaldehydebyl_ssard and

Motile [20] is of interest,becausethey observednotableisotopicshifts of thefundamental

ener8ies,whichare largestfor the (2bl) "1 3s-al state (&EI+39 meV). Theypresertta

detaileddiscussionof isotopicenergyshifts in electronictransitions,basedu_n the same

zero-pointvibrationalenergyargumentsdiscussedhere. Isotopicener8yshifts were
I

observed for the (2bt)"I3p-al and (2bl) "13p-bl states, which were -60% of the shifts +

seen for the (2bl) "13s-al state. The pre_nt resultsdo not indicatecorrespondingisotopic

shifts for any of the (C is) "13p or (O ls) "13p states.

qt

4. Similar Isotopic effects In the (C Is) "13s states of other molecules
I

A survey of high-resolutionXANES spectrashows that the effects seen for the

core-excited3s Rydbergstates of formaldehyde arenot unique. In fact, an isotopic shift of

the fundamental transitionenergy was observedforthe (C l s)'l 3s states of propane,

-- -- -- Illllll -- III .......
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ethane,andpossiblymethane,when comped tothefullydeu_ratcdisotopicspecies[21].

Inparticular,theenergyofthe(C Is)"!3sstateincrc_s-20 meV betweenC2H6 and

C2D6; andasimilaramountbetweenC3HR andC3Ds. A smallerincre_ was proposed,

but not directly observed, bctw_n CFL¢andCD4. No other fundamental transitions in

these spectra showed isotopic shifts. In contrast to the present case of formaldehyde,
4

notable isotopic effects upon the (C Is)"13s linewidths were not observed in the alkane

spectra [21]. The carbon K-edge spectra of ethylene exhibit similar isotopic effects, as

shown in Ref. [22]. In that case, a comparison of the spectra of C2H4 and C2D4, and the

derived transitionenergies, shows that most of the fundamental transitions below the

carbon K edge arc shif_d .20 meV upon deuteration. This is indicative of an isotopic shift

of the carbon Is ionization threshold, as discussed above in Section IV.E.2. The (C Is)"1

3s resonance, however, shows no shift; by necessity since the two spectra were aligned

using this feature. It may be that the sl_ctra are in fact misaligned, i.e. there is a +20 meV

shift of the (C Is)"13s resonance upon deuteralion, and the other fundamentals do not

shift. In any case, the energy separations between the (C Is)"13s state and the higher.

energy fundamental transitions _ reduced upon deuteration, as seen for formaldehyde and

the alkanes listed above. Ref. [22] also presented spectra of C2H2 and C2D2, but those

results do not clearly indicate any notable isotopic shifts of the (C !s) "13s state.

$, An alternative explanation for the isotopic effects on the (C Is) "1 3s-al

and (O ls) "! 3s-al_Rydberg states

t

The zero-point vibrational-energy explanation of the isotopic effect._,as given above

in Section IV.E.2, is very likely comet, insofar as it addresses energy shifts. The only

assumption was that fairly large changes in the vibrational energies occurred upon

excitation. However, to explain the large linewidths of the (C ls) "13S-al and (O ls)-I 3s-

al states, and the isotopic dependence of those widths, it was necessary to assume that
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these states were rapidly dissociating. This behavior is rather surprising, even if the 3s

Rydberg orbital is presumed to h,_veacquired some valence character. In their analysis of

the (2bl) -1 3s-al state of formaldehyde, Lessard and M3ule apparently found no indication

" of dissociative behavior [20]. The known cases of rapidly dissociating core-excited states

clearly involve a transition to a valence-shell orbital, not to an intermediate or Rydberg
B

orbital [17,18,19]. In the absence of experimental results to better characterize the (C ls) "1 I

3s-a1 and (O ls) -1 3s-al states, the following alternative explanation, which does not

assume a dissociative state, is worth consideration.

The isotopic effects upon linewidth in the (C ls) "13s-a1 and (O ls) "13s-al states

may be a result of the large size of the formaldehyde molecule, which causes the deepest

Rydberg orbital to be perturbed by the molecular orbitals. As a consequence, this orbital is

no longer purely atomic-like; it becomes a mixed orbital. The observed effects suggest that

this deviation is more pronounced for H2CO (larger linewidth, lower energy) than for

D2CO, which is plausible, if the D2CO molecule is assumed to be smaller in the core-

excited 3s-al states as compared to H2CO in the corresponding states. This is reflected in

the FC fits results for the (C ls) -1 3p-b2 states in the two molecules (see Table IV-3),

wb.ich indicate that the C-D bond length is shorter by =0.03/_ as compared to the C-H

bond length.

The isotopic effect on/he energy of the core-excited 3s-al state (see Table IV-4) is

then explained on the basis of an interaction with the molecular orbitals. In the larger core-

excited molecule, H2CO, the 3s-al electron penetrates the screening electrons more and

. sees a less completely screened nuclear potential. This causes an increase in the quantum

defect and a corresponding decrease in the energy of the core-excited state. In D2CO, the

• effect is reduced due to the smaller size of the molecule. The magnitude of this energy

effect may be comparable to that of the zero-point vibrational-energy effect described

above, accounting for some of the observed energy shift. A strong dependence of the

energy of the (C ls) -1 3s state upon molecular geometry has also been suggested for CO2
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[23].

The large width of the (C ls) -1 3s-al state as well as the observed isotopic effect

(see Table IV-4) are then explained by a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation. For a Rydberg orbital that is perturbed by molecular orbitals, the orbital

energy will depend on the size of the molecule, as discussed above. In this case, a

coupling between the orbital energy and the zero-point vibrational motion of the ground-

state molecule is possible, since the excitation energy may then depend on the size of the

molecule at the instant of excitation. The result is a distribution of excitation energies,

observed as a non-Lorentzian line broadening. Again the effect will be larger for H2CO

than for D2CO due to molecular size.

It might be expected that these isotopic effects are larger for the (O ls) -1 3s-al state,

as compared to the (C ls) -13s-al state, because in the former case, the Rydberg orbital is

less centered on the molecule. This is not borne out by the results listed in Table IV-4.

One reason is that the vibrational free structure of the (O ls) -1 3s-al state was not resolved,

so that the vibrational contributions, which were deconvoluted for the (C ls) "13s-al state,

could not be removed. This explains the smaller isotopic effect upon the energy of the

observed peak; the smaller vibrational spacings in D2CO, as compared to H2CO, will lead

to an underestimate of the isotopic energy shift of the fundamental transition, if the fine

structure is not resolved.
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Table IV-I" Energies (in eV) of the (C ls) "1and (O ls) -1core-excited states of H2CO in

IuItJr _: i II i] rillllll ii111 i i iii iiiiiii I1'111 iiii iiiiiiii i i iiii iii IIi I i Ill till 1111 i 1111111: -

Assignment This work EELS a Theory b Theory c
iim II I II

(C ls) "17t* 285.590 285.7 286.06 286.02
3s-al 290.178 290.15 290.64 290.50
3p-b2 291.253 291.21 291.63 291.50
3p-bl 291.729 291.64 292.05 291.91
4s-al 292.217 292.68 293.00 292.70
3d 292.755 292.16
4p-b2 292.978 292.95 293.27 293.06
4p-b1 293.085 293.32 293.21
4d 293.559
5p 293.460 293.45 293.23
6p 293.811 293.92 i

7p 293.963 !
8p 294.057
9p 294.123

(O ls) "1_t* 530.82 530.80 529.78
3s-al 535.43 535.47 534.50
3p-al 536.34 536.13 535.27
4s-al 537.65 536.54
4p 537.78 536.69
5p 538.46
6p 538.73
7p 538.94

comparison with previous EELS results and theoretical predictions. Only fundamental

transitions are shown, i.e. transitions including vibrational excitation are not listed.

aRef. [1]
bRef. [2]
CRef. [9]
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Table IV-2: Contributions, in percent, of the symmetry coordinates to the normal modes in

the ground states of H2CO and D2CO. v4 is assumed to consist of 100% out-of-plane

bending motions (see Ref. [5]); it is therefore omitted from the table.
, 'I .,H,I i_,,i n, I' I_" " I _1' I'qll'I r,I _- _ Li_/ ' __- ,0_, __ i_, -

H2CO vl v2 v_ v5 v6
I _ . IIIII I III I ]111 IH I _ ii1[ IIII U IIIII IIII IIII II IIIH _ _ ..... ii I IIIII1[I I I

C-H symmetric stretch (al) 77.6 9.9 2.0 0 0
C-O symmetric stretch (al) 21.1 82.3 74.i 0 0
HCH scissors bend (al) 1.3 7.8 23.9 0 0
C-H antisymmetric stretch (b2) 0 0 0 96.8 19.2
CH2 in-plane wag (b2) 0 0 0 3.2 80.8

D2CO
liII Ill I [ i iii --- -- __ - I I I I I Illl __ I _ "- II II II

C-D symmetric stretch (al) 50.3 26.1 3.0 0 0
C-O symmetric stretch (al) 47.4 71.3 59.9 0 0
DCD scissors bend (al) 2.3 2.6 37.1 0 0
C-D antisymmetric stretch (b2) 0 0 0 94.1 30.6
CD2 in-plane wag (b2) 0 0 0 5.9 69.4

_'llJ IJTF IIJ ii "I :i IIIiIl,,l, 'fill II _ IIIIII i _ -- j i -- _ [ iili [i ":: li 2 fill 1_I, IIII_lll _ I;lil' _ ilIIU"IIt _i
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Table IV-3: Derived equilibrium values for the C-O and C,.H (C-D) bond lengths, R (in

angstroms), and the HCH (DCD) molecular bond angle 0, and vibrational energies hv (in

meV) for the v 1, v2, and v3 modes in the ground and core-excited states of H2CO and

D2CO. The ground-state values were taken from Ref. [6]. The parameters for core-excited

states were obtained from least-squares Franck-Condon fits. The numbers in parenthesis

give the statistical error bars in units of the last digit. Systematic errors arising from the

limited validity of the parallel-mode approximation may be larger. The numbers in square

brackets are those results from FC fits which are considered less likely on the basis of

chemical arguments (see text),

H2CO RC..H Rt2..O 0HCtt hvl hv2 hv3
.| , 111 | 111 i 11 i ilUlll i ii ii l Ill I I II II I_111 I III IIIIIIII IIIIrll[ll ......

Ground state 1.1171(i0) 1.2072(5) 116°14'(6) 345.0 216.5 186.0
(C ls) "1g* 1.037(3) 1.316(5) 111"(2) 430(5) 160(4) 280(20)
(C ls)'! 3p-b2 1.09 [1,14] 1.16 [1.25] 325(10) 199(8)
(C ls)" _ 3p-bl 1.06 [1.17] 1.18 [1.23] 381(5) 178(10)
(C ls) "l 4s-al 1.01 [1.22] 1.17 [1.24] 364(5) 227(5)

D2CO RC-D RC.O 0DCD hv I hv2 hv3
.. ., , , Hu i i i i luuu mu . i ill --: ........ _

Ground state 1.1130(10) 1.2067(5) 116° 19'(6) 254.9 211.0 137.1
(C ls) "1_* i.091(5) 1.302(5) 105"(2) 315(5) 179(5) 160(25)
(C Is)-! 3p-b2 1.06 [1.161 1.19 [1.221 239(12) 157(10)

(C lSsl113p-bl 1.06 [1.17] 1.19 [1.21] 268(5) 149(20)(C1 - 4s-al 1.03 [1.20] 1.17 [1.25] 258(12) 134(5)
L ........ : _ .... L !]7 h', _,',,'li, ii ,r ' 'ill ..... " [ - ,_,_P[,_ ,[ I [[ , [,,[ :_[ ' l'[ ' _ .......... ..................... mE: .... _'l II Ill lill]:')i
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Table IV-4: Isotopic effects on energies E and linewidths W (FWHM) of the (C ls) "13s-al

and (O ls) "13s-al states of formaldehyde. The numbers in parenthesis give the error bars

in units of the last digit.

D

Linewidth (meV) Energy (eV)
I Ill IIIIm_l IIII ........ -- --- . ..............................

H2CO D2CO H2CO D2CO
iii i J i iii IIIIInlllf IIIII " _ II1,1,J III I, it,i, I I Iflll I_ ....................... --- I|

(C Is)'! 3s-a1 240(20) 180(20) 290.18(1) 290.23(1)
(O Is) "_ 3s-a] 346(25) 302(25) 535.43(1) 535.47(I)
....................................................................... I ,,, -? I'III" ..... __ .......
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure W-I: Overview of the photoionization spectrum of H2CO near the carbon ls

ionization threshold IPc.K. The broad resonance above threshold is plotted in the insert on

an energy scale which is compressed by a factor of 3; the ordinate scale of the inset is the
J

same as that of the main figure.

Figure IV-2: High-resolution spectrum of the (C ls) "1 n* resonance in (a) H2CO and (b)

D2CO. The solid line through the data points shows the results of a least-squares fit with

Lorentzian functions convoluted by a Gaussian function for instrumental resolution, using

Franck-Condon factors to predict the relative peak intensities. The subspectra show the a_)2'

vibrational series for different fixed _1' and a93'quantum numbers; for detailed

explanations, se.e the text. Note the pronounced changes in vibrational energies upon

replacement of H by D, indicated in part by the vertical bars.

Figure IV-3: Core-excited Rydberg states below the carbon K-edge in (a) H2CO and (b)

D2CO. The solid line through the data points shows the results of a least-squares fit with

Lorentzian functions convoluted by a Gaussian function for instrumental resolution. The

component peaks are given by solid lines if their energies show no isotopic shift; these

represent fundamental transitions to the ground vibrational level of an excited electronic

state. Dotted and dashed lines are used for states in which the v2 and Vl modes,

respectively, are excited; these states decrease in energy upon replacement of H by D. The

dash-dotted component represents the fundamental transition for the (C ls) "1 3s-al state,

which exhibits a strong isotopic effect.

Figure IV-4: Spatial distributions of the molecular orbitals in ground-state H2CO.

Reprinted, with permission, from Ref. [12].
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Figure W-5: Photoionization spectrum of formaldehyde near the oxygen ls ionization

threshold. The spectra of H2CO and D2CO are seen to be quite similar, except for small

• differences in the (O ls) "13s-al transition. Note the break in the energy scale, which

removes an intermediate part of the spectrum containing no absorption features.
J,

_ llll il IIII IIIII IIII II
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Figure IV-4
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CHAPTER V: HIGH-RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS OF

NEAR-EDGE RESONANCES IN THE CORE-LEVEL

PHOTOIONIZATION SPECTRA OF SF6

V.A. Introduction

Resonances in XANES spectra arise from the promotion of a core electron into a

virtual orbital. The final state of the system is commonly described by referring to the

character of the newly occupied orbital. For some systems, the f'mal state may be classified

as an inner- or outer-well state. This scheme refers to the atomic partial-wave potential

energy diagram for an electron of angular momentum IZ>0 (Fig. V- 1). The centrifugal

contribution to the potential energy may combine with the electrostatic contributions to

produce a potential barrier as shown. In molecules, the electrons around the outer atoms

may produce a similar barrier along the bond directions. In SF6, this double-well potential

is particularly well-developed, because the six F atoms surround the S atom. Indeed,

because of its chemical stability, small size, and large coordination, SF6 provides the best

example of a molecular potential barrier. Virtual orbitals with a spatial distribution

primarily inside the potential barrier are known as inner-well orbitals. If an electron is

promoted into such a valence orbital, the system is said to be in an inner-well state. Dipole-

allowed transitions to such states are normally quite intense in XANES spectra. If the

virtual orbital is located mainly in the outer well, the transition is to a Rydberg state. These

- transitions are weak, as a result of poor spatial overlap between the core orbitals and the

outer-well orbitals. Transitions to bound inner-well states lie at energies lower than

transitions to Rydberg states. The Rydberg resonances have a series of energies which

converge on the absorption edge from below. Transitions to quasi-bound inner-well states

are referred to as shape resonances and occur at energies above the absorption edge.
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This chapter presents photoionization spectra of gaseous SF6 at the sulfur L2,3 and

fluorine K edges. Previous photoabsorption [1,2,3,4,5,6,7] and EELS [8,9]

measurements showed intense resonances both above and below these thresholds, arising

from the promotion of a core electron into a virtual molecular orbital with large amplitude

within the molecule. Very weak Rydberg resonances were also detected just below the

sulfur L2,3 edges, but were not completely characterized. In the present work, improved

resolution and statistics resulted in the detection of additional members of the Rydberg

series below the sulfur L2,3 edges. This allows an unambiguous assignment of peaks in

this region, including the confirmation of vibronically-coupled excitations and a d-

symmetry Rydberg series. Quantum defects, spin-orbit splitting, and the L2,3 ionization-

threshold energies were determined from a least-squares fit of the spectrum. Vibrational

structure was resolved for the first time in several Rydberg states. A Franck-Condon

analysis yielded the vibrational spacing and S-F bond length for the core-excited (S 2p3/2)-1

4s state. Multiplet splitting was observed for the (S 2p3/2)-1 3d state. The derived natural

linewidths of the (S 2p3/2)-1 3d-t2g, (S 2p3/2)-1 5s and (S 2p3/2) -14d Rydberg states were

found to be strikingly narrower than those of the (S 2p)"1alg inner-well resonances.

High signal-to-noise ratios in the spectra of the more intense resonances allowed

lineshape analyses. Non-Lorentzian broadening of the (S 2p) -1 alg states is attributed to

unresolved vibrational structure. The peaks assigned to the (S 2p) -1t2g states have large

Lorentzian components, suggesting that vibrational effects are relatively small for these

shape resonances. Significant intensity very close in energy to the fluorine K edge could

not be fitted by a simple edge-jump model and was assigned to a manifold of unresolved

resonances. A previously unobserved resonance of large width and low intensity was

detected above both the sulfur L2,3 and fluorine K edges.
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V.B. Experimental

The SX70OFIImonochromator with the 1221 line/mm grating was employed for all

. measurements, except as noted below. Using this grating, some spectra were recorded

using the special low-emittance storage-ring conditions (small-source mode) to allow better

resolution. With normal emittance at BESSY, resolution in the first order of diffraction is

--45 meV (Gaussian Full Width at Half Maximum [FWHM]) at the sulfur L2,3 edges and

=310 meV at the fluorine K edge. In the small-source mode, the resolution improves to

=30 meV at the sulfur L2,3 edges. Additional measurements were made using a 2442

line/mm grating in the first order of diffraction with normal emittance conditions, providing

a resolution of =33 meV at the sulfur L2,3 edges with relatively high flux. The synchrotron

radiation beam passed through a 1500 A thick A1(1% Si) window into an interaction region

containing SF6 gas (Messer Griesheim GmbH, 99.9%), which was maintained at

pressures ranging from 60 mtorr to 175 mtorr.

V.C. Overview of Results

Fig. V-2 shows the photoionization spectrum of the octahedral molecule SF6 near

the sulfur L2,3 ionization thresholds. The double-peaked structure 1,2 at 172-174 eV arises

from the promotion of a sulfur 2p electron to an unoccupied molecular orbital of alg

symmetry. This absorption feature is split by the spin-orbit interaction of the 2p core

. electrons in the final state. A better-resolved spectrum of the (S 2p)"1alg resonances, taken

in the small-source mode of BESSY, is shown in Fig. V-3. A more intense doublet 3,4

• appears at 182-184 eV, just above the sulfur L2,3 thresholds in Fig. V-2. It is assigned to

the promotion of a single sulfur 2p electron to a quasi-bound orbital of t2g symmetry, with

spin-orbit splitting again accounting for the double-peaked structure. This is a well-known

example of a molecular shape resonance, i.e. the promotion of an electron into a one-
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electron continuum state which is resonantly enhanced within the molecule by the molecular

potential [10,11]. The broad absorption peak 5 at 196 eV is assigned to the excitation of a

resonance of eg symmetry. This state is a shape resonance which may couple to several

other continuum channels and may also include contributions from autoionizing multi-

electron excitations [12]. The small peak 6 at 205 eV has been described as a multi-electron

excitation [8] and as an EXAFS resonance [9], but it is not yet fully understood. An even

smaller resonance, peak 7 at 209 eV, which appears to be a doublet, is observed here for

the fast time and may also be a multi-electron excitation. Note that the inset data of Fig. V-

2 showing peaks 6 and 7 in greater detail were taken using the 2442 line/mm grating. The

known complexity of the eg resonance suggests that the t2g resonance may also be more

than a simple one-electron excitation shape resonance. An autoionizing state with two

excited electrons has been predicted near the energy of the t2g resonance [12]. A lower-

energy t2g resonance of this molecule is known to couple to several continuum channels

upon excitation at 23 eV photon energy [13]. A similar process is possible at the L2,3

edges, as discussed below.

Fig. V-4 shows the spectrum in the 177-182 eV range obtained with better

resolution and statistics using the 2442 line/mm grating. The weak time structure detected

in the spectrum of Fig. V-2 is clearly resolved here. Many peaks are present; most are

readily assigned to one-electron excitations into Rydberg orbitals. These Rydberg states

correspond to those of atomic sulfur, the central atom, and are labeled as such. The s- and

d-symmetry Rydberg states form two overlapping series, each of which is split into two

series by the spin-orbit interaction of the core hole. The resulting four series overlap to

give the complicated structure observed. Such an assignment leaves the features E, F, and

G around 178.2 eV unexplained. They are assigned to a vibronically-coupled transition to °

the (S 2p3/2)"14p Rydberg state. In addition, the region from 177 to 179 eV is

characterized by some broad intensity above background (shaded area), which is attributed

to a vibronically-coupled transition to a virtual orbital with tlu symmetry.
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Fig. V-5 shows the photoabsorption spectrum of SF6 near the fluorine K ionization

threshold. Peak 8 at 689.0 eV is assigned to a transition to the alg unoccupied molecular

orbital, as seen at the sulfur L2,3 edges. The following peaks 9, 10, and 11, below and

• just above the edge jump at 695.7 eV, are assigned to transitions to a number of tlu virtual

orbitals. Peaks 12 and 13, at 699.9 eV and 713.3 eV, are excitations to t2g and eg shape

resonances, respectively, which are analogous to those seen at the sulfur L2,3 edges.

Peaks 14 and 15, at 722 eV and 727 eV, are probably multi-electron excitations analogous

to peaks 6 and 7 in Fig. V- 1. Note that dipole-allowed transitions into orbitals of both g

and u parity are observed here, arising from the combination of the six fluorine ls atomic

orbitals into the 2alg, leg, and ltlu molecular orbitals of the initial state. Fig. V-6 shows a

level diagram of the core-excited states of SF6, based upon the energies and assignments

given above and in Tables V-1,2,3.

V.D. Sulfur L2,3 thresholds: Inner-well resonances

1. Spin-orbit interaction and, exchange interaction

Nearly all features observed near the sulfur L2,3 thresholds clearly display a doublet

structure, with a splitting of =1.2 eV. This is explained by the spin-orbit interaction of the

core electrons in the f'mal state. According to Hund's rule, the (S 2pl/2) "1configuration

will have higher energy than the (S 2p3/2)"1configuration. The value of the splitting

. observed here agrees with the measured splittings in x-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of

SF6 [14]. The multiplicities of the (S 2pl/2) "1and (S 2p3/2)"1configurations are 2 and 4,

" respectively, A simple spin-orbit model of the core-excited final state would predict a

doublet with a peak intensity ratio (S 2p3/2)-1:(S 2pl/2) -1 of 2:1. This ratio was observed

in the XPS spectrum [15], but is not observed for the (S 2pl/2,3/2) "1alg and (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1
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t2gphotoabsorption resonances. In fact the ratios for these resonances, obtained from

least-squares fits of the spectrum in Fig. V-2, are both less than unity (see Table V- 1).

This reversal of the intensity ratio can be explained by including the effects of

exchange interaction between the core hole and the excited electron [10,16]. The (S

2pl/2,3/2)"1 alg and (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1t2g resonances (peaks 2,1 and 4,3, respectively) arise

from one-electron transitions into unoccupied molecular orbitals spatially localized within

the molecule. An electron excited from a core hole into such an inner-well state will have

considerable spatial overlap with the remaining sulfur core electrons. The resulting (core

hole)-(excited electron) exchange interaction will be significant in comparison to the spin-

orbit interaction. In such a case the j-j coupling scheme used above is no longer valid;

intermediate coupling must be employed. Theoretical studies of this phenomenon in SF6

and other systems show that the main effect of intermediate coupling is to decrease the

(S 2p3/2)"1to (S 2pl/2) "1intensity ratio [17]. In the limit where exchange coupling

completely dominates over spin-orbit coupling, the intensi_, ratio becomes zero because the

lower-energy peak then represents a dipole-forbidden transition to a triplet state.

Calculations also predict that intermediate coupling has little effect on the energy splitting of

the doublet [17], in agreement with the present observations (see Tables V-1 and V-2).

The observed spin-orbit splittings of the (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1alg and (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1t2g doublets

(1.17 eV) are only slightly less than those of the Rydberg states (1.20 eV), where the

exchange interaction is expected to be small because of the limited overlap of the Rydberg

orbitals with the core hole.

2. Llneshapes

,i

a. (S 2p) "1 alg resonances
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Attempts to fit the (S 2p1/2,3/2)"l alg resonance doublet (peaks 1,2) with a pair of

Voigt functions based on reasonable values of the Lorentzian natural hnewidth and the

Gaussian instrumental width were unsuccessful. The alg resonance therefore appears to be

broadened by non-lifetime effects, An earlier analysis [9] suggested that multiplet splitting

within this resonance might lead to observable peak splittings, in analogy to those observed

for the (S 2p)"1bl* resonance in the sulfur L2.3 spectrum of SO2 [18]. This turns out to be

unlikely for the (S 2p)"1alg transitions in SF6, as shown by the following group-

theoretical analysis. In the octahedral symmetry of the SF6 molecule, there are dipole-

allowed transitions only to electronic states of Tlu symmetry. By multiplying the spatial

and spin characters of the alg electron and the sulfur 2p core hole, the possible electronic

states corresponding to the (S 2p)"1alg configuration are determined (see the discussion in

Sec. VI.E.1 ). They are Alu, Eu, 2Tlu, and T2u; thus there are only two dipole.allowed

transitions, corresponding to the two observed peaks. Note that weak transitions to the

Eu and T2u states are possible through vibronic coupling, while there is no suitable

vibrational mode to couple the Alu state. Therefore small contributions from vibronically-

coupled transitions can, in principle, broaden the observed (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1alg resonances or

lead to observable splittings. However, based upon the relative intensity of the

vibronically-coupled (S 2p)"1tlu transitions (see Sec. V,D.3), observable effects from

transitions to these dipole-forbidden states seem unlikely.

Instead, the non-Lorentzian broadening probably arises from extensive unresolved

vibrational excitations in the final state, resulting in an overlapping manifold of peaks.

. Such excitations are expected, because a non-bonding core electron has been promoted into

an anti-bonding orbital. Semi-empirical calculations [19] for the ground state of the
Q

octahedral molecule CIF6, which is the equivalent-core molecule to S-core-excited SF6,

predict a bond length of 1.63/_, for CI-F compared to 1.561/_, in ground-state SF6 [20].

Such a large change in bond length could produce the extensive vibrational excitation

suggested here. The only dipole-allowed vibrational excitation is the single alg symmetric-
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stretch mode,v l, (with ground-state frequency hv 1"'-96 meV) [21]. Vibrational fine

structure was not observed in this study, even in the spectra taken in the small-source mode

of BESSY, with a resolution of ---30meV (see Fig. V-3). The low-energy shoulders of the

(S 2p3/2)"1alg peak, which were proposed in Ref. [9], were not observed here in

measurements with higher resolution and better statistics. There are slight indications of
e

irregularities in several regions of the (S 2p)-I alg lineshape, however, which are not

completely convincing in the present data, but suggest that measurements with better

spectral resolution and very good statistics might resolve vibrational fine structure in the (S

2p)"1alg resonances. This would be particularly desirable considering the unusual results

of the Franck-Condon analysis given below. The difficulty in observing fine structure is

presumably a consequence of the large natural linewidths of the individual vibrational

states. Those natural linewidths are estimated to be > 190 meV, FWHM; smaller

linewidths would have produced resolved fine structure, assuming a vibrational spacing of

>90 meV. Assuming a vibrational spacing of 127 meV, as derived below, predicts a

natural linewidth of >230 meV.

A Franck-Condon (FC) analysis [22] of the (S 2p)"1alg resonance lineshape was

performed, based on harmonic oscillator potentials and Voigt lineshapes. Even without

resolved vibrational structure in the spectrum, the FC approach can be used to fit the

observed intensity envelope, although the results will be less reliable than those of fits to

resolved progressions. The results of the fit are plotted with the small-source data in Fig.

V-3. A good fit to the lineshape was obtained only by using an excited-state vibrational

spacing greater than that of the ground state (hv' ,,, 127 meV vs. hv" = 96 meV, where

primes indicate excited state parameters and double primes refer to the ground state). The

derived bond length (R' ,, 1.62 A) was close to the prediction from the equivalent-core

molecule C1F6, but an increase in bond length accompanied by an increase in the associated

vibrational stretch frequency is difficult to understand. (Note that there is only one totally-

symmetric vibrational mode in this molecule, so the normal-mode composition arguments
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of Chapter IV do not apply here.) In the harmonic oscillator approximation used here,

equal contractions and extensions of the bond have equivalent effects on the FC prof'de of

transitions originating in the ground vibrational state. Thus the fit is also consistent with a

. decrease in the bond length (R' -- 1.50 A); this, however, is hard to reconcile with the

calculated bond length for C1F6. Also, the alg orbital is expected to have antibonding
D

character; populating it should weaken the S-F bonds. Further studies are necessary to

gain a better understanding of this excited state.

The total width of the (S 2pl/2) "1 alg peak is =20% larger than that of the

(S 2p3/2)"1 alg peak (see Table V-l). The shapes of the FC envelopes for the two

resonances should be identical, except for the effect of the natural linewidths of the

individual vibrational states and a very small difference from the fourth-power dependence

of the FC factors on excitation energy. The natural linewidths resulting from the FC fit

based on this assumption (F[(S 2p3/2)"1 alg] = 240 meV (FWHM), F[(S 2pi/2) -1 alg] =

390 meV) are both quite large, especially in comparison with the exceptionally narrow

natural linewidths (e.g. 35 meV) measured in the Rydberg region of this spectrum (see

Section V.B.3). The large difference between the derived natural linewidths of the

(S 2pl/2) -1 alg and (S 2p3/2)"1alg states indicates different decay rates of the two excited

states. The higher-energy (S 2pl/2) "1alg resonance may autoionize faster because it has

more decay channels, perhaps including decay through the (S 2p3/2)"1alg resonance. An

analogous difference in linewidths has not been observed in the XANES spectra of rare

gases in the soft x-ray energy range (see e.g. Ref. [23], Figs. 3,4,5). In these atomic

. systems, however, there are no vibrational or rotational levels to take up excess electronic

energy, so that an inter-system crossing between non-degenerate electronic states is not

' possible. This effect might also be a further manifestation of intermediate coupling.

Specifically, the (S 2p3/2)"1alg state acquires some triplet-state character through exchange

interaction. In the triplet state, the excited electron has its spin parallel to the unpaired

sulfur 2p electron. The excited electron will avoid the unpaired electron and thus also avoid
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the core hole, which has the same spatial distribution. The result is a reduced probability

for an autoionization process involving the excited electron (which may be the dominant

decay process; see Sec. V.E.3). The (S 2p3/2)"1alg peak narrows to reflect the increased

lifetime of this state. The (S 2pl/2) "1alg state has no triplet character and thus has a

shorter lifetime. This explanation is consistent with the absence of the described effect in

the XANES spectra of rare gases [23], since those systems do not exhibit notable

intermediate coupling effects.

b. (S 2p) "1 t2g resonances

A least-squares fit of the lineshapes of the (S 2p3/2,1/2)"1t2g resonances (peaks 3,4)

using Voigt functions showed significant Lorentzian contributions. A good fit to the data

was obtained using a single Gaussian width of 270 meV (FWHM) and Lorentzian widths

of 690 and 783 meV for the (S 2p3/2)"1t2g and (S 2pl/2) "1t2g states, respectively. The

bandwidth of radiation contributes _45 meV to the Gaussian width, so that most of the

Gaussian width observed represents real effects in the molecule. Some of the intensity of

this resonance may be from a two-electron excitation to a bound state, which could be

Gaussian-broadened by vibrational excitations. Gaussian-like broadening could also result

from a slight offset of two or more overlapping resonances (e.g. one shape resonance state

and one bound state or two shape resonance states). The t2g resonance was observed,

however, in the direct photoelectron spectrum of the sulfur 2p levels, indicating that the

resonance mast be at least partly due to a shape resonance [12]. If the observed lineshape

were determined mainly by two-electron excitations, then the shape resonance contribution

would have an extraordinarily narrow linewidth (< 0.3 eV). The more likely possibility is

that the lineshape is partly or completely determined by the shape resonance.

The relatively large Loren_ian contribution to the lineshape of the (S 2p3/2,1/2)"1t2g

shape resonance is somewhat unexpected. The implication is that the vibrational effects
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upon this resonance differ from those of other known shape resonances. Shape resonances

are generally believed to induce some vibrational excitation of the final-state core-ionized

molecule [24]. While this vibrational structure will probably not be resolved, because of

the large natural linewidths of the shape resonance, the resulting photoabsorption

lineshapes should show non-Lorentzian broadening. Ground-state vibrational (zero-point)

motion may also couple to the transition, creating broad asymmetric lineshapes [24]. The

relatively small Gaussian contribution to the lineshape observed here indicates that both of

these vibrational effects are small in the t2gshape resonance. A study of the ionic

fragmentation pattern obtained fi'om the decay of this excited state also indicated that there

is little vibrational excitation in this state [25].

The strong Lorentzian character of the lineshape is consistent with a rapidly

decaying quasi-bound shape resonance state, but is also consistent with an alternative

interpretation of this feature as a resonance in more than one continuum channel. Core-hole

lifetimes are generally longer than the lifetime of quasi-bound shape resonance states. This

can be seen directly by comparing the narrow photoelectron peaks at resonance to the wide

photoabsorption peaks [26]. The t2g resonance may differ, such that the autoionization

decay of the core hole is faster than the departure of the quasi-bound electron. This could

explain the large observed Lorentzian component of the lineshape, but would also describe

the t2g peak not really as a shape resonance but rather as a quasi-bound one-electron excited

state that decays rapidly by an Auger-like autoionization process. This would give the

same f'mal state as a direct photoelectron transition from a subshell less tightly bound than

• sulfur 2p. In general, this type of continuum-continuum coupling is observe_-Ias a

resonance in one photoelectron channel at the same photon energy as a shape resonance in

" another channel. Such an inter-channel resonance was observed in the valence

photoelectron spectra of SF6 and attributed to the t2g shape resonance of the 1t2u+ 5tlu

channel coupling to the 3eg photoelectron channel [13]. This is not a normal shape

resonance; the kinetic energy of the photoelectron is not tuned to the shape of the potential.
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The most general model of the (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1t2g resonance includes contributions from

double excitations, a shape resonance, and continuum-continuum coupling. The results of

the ionic fragmentation study [25] suggest that the direct shape resonance dominates. More

work is needed, however, for a complete understanding of the observed lineshape.

The lineshape analysis also shows that the (S 2pl/2) "1t2g resonance, peak 4, is

=13% broader than the (S 2p3/2)-1 t2g resonance, peak 3. This is consistent with the above

results for the widths of the (S 2p3/2,1/2)-1 alg resonances. Again it seems that the (S

2pl/2) -1 core hole decays faster than the (S 2p3/2)"1core hole.

3. Vibronic coupling

Transitions to electronic final states which are not dipole-allowed may still have

noticeable intensity through vibronic coupling. If vibrational excitation occurs in non-

totally-symmetric vibrational modes such that the final vibrational-electronic (vibronic) state

is of a symmetry accessible by a dipole transition, the transition can occur, though usually

with low intensity [27]. This phenomenon can explain two features of the spectra shown

in Fig. V-4. One feature is the set of three (S 2p3/2)"14p peaks E,F,G mentioned in

Section V.C. The other is the broad underlying intensity (shaded area in Fig. V-4) in the

photon-energy range 175-179 eV. This latter feature is assigned to transitions into one or

two inner-well orbitals with tlu symmetry. Both features involve tlu symmetry final-state

orbitals. Direct excitation of these states is electric-dipole forbidden, but electric-

quadrupole allowed. Both features have more spectral weight in the EELS spectra of Ref.

[8] than in the corresponding photoabsorption spectra. This indicates that the higher order
d

transitions (electric quadrupole, etc.), which may be induced by the EELS excitation

process [28], enhance these two spectral features. More recent studies using angle-

resolved EELS [29] clearly identified, at 177.5 eV, a dipole-forbidden, quadrupole-allowed

transition to an antisymmetric orbital, assigned to a tlu inner-well state. In contrast, the
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EELS spectra of Ref. [9] were taken under conditions which suppress higher-order

transitions, and the results are quite similar to the present photoionization results. Even in

these spectra, where dipole-selection rules apply, transitions to (S 2p) -1 tlu states may be

• observed if at least one quantum of an antisymmetric vibrational mode is excited. There are

two tlu modes and one t2u mode in SF6.
P

This interpretation is also supported by the assignment of the remaining Rydberg

structure given below. Attempts to assign peak E at 178.3 eV as a member of a Rydberg s-

or d-series led to a poor description of the remaining peaks. The assignment of E instead to

a 4p Rydberg state leads to a sensible value of the quantum defect (see Sec. V.E.5).

The existence of tlu inner-well orbitals in SF6 has been predicted by theoretical

work [30,31,32]. Dipole-allowed transitions to these orbitals were observed in SF6

spectra at the fluorine K edge [8,9], as well as the L1 [8,9] and K [6] edges of sulfur.

Excellent spatial overlap with sulfur 2p electrons is expected, considering the large intensity

of the transition to the tlu orbital below the sulfur L1 edge [8,9].

The initially published spectra of the S L2,3 region showed only the most intense

features of the rich fine structure in the spectrum of Fig. V-4. Several papers [11,31,33]

assigned these weakly resolved peaks to transitions to (S 2p)"1tlu states. The present

work illustrates the success of the Rydberg formula in predicting the energies of the

observed transitions. Their assignment as Rydberg states is further supported by their

linewidths, which are much smaller than those of the (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1inner-well resonances.

The (S 2p) -1 tlu states anticipated by these early workers are observed here as the broad

o underlying intensity described above (shaded area in Fig. V-4).

Vibronic coupling between the ground state and a dipole-forbidden electronic final

" state is actually mediated by one or more dipole-allowed excited electronic states. Such

states mix with the dipole-forbidden electronic final state via vibronic interaction [27]. The

mixing and thus the vibropically-coupled transition are facilitated in this case by the

existence of intense dipole-allowed transitions (the alg, t2g, and eg resonances) that are
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close in energy to the vibronically-coupled states. Vibronic interaction between these sets

of states is symmetry-allowed through the two tlu or one t2uvibrational modes of SF6.

Trends of the tlu vibrational-mode frequencies in octahedral halogen hexafluoride

molecules suggest significant vibronic interaction between the alg and tlu molecular orbitals

in the ground state [34].

V.E. Sulfur L2,3 thresholds: Rydberg series

1. Analysis using the Rydberg formula

Dipole selection rules allow transitions to the s- and d-series Rydberg states below

both the sulfur L2 and L3 edges. Basing the assignment on the sulfur atomic quantum

numbers indicates that the s-series should begin with n=4 and the d series with n=3. A

least-squares fit of the spectrum of Fig. V-4, using the Rydberg formula, determined the

best values for the quantum defects and vibrational spacings, and the energies of the

absorption thresholds. Fit results for intensities and widths are most reliable for the more

intense and well-isolated features. Derived values are also given for some of the weaker

features, but they should not be regarded as definitive. The fit required the use of many

adjustable parameters, and regions of overlapping peaks can probably be fitted nearly as

well with other combinations of intensities and widths. The background was modeled by

the sum of a linear contribution, the tail of two Voigt functions from peaks 3 and 4 (see

Fig. V-2), and several overlapping Gaussian peaks to represent the (S 2p)"1tlu transitions.

Two additional broad peaks (D and K) were necessary to obtain reasonable results. These

may be regarded as essential modifications to the approximated lineshape of the (S 2p)"1 tlu

resonances.

The results of the least-squares fit are shown in Fig. V-4 and in Table V-2, and the

derived term values are compared to other measurements and calculated values in
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Table V-4. The peak assignments generally agree with those of previous reports based on

spectra with fewer discernible features [5,8,9]. Even the previously unobserved features

are easily assigned (e.g. peak a, the shoulder at 180.7 eV, is the (S 2pl/2) "16s state). A

- single value of the quantum defect is sufficient for each series beyond the lowest energy

peak. The energy of the (S 2p3/2)"14s state (peak A) is perturbed by -37 meV and that of

the (S 2pl/2) "14s state (peak H) is perturbed by -35 meV from the prediction based on this

quantum defect. The perturbations of the (S 2p)"13d states are discussed below (see Sec.

V.E.2). Note that there has been some uncertainty in the past whether the Rydberg d-series

would be observed in this spectrum, because the t2gand eg above-edge resonances might

be associated with the atomic sulfur 3d orbitals. The present results clearly indicate the

presence of the d-series.

The values of the quantum defect obtained from the fit, _is- 1.80 and _d = -0.03,

are somewhat lower than expected for sulfur-based Rydberg series (see Table VI-3 and

Section VI.E.4.b). It is also unexpected, based upon atomic spectroscopy, that the s-series

is more intense than the d-series, for excitation of a p electron. For example, predicted

cross section ratios for the hydrogen atom are I(2p_4s)/I(2p_4d)---0.25 [35], compared

to 7.6 observed here. Multiple-scattering (MS) calculations for SF6 [32], discussed in

more detail in Section V.F, predict that the s-series is more intense than the d-series. The

calculated ratio is I(2p---_4s)/I(2p_4d)=22.1, which is possibly so large because the

relative intensity of the 4s transition is overestimated in the MS calculation. Better

agreement is seen for the ratio l(2p_5s)/I(2p_4d), with an observed value of 0.9 and a

. MS prediction of 1.2 [32], compared to an atomic hydrogen prediction of 0.098 [35].

Both the reduced quantum defects and the inverted s- and d-intensity ratios may be

" explained by the distinctly non-atomic double-well potential in SF6. The potential barrier

excludes the outer-well Rydberg states from the interior of the molecule, leading to better

screening of the nuclear charge and thus smaller quantum defects. The intense transitions

to d-derived t2g and eg inner-well states above threshold can steal intensity from the below-
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threshold d-Rydberg series. Of course, the below-threshold s-derived alg inner-well

resonance similarly steal intensity from the s-Rydberg series, but the alg resonance is much

less intense than the t2g and eg resonances (see Table V- 1), and so should steal less. The

net effect of these intensity redistributions is to reduce the d-series intensity, relative to the

s-series. Further calculations of the energies and intensities of these transitions would be
t

helpful to better understand the origin of these unusual results.

Despite these anomalies, the Rydberg formula is remarkably successful at

predicting the energies of the higher Rydberg states. Such simplicity in a poiyatomic

molecule, with 70 electrons, may be a result of the small size of the molecule; the ground-

state S-F bond length is only 1.561 A,,while the smallest Rydberg orbital, 4s, has an

estimated mean radius of =3.8 A,[36]. For the 3d and 5s Rydberg orbitals, the estimated

mean radii are =5.6/_ and =8.0 A,,respectively. This shows that even the lowest Rydberg

orbitals lie mainly in the outer well of Fig. V- 1. Further evidence for the extra-molecular

nature of these Rydberg states comes from a recent photoabsorption experiment [7]. That

work showed that the sulfur L2,3 Rydberg resonances observed, as here, for gas-phase

SF6, are absent in the corresponding spectrum of condensed SF6.

2. Multiplet splitting

The octahedral symmetry of the SF6 molecule induces multiplet splitting of each

sulfur atomic d orbital into t2g and eg molecular orbitals. A naive model would then predict

four transitions in the sulfur L2,3 spectrum corresponding to a single nd orbital, arising

from the combination of two core holes (2pl/2 and 2p3/2) with two levels (nd-t2gand nd-

eg). A more complete analysis shows, however, that the (S 2p)"i nd configuration leads to

seven dipole-allowed transitions [37]. These "extra" transitions essentially result from a

full consideration of spin-orbit splitting in the nd orbital and electron-hole coupling (see

Section VI.E. 1 for a more detailed discussion). In the present case, however, where the
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multiplet splitting is small and is only resolved in regions of overlappingpeaks, the naive

model given above should be an adequate description.

Core-excited Rydberg states show multiplet splitting in many molecular systems

• [38 39,40]. Generally, this splitting is expected to be largest for the lowest states of a

given Rydberg series because these states feel the strongest anisotropic molecular field. In
d,

the d-symmetry Rydberg series observed here, multiplet splitting is resolved only for the (S

2p)'l 3d states, Fits of the lineshape near theexpected energy of the (S 2p3/2)"13d state

reveal the presence of two shoulders at 178.80 and 178.85eV just above the main peak at

178.76. The most likely assignment is that the peak at 178.76 is the (S 2p3/2)"13d-t2g

state, the first shoulder is the (S 2p3/2)"13d-egstate, and the higher shoulder is a

vibrational sideband associated with the (S 2p3/2)"13d-t2gstate. This results in a multiplet

splitting of 39 meV and a vibrational spacingof 84 meV. The weighted average of the

energies of the (S 2p3/2)"13d-t2gand -eg states is perturbed by -24 meV from the prediction

based on the quantum defect givenabove.

Analysis of the lineshape around the expected energy of the (S 2pl/2)"13d state is

complicated by the overlapping Rydberg states leading up to the sulfur L3 edge at 180.27

eV. The fit shows, however, that there is more intensity in the region 179.95-180.05eV

than would be expected from only the (S 2p3/2)"17d state at 180,00 eV. This result is

consistent with the presence of the (S 2pi/2)"13d-egstate at 180.00eV, 39 meV above the

(S 2pl/2)"13d-t2gstate at 179.96eV. Similarly, the vibrational shoulder expected for the

(S 2pl/2)"13d-t2gstate overlaps the (S 2p3/2)"18d state, accounting for its anomalously

high intensity. The energy of the (S 2pl/2)"13d-t2gstate is perturbed by -36 meV from the

prediction based on the quantum defect given above.
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3. Llnewidths of the Rydberg resonances

The linewidths of the Rydberg resonances are significantly smaller than those of the

inner-well resonances near the sulfur L2,3 thresholds, as can be se.en by comparing the

values given in Tables V-1 and V-2. Exact linewidths for the individual Rydberg states a,_,
o

not easily obtained because nearly all the resonances lie in regions of overlapping features.

Nevertheless, the fit is good enough in most regions to allow the deconvolution of reliable

individual 7_newidthsfor the more intense resonances. In particular, the extracted total

linewidths (FWHM) of the (S 2p3/2)"13d-t2g, (S 2p3/2)"15s, (S 2p3/2)"14d states (peaks

J, L, O) are 57, 54, and 60 meV, respectively. Assuming a Gaussian contribution of 33

meV from the instrumental resolution, the derived Lorentzian natural linewidths are 38(8),

35(8), and 42(8) meV, respectively. These results are striking, considering the much larger

' 1Lorentzian width (at least 190 meV) of the energettcahy nearby inner-well (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1

al g states (see Section V.D.2).

The large difference in the natural linewidths of the Rydberg resonances and the

(S 2p)"1alg resonances can be explained by considering the decay mechanisms of these

states. Semi-empirical calculations [41] for atomic sulfur show that a sulfur 2p core hole

will decay primarily by an Auger process. The predicted natural Unewidth is 54 meV. In

the case of SF6, the fluorine atoms withdraw electron density from the region of the sulfur

core hole [42], resulting in a decrease in the Auger decay rate simply because the valence

electrons are further away than in the atom. This qualitatively explains the natural linewidth

of <54 meV for some of the Rydberg resonances observed in the present work, and also

predicts a very narrow natural linewidth for photoelectrons emitted from the sulfur 2p

subshell in SF6.

In the (S 2p)"l al$ resonances, the excited electron occupies an orbital which must

overlap the S 2p core hole strongly, since the absorption resonance is intense. Apparently

the availability of this additional electron, which can dipole-couple to the core hole,
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significantlyacceleratestheAuger proce.ss,resultingin the largenaturallinewidths

observed for these states. This phenomenonemphasizesthe substantialdifferencebetween

the spatialdistributionsof the inner-wellalg orbitaland theouter-wellRydbergorbitals.

• Movinga single electronfromthe innerwell to theouterwell can increase the lifetimeof a

core-excitedstate bya factorof atleast five.
o

If this explanationforthe reducedlifetime of the($ 2pl/2,3t2)"1alg resonancesis

correct,then the resonantautoionizationspectrumshouldreflect mainly a "participant"

decay process. In other words, the photoelectronspectrum obtainedwith the photon

energytuned to the resonance shouldshow an enhancementof some valenceor sub-

valencepeaks, but not show any additionalpeaks,as comparedto off.resonant excitation.

in fact, this experimenthas alreadybeen performed[43], and the resonancespectrum

shows evidence of both participantand spectatordecay. Spectatordecay refersto

autoionizationprocessesnot involving theexcited alg electron; these leadto additional

peaks in the spectrum, not observed off-resonance. Thus these autoionizationresults are

notentirely consistentwith the presentlinewidthresults. Detailed calculationsof the (S

2p)"1alg resonancedecay ratesmightclarifythese uncertainties.In any case, the present

resultsstronglysuggest that the participantprocessplaysa role in the decayof the (S 2p)"1

alg resonances. This helps to resolve onequestionraised in Re£ [43]; specifically,

whetherthe resonantenhancementof thephotoelectronpeaks at-40 eV bindingenergy

arisesfroma spectator-peaksatellite or froma simpleparticipantprocess. The latter

interpretationis supportedby the presentresults.

4. Vibrational structure
e

Several of the s- and d-symmetryRydbergstates observedshow high-energy

shoulders. These may be assigned to final states which include the excitation of a quantum

of vibrational energy. The only dipole-allowedvibrational excitationis for the single alg
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symmetric stretch mode (Vl). This rule applies to all the s- and d-symmetry excitations.

The best example is the (S 2p3/2)"14s state (peak A) at 177.42 eV and its shoulder at

177.50 eV (peak B). This shoulder is assigned to the vibrational excitation of the v1 mode

in the (S 2P3/2)"14s state. A Franck-Condon (FC) analysis [22] of the (S 2p3/2)"14s peak

manifold (see Fig. V-7) used harmonic oscillator potentials and Voigt lineshapes. The
I

excited-state parameters obtained were hv' = 69 meV and R' = 1.58 A (or 1.54 A)

compared to hv"= 95.9 meV and R"= 1.561 A in the ground state [20,21]. As noted

above (in Section V.D.2), in the harmonic oscillator approximation used here, equal

contractions and extensions of the bond give equivalent results, so the fit cannot distinguish

between the two values given for the S-F bond length R'. However the decrease in the

vibrational energy spacing suggests a weakening of the S-F bonds, corresponding to a

lengthening of the bond distance. The relative FC factors resulting from the fit are 1._ :

0.417:0.032 : 0.000.

The (S 2pl/2) "I4s state, peak H at 178.63, has the shoulder I at 178.69, This is a

vibrational sideband, analogous to peak B. A FC fit is not practical in this region of

overlapping peaks, but the vibrational spacing determinedfrom the least-squares fit of Fig.

V-4 is hv' = 61 meV, which is close to the value determined for the (S 2p3/2)"l4s state.

The derived intensity ratio of peak I to peak H is 1._ :0.417, identical to the

corresponding value for the (S 2p3/2)"14s state. The similarity of the vibrational

parameters of these two states is expected, because the difference in the core-hole, (S

2p3/2)"Ivs, (S 2pl/2) "1,should have little influence on the inter-atomic bonds.

The (S 2p3/2)'1 5s peak L at 178.95 eV shows a vibrational shoulder M at 179.02

eV. The small intensity ratio estimated from the fit (1.00:0.i3) suggests that the bond
t

length of the (S 2p3/2)"15s state changes less, relative to the ground state, than that of the

(S 2p3/2)"14s state. Similarly, the spacing determined from the fit, hv'= 74 meV, is closer

to the gro,and-state value than the spacing determined above for the (S 2p3/2)"14s state.

These results and the lack of detectable vibrational structure in the higher members of this
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series are expected, because higher Rydberg orbitals have less amplitude within the

molecule and are more completely non-bonding. The (S 2pl/2)"i 5s peak V at 180.15 eV

shows a vibrationalshoulder W at 180.22 eV. This feature has not been fit very accurately

• because it lies in a region where the backgroundis difficult to model.

Vibrationalexcitations are also observed in several of the d-symmetry Rydberg
,i

states. The (S 2p3/2)"1 3d-t28state, as mentioned in Section V.E.2, has a vibrational

sideband with a spacing of hv' = 85 meV and an intensity ratio of 1.00 : 0.12, This ratio is

comparable to that of the nearby (S 2p3/2)"15s state, while the spacing is slightly larger,

indicating that the 3d-t2g orbital is slightly more non-bonding than the 5s orbital. These

parameters cannot be derived for the (S 2pl/2)"13d-t2gstate, where a vibrational shoulder

may be present, but is obscured by the overlapping (S 2p3/2)"18d state. The (S 2p3/2)"14d

state, _ak O at 179.4.4eV, shows a weak vibrational shoulder P at 179.54 eV. The

corresponding (S 2pi/2) "14d state, peak Z at 180.64 eV, does not show a vibrational

' ishoulder. Peak P might therefore be alternatively assigned as a second vtbratonal peak of

the (S 2pl/2) "14p state, peak N at 179.36. The (S 2p3/2)"15d _ak Q at 179.74 eV has a

vibrational shoulder R at 179.83 eV, and the corresponding (S 2pl/2_"15,i peak b at 180.94

eV has a similar shoulder c at 181.03 eV. Both of these vibrational excitations have a

spacing of hv' -, 95 meV, quite close to the ground-state value (95.9 meV). This reflects

the non-bonding natureof these higher Rydberg states, as well msthe small influence upon

the bonding by the sulfur 2p core hole.

Overall, the observed vibrational structureindicates that the higher Rydberg states

. induce only small changes in the bond length and the Vl vibrational frequency. Apparently

the creation of the sulfur 2p core does not induce notable changes in the S-F bond strength.

" This is somewhat surprising, considering the polarization of the bonds towards the F atoms

in SF6 [42]. As discussed in Sections III.C.3, III.D.2, and III.E for CO, a core hole is

expected to redistribute polarized bonding electrons, leading to a change in the bond

strength. Perhaps, in the case of SF6, this effect is not as noticeable because it is
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distributed among six bonds. With moderate advances, high-resolution photoelectron

spectroscopy may be able to betterstudy the influence of the sulfur 2p core hole on the

structure of SF6. The present results clearly indicate some antibonding character in the

lower Rydberg orbitals, particularlyin the 4s orbital, suggesting that this orbital has some

valence, i,e, inner-well, character. This is consistent with the rather large (S 2p)"14s

intensities, as compared to the higher s-states, and the deviation of the (S 2p)"14s energies

from predictions of the quantum defect 8s which applies to the higher s-states. A

calculation which included ComqgurationInteraction(CI) also indicated that the 4s orbital

has some valence character [44],

5. Sulfur p Rydberg orbltals

Peak E at 178.23 eV has been assigned to the (S 2p3/2)'14p state for reasons

discussed above (see S_tion V.D.3). In this assignment, this state sit,,_atop a relatively

intense, though broad, (S 2pl/2) "1tie peak centered at -177.5 eV. These excited states

q t *

share the same symmetry and similar energtes, so non-vtbromc mixing is likely to occur.

Essentially, the (S 2p3/2)"14p state acquires some inner.well character from this mixing. In

contrast, the (S 2pl/2) "14p state will not be I_rturbed as strongly by the (S 2pl/2)"1tlu

a'state(s) because the energy separ tton is larger.This may be seen directly in the level

diagram of Fig. V-6, where the (S 2p3/2)"14p state overlaps the (S 2pl/2) "1tlu shaded

region, while the (S 2pl/2)"14p state is ,,1.0 oV above the top of this region. To facthtatc

this comparison, the spin-orbit splitting of the (S 2p112,3/2)"1tlu resonances is shown in the

diagram, although it was not resolved in the spectra. The (S 2p3/2)"14p state may be

shifted to a higher energy by the interaction with the (S 2pl/2) "1tlu state(s), reducing the

observed spin-orbit splitting of the (S 2pl/2,3/2)"14p pair. The (S 2pl/2)"14p state can thus

be assigned to the weak feature K at 179,3 eV. This assumes a shift of -0.1 eV of the (S

'b2p3/2)"14p state to higher energy. This is a tentative assignment, but it is the most plaust le
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one.PeaksX andY at180.42eV and180.50eV havebeenassignedtothe(S2plt2)"I5p

stateandavibrationalsideband,respectively.Theseareveryweakresonances,andtheir

assignmentisnotcertain.A corresponding(S2p3/2)"I5pstatemaybepresentat179.22

' eV,butonlybarelyabovethenoiselevel.

Notethatthevibronically-coupled($2p3/2)"I4p transition(peakE)mustalready
o

includetheexcitationofatleastonequantumofananti.symmetricvibrationalmodeofthe

excitedstate.Assumingtheoffsetofthetransitionenergyfromthefundamentaltobe76.2

meV,thecorrespondingquantumdefectderivedfromtheenergyofpeakE is8p= 1.48.

ThisValueisnotunique;itdependsonthevibrationaloffset,whichwasratherarbitr_ly

chosenheretoequaltheenergyspacingoftheground-statev4mode(flusymmetry).Use

oftheground-stateenergies[21]oftheothertwoanti-symmetricmodes,v3(117.5meV,

flusymmetry)andvo(42.9meV,t2usymmetry),wouldresultin81,= 1.50and1.46,

respectively. This analysis assumesthat theJahn-Tellereffect is small for this electronic

state. If the Jahn.Tellereffect is large,which is possible, the offset of peak E fromthe

fundamental(S 2p3/2)"14p e)ectronictransitionwill also reflect the Iahn.Tellersplittingof

the vibrationalstates.

PeakE shows two shouldersF,G at higherenergies. These are assignedto

transitionsto ($ 2p3t2)"14p states with additionalvibrationalexcitations. The spacingsof

the shouldersfrom the mainline determinedfrom a least-squaresfit are 116meV and 220

meV, As in the case of the ($ 2p3/2)"14s state,excitationof the alg vibrationalmode is

allowed. Vibrationalexcitationsarealso allowedof any combinationof anti-symmetric

. modes with an odd numberof total quanta,e.g. 2 v3 + I v4. This odd numberincludesthe

single quantumof ananti.symmetricvibrationwhich contributesto the energyof Peak E,

" If the Jahn.Tellereffect is small in this electronicstate, alg vibrationalexcitationsshould

dominate. The ground-stateenergyof this vibration(hVl" = 96 meV) is roughly

comparableto the spacingsobservedfor peaksF andG. If the Jahn-Tellereffect is large,

excitationsof the anti.symmetricmodesmay havesignificantintensity. Eachcombination
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of the anti-symmetric vibrational modes will be split into multiple components by the

dynamic Jahn-Teller effect. In that case, the complexity of the resulting situation makes

any assignment of these vibrational excitations highly speculative.

a

6. Energies and edge jumps of the sulfur L2,3 thresholds

The energies of the sulfur L2,3 thresholds are determined by fitting the Rydberg

series. The resulting values, given in Table V-2, are in agreement with previous results

from photoabsorption [1,2,3,4,5], EELS [8,9], and photoelectron spectroscopy [14,15],

within the expected accuracy of monochromator calibration. The absolute energies from

EELS are probably more accurate than those given here. The fit confirms what is apparent

by visual inspection: there is no measurable edge jump at these thresholds. This is actually

expected for systems with intense resonances near threshold [45]. The intense t2$

absorption lines just above the thresholds, as well as the other nearby intense absorption

features, "borrow" o_illator strength from the background of direct photoexcitation of

sulfur 2p electrons into low kinetic-energy states of the continuum.

V.F. Sulfur L2,3 thresholds: Comparison with theory

There are four main theoretical papers cc,ncerning the core-level photoabsorption of

SF6. Gianturco, Guidotti, and Lamanna (GGL) used a LCAO-MO approach I31]. Hay

used the Improved-Virtual-Orbital (Hartree Fock) method [461. Wallace employed the

Multiple Scattering Xot method [321. Nakamatsu, Mukoyama, and Adachi (NMA) used the

discrete variational Xot method [30]. In addition, Reynaud, et. al., [44] applied a

Configuration Interaction (CI) calculation to CIF6, the core-equivalent molecule to sulfur-

core-excited SF6. Overall, the theoretical results give a fairly good qualitative agreement
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with experiment. Table V-4 compares measured and calculated term values for the (S 2p)"1

below-threshold resonances.

The assignments given in this paper are essentially consistent with the theoretical

• results, with the following notable results and exceptions: (1) Wallace predicts both the s-

and the d-Rydberg series below the sulfur L2,3 edges, with term values in good agreement
w

with the present results (see Table V-4). The calculated multiplet splitting of the 3d state

into t2$ and eg species is 0.07 eV, in rough agreement with the result of Hay (0.1 eV), and

much less for higher nd states. The observed 3d splitting was 39 meV (see Section

V.E.2), in excellent agreement with the 0.04 eV prediction of Reynaud, et. aL Wallace's

intensity predictions are discussed above, in Section V.E. 1. (2) NMA describe the

resonances at 182-186 eV as transitions to two overlapping (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1t2g doublets

rather than to one doublet. Likewise, the resonance at 196 eV is attributed to two (S

2pl/2,3/2)"1e$ doublets rather than to one doublet. (3) The results of NMA suggest that the

potential-barrier model shown in Fig. V-1 is not accurate for SF6. The description of

excited states as inner- and outer-well states remains useful, however, to specify the spatial

distribution of the excited electron. (4) Hay calculated orbital energies for the (S 2p)"1

4s,5s,4p, and 3d states that agree closely with those observed (see Table V.4). His

predictions for the (S 2p)"1 alg and (S 2p)"1 tlu states are not as accurate. The results in his

paper indicate that the (S 2p)"1tlu state observed here (shaded region in Fig. V-4) is a

Rydberg state when it is excited at the more weakly bound thresholds (i.e. valence and sub-

valence). The state shifts to a larger orbital energy (further below the edge) in the core-hole

• states. This transition from Rydberg to valence character occurs as the orbital "collapses"

into the deepening inner well. This is reflected by an approximate change of + l in the
J

quantum defect, or, equivalently, a change in the numbering of the Rydberg states (i.e. 5p

is relabeled 4p, etc.). The latter representation is used in the present assignment, which

labels peak D as the 4p state. Hay refers to the same resonance as the 5p state. (5)

Reynaud, et. al., predicted term values for sulfur-core-excited states which are comparable
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to the observed values below the sulfur L2,3 edges. In particular, the 3d-t2g and 3d-eg term

values are in excellent agreement with present results.

V.G. Fluorine K threshold

h

Previous reports [6,8,9] of XANES spectra at the fluorine K edge of SF6 have

given assignments similar to those in Table V-3 and Section V.C. The assignments here

differ only in the region from 692 eV to 698 eV (see Fig. V-5). The spectrum clearly

shows one peak 10 at 694.7 eV with a low-energy shoulder 9 at 692.9 eV. Careful

lineshape analysis of the spectrum in Fig. V-5, using a Gaussian-broadened arctangent

function to model the edge jump, revealed additional intensity in this range (peak 10), as

also observed in the spectra of Ref. [9]. The results of the fit are shown in Fig. V-5 and

Table V-3. Based on the theoretical results discussed below, the two peaks 9,10 are

assigned primarily to two (F ls) -1 tlu f'mal states. The additional peak 11 at =697 eV has

been tentatively assigned to a manifold of weaker (F ls) -1tlu final states, which are

essentially equivalent to (F ls) -1 np states. The possibility of contributions from

unresolved (F ls) -1 ns and nd states cannot be excluded, however. A previous report [8]

suggested that the = 1.8 eV splitting of the 694.7 eV peak (into peaks 9,10) might be the

result of initial-state symmetry splitting of the fluorine ls core level. This is unlikely since

no splitting of this level was observed in core-level photoelectron spectra taken with a

resolution of =0.8 eV [47]. Another paper [9] proposed that the splitting of peaks 10 and

11 arises from removal of degeneracy of the tlu virtual orbital in the reduced symmetry of

the (F ls) -1excited state. That explanation is plausible but apparently has not yet been

tested by calculations.

The least-squares fit of the lineshape resulted in large Gaussian contributions to all

peaks, indicating non-Lorentzian broadening. No vibrational structure could be detected at

a resolution as low as =310 meV. The lineshape of the (F ls) -1 t2g shape resonance, in
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contrast to the corresponding resonance at the L2,3 thresholds, does not have a large
I

Lorentzian contribution. This non-Lorentzian broadening could be explained by the J

stronger vibrational excitations expected in a core-excited state with reduced symmetry, as

• in F-core-excited SF6. An alternative explanation is suggested below.

The four main theoretical papers cited above (in Section V.F) are also qualitatively

successful in the assignment of the fluorine K threshold region, with the following notable

results and exceptions. GGL and NMA predict only one strong transition to a tlu orbital

below the fluorine K threshold. Neither work predicts a resonance of any symmetry to

correspond to shoulder 9 at 692,9 eV. NMA also predict two weaker (F ls) -1 tlu

resonances in the region where extra intensity was observed in this study. Wallace predicts

three or four strong and several weak (F ls) "1tlu resonances in the pre-edge region, with

contributions from other resonances being much smaller. GGL assign the resonance just

above the fluorine K edge to a transition to a tlu orbital rather than a t2g orbital. NMA

assign approximately one third of the intensity of this resonance to a (F ls) "1tlu state and

the remaining intensity to a slightly lower (F ls) -1 t2g state. This is another possible

explanation for the difference in lineshapes observed between the (S 2pl/2,3/2)-1t2g and the

(F ls) -1t2g states; the resonance above the fluorine K edge may be broadened by the

presence of an offset (F ls) -1 tlu contribution with possibly a non-Lorentzian lineshape.

Hay again had success in predicting the orbital energies of some states below threshold.

His results agree very well with the present assignment, with the added possibilities that (1)

peak 9 includes contributions from a (F ls) -1 alg state and (2) peak 10 includes

• contributions from (F ls) "1 alg, (F ls) "1eg, or (F ls) "1t2g states. Overall, Wallace's and

Hay's results are in good agreement with the present experimental measurements. Since

" Hay's work did not predict relative intensities of transitions, Wallace's results were in fact

the main guide for the present assignments.
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Table V.1 : SF6sulfur2p inner-weUresonances:Assignments and fit results.
.................. .................. ........ II .......... IUI IIIIIII I i ...... [ -- H _ I1[I ...... IIII

Peak Energy Assignment Intensity Width
. (eV) (arb.units) (FWHM, eV)

] - [ Lit _:_LL II!lII " _L_ I I __ [Ill[ Z -_-LLL ....... __ II __ IIIHI]__ } I

" 1 172.27 alg (S 2p3/2)"1 1.00 0,87
2 173,44 alg (S 2pl/2)"1 1.62 1.06
3 i83,40 t2g (S 2p3/2)"1 2.71 0.76
4 184.57 t2g (S 2pl/2)"1 5.53 0.85
5 196.2 eg (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1 15,7 4.1
6 205 multi-electr,excit.? ......
7 209 multi-electr,excit.? ......

___:i"_ IIHIIIIIII[ . 5_ _JL_L: lUl ........... _lfil ..... I I[I I I ....... _ ...........
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Table V-2 : SF6 sulfur 2p Rydberg states: Assignments and fit results.
Hill I I ]I [ I [III ImflIllllOlllUl I ........... l [I I I III IIIFHI I[[ I111[IIII[

Peak Energy Assignment Intensity Width
...... (eV) _.................... .........(_b.un!_,) (_HM, meV)
A 177.42 4s (S2p312)"I 100.0 76
B 177.49 vibr. 41.7 76 ,
C 177.56 vibr.......

D 177.72 background ......
E 178.21 4p (S2p3/2)"I 19.4 I02 ,
F 178.33 vibr.......
G 178.43 vibr. )It o..

H 178.63 4s (S 2pl/2) "1 54.7 85
I 178.69 vibr. .0. tit

/ 178.76 3d-t2 (S 2p3/2)"! 27.2 57
J \ 178.80 3d-egg (S 2p3/2)"1 ......

K / 178.85 vibr. (3d-t2g) ......
\178,85 background ... )*.

L 178.95 5s (S2p3/2)"I 15.4 54
M 179.02 vibr.......

N 179.36 4p (S 2pi12)"I ......
O 179.44 4d (S 2p3/2)"1 19.1 60
p / 179.50 6s (S 2p3/2)"1 10.6 67

\ 179.54 vibr. (4d)
/ i79.74 5d (S 2p3/2)"1

Q \ 179.77 7s (S 2p3/2)'1
R 179.83 vibr. (5d)

/179.90 6d (S2p3/2)"I
S \ 179.92 8s (S 2p3/2)"1

/ 179.96 3d-t2g (S 2pl/2) "l
T I 180.00 7d (S 2p3/2)"l

\ 180.00 3d-eg (S 2pl/2) "l
/180.05 vibr.(3d-t2g)

U \180.06 8d (S2p3/2)"I
/180.13 9,10d (S2p3/2)"I

V \!80.15 5s (S2pi/2)"I
W 180.22 vibr.

L3edge 180.27
X 180.42 5p (S2pi/2)"l
Y 180.50 vibr.

Z 180.64 4d (S2pi/2)"I
a 180.71 6s (S 2p1/2)"1

/ 180.94 5d (S 2pl/2) "1
b \ 180.97 7s (S 2pi/2) "1
c 181.03 vibr. (5d)

/ 181.10 6d (S 2pl/2) "1
d \181.12 8s (S2pi/2)"I
e 181.20 7d (S2pi/2)"I
f 181.27 8d (S2pi/2)"I
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Table V.3 : SF6fluorineK inner-wellresonances:Assignmentsandfit results,
............. _ __ ........... II I ___ ........I_ ........................... . ........... I IIIIIIIIIII IIIII

Peak Energy Assignment Intensity Width
. (eV) (arb.units) (FWHM,eV)

[i J ......... iii 111[ ii ...... i iiill ........................... ]1 .........................

" 8 689,0 alg (F is)-I 1.000 2.2
9 692.9 tlu (F Is)"I 0.448 2, i
I0 694,7 flu (F Is)"I 0.672 2.1
11 696.3 tiu (F ls)-I 0.338 3.1
12 699.9 t2g (F ls) "1 0.644 2.2
13 713.2 el; (F Is)"1 0.96 4.6
14 722 multi.electr,excit.? ......

' '715 727 multi.electr,exert........

_.1 __ Ill /llll III I I II I[. III IIIIIIII I I IIIIHIIIIl[llllllllllllll/I ........ _ .....
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Table V-4: Comparisonof measureAandcalculatedtermvalues for the(S 2p)"I_low-

edge resonances. All energiesare ineV,
Illlllll I ......... IIII IL I I .............. Illl 111 /I 11 I ll][lllHl I I] IIIII Illlll L -'- i[I Illl ..................

Measured Calculated

Thisworka _LS b ImprovedConflg. Multiple
-'--- Virtual Inter- Sca_rinRe •

OrbitalC acdond
(S 2p3/2)"I (S 2pl/2)"I (S 2p3/2)"1 (S 2pl/2)"1

" I][I ]lllll I [lll[I [I " Ill IIll IIII I III I ..... I I[[1111I I l] ] III III IIIII

alg 8.005 8.038 8.12 8,22 12,1 9,29 4.79
4s 2.848 2,846 2.96 2.96 2.7 2,76 2.97
4p 2.065 .,, 2.20 2,16 2.1 2.36 ..,
3d-t2g 1.509 i,518 ...... 1.4 1.51 1,45
3d-eg 1,470 ......... 1.3 1.47 1.38
5s 1.327 1.327 1.48 1.64 1.2 1.43
4d 0.838 0.838 ...... 0.82(0.78)f
6s 0.771 0.771 0.96 I._) 0.82
5d 0.538 0.538 0.53(0.50)f
7s 0.503 0.503 0.52
6d 0,374 0.374 0.37(0.35)f
8s 0.354 0.354 0.37
7d 0.275 0.275 0.27

[[ [ [ I[[[ [l[[[[ ......[I [[[ [[[[[II[[[ - [[[[I[[[][ H _ 1[HI ll[[[I[ 1 [ [

aObtainedfromfitresultsfortransitionenergiesusingthresholdvaluesL3=180.275eV and
L2=181.478eV.
bRef.[9].Notethatthesetermvaluesarebaseduponanassignmentwhichdiffersslightly
fromthepresentone.
CRef.[44].CalculatedforCIF6,i.e.thecore-equivalentmoleculetosulfur-core-excited
SF6.
dRef.[46].Thevaluelistedhereforthe4plevelwasattributedinRef.[46]to5p,duetoa
differenceinnotation.

eMeasuredfromFig.39inRef.[32].
fThetwovaluesgivenrefertothend-t2g(nd-eg)levels.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

FigureV-I. Schematicrepresentationof a double.well potential(not to scale). The barrier

. dividesthepotentialcurveintotwo regions: theinnerweli andtheouterwell. Valence

orbits arelocated mainlyin theinner well. Rydbergorbitals_ locatedm_ly in the
,It

outer well. Some possibleenergiesof such orbitalsareshownas horizontallines in the

figure. Note that, in some inner-wellstates, theelectronhas positiveenergy. Such states

arequasi-bound;theelectronrapidlytunnelsthroughthe barrierand_apes the molecule.

FigureV-2.PhotoabsorptionspectrumofSF6nearthesulfurL2.3edges.Thenumbered

peaks areassignedin TableV.I. For peaks 1-4, the line throughthedataIx_intsis a least-

,_uaresfit resultingin theindividualcomponentsshown,EachcomponentpeakisaVoigt

function. The resulu of thefit aregiven inTable V-I. Thedatapointsarcconnectedinthe

Rydbergregion to guidetheeye. The inset datashowingpealcs6 and7 in greaterdetail

were measured usingthe 2442 line/ram grating.

FigureV-3. The (S 2p)"i alB resonancesof SF6. The dataherewere obtainedusing the

small-sourcerunningmode of BESSY, resultingin higherresolutionthanin Fig, V.2. The

line throughthedatapointsis theresultof a Franck-Condonanalysis,with the individual

vibronictransitionsrepresentedby Voigt functionsand plottedas subspectra.Note the

larger linewidthsof the individualvibronicpeaksforthe higher-energy(S 2p1/2)"Ialg

resonance,as comparedto the (S 2p3/2)"IalBcomponents.

• FigureV.4, SulfurL2,3 pre.edgefine structureof the SF6 photoabsorptionspectrum.

The shadedareaindicatesthecontributionof the (S 2p)"Iflu transitionsto theoverall

background,The peakslabeled bylettersareassignedinTableV.2. The line throughthe

datapoints is the resultof a least-squaresfit. Forthe fit, the backgroundwas modeledby
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a ,near contribution,thetailof a Voigt functionfrompeak3 (_ Fig, V-2), and_veral

overlappingOaussi_ peaks to representthe(S 2p)"1tlu transitions.Eachof the individual

component_ shownis a Voigt function, _ resultsof the fit _ given in TableV.2,

Thedatain this figure were measuredusing the2442 line/ramgrating.

(b

Figure V-5, Photoabsorpttonspectrumof SF6nearthe fluorineK edge, Thenumbered

peaks_ assignedin "l'ableV-3. Theline throughthedata points from680 to 708 eV is a

I_t._uares fit with the individualcomponentsshown, _h componentpeakis a Voigt

function. AOauuian-broadenedarctangcntfunctionmodelstheedge jump. The results

of the fit _ givenin Table V.3,

FigureV.6, _vel diagramof the core.excited statesof SF6at the sulfurL2,3andfluorine

K edges. The relativeenergiesof thestatesareplottedto _ale, using theresultsgiven in

TablesV. 1,2,3, The fluorineK edge is alignedwith theweightedaverageof the sulfur

L2,3edges to facilitatethecompariumof relativestateenergies. On theleft sideof the

diagram,only the states with a (S 2p3/2)"1corehole _ labeled. The correspondingstates

witha (S 2pt/2)"1core hole areshownas a separateseries, butnot labeled, Several

Ryd_rg statesareshownbelow thesulfurL2,3edges, butonly thetwo lowest states are

labeled, The spin-orbitsplittingof the(S 2pl/2,3/2)"1el;doubletwas notresolvedin the

specmJmand the shortsolid horizontalline showsthe energyof thesingle feature

observed, Theenergiesof these twoindividualstateshave_n approximatedby using the

spin-orbitsplittingandpeakintensityratiomeasu_d ft_rthe(S 2pl/2,3/2)"1t2Bdoublet,The

levelsobtainedareshownbythehoriz_mta]dashedlines.Theshadedregionsindicatethe

positions of broad featuresin thes_ctra which may includecontributionsfrommore than

one state, Inthec_ of the (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1tlu shadedregions, thespin-orbitsplitting

shownwas notactuallyresolved in thespectra, _d, in addition,there maybe two separate
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resonances. The broadshadedregionat thefluorineg edge is tentativelyassigned to an

unresolvedmanifoldof _ is)"1tlu states. Se_ textfor furtherdetails.

• FigureV-7. FranckCondonanalysisof the vibrationalstructureof the (S 2p)"14s state

(_aks A,B,C in Fig, V.4). The ground-stateparametersweretakenfrom Refs. [20] and
Q

[21] andthe flnal.stateparameterswerevariedtoobtainthe best fit. Eachof the individual

compor_ntpe_s shown is a Voigt function, _ text for furtherdetails,
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CHAPTER Vl: HIGH-RESOLUTION PHOTOIONIZATION

SPECTRA NEAR THE SULFUR L1,2,3 THRESHOLDS: H2S

AND D2S

. VI.A. Introduction

The core levels of an atom exhibit a small but, in many cases, measurable

sensitivity to chemical environment [1]. Besides its significance to a comprehensive

understanding of molecular and condensed-phase electronic structure, this dependence is

important in several widely-used spectroscopic techniques. Inner-sheU spectroscopies such

as Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES), X-ray

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Electron-Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and X-

ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) are sensitive, each in its own way, to

chemically-induced shifts in core-orbital energies and spatial distributions. As these

techniques improve, there is an increasing ability to detect very subtle changes in core

orbitals. With these developments comes the need to understand effects which were

previously difficult or impossible to measure. In this chapter, analysis of high-resolution

molecular photoionization spectra allows the measurement of the molecular-field splitting of

a core level. This result demonstrates the potential of high-resolution core-level

spectroscopies for the study of atomic-core structure in different chemical surroundings.

For this work, the high-resolution photoionization spectra of hydrogen sulfide,

H2S, and its fully deuterated analog, D2S, have been measured near the sulfur L1,2,3
t*

ionization thresholds. A detailed understanding of the spectra is obtained by applying new

• approaches in data analysis. Previous photoabsorption measurements near the L2,3

thresholds of H2S, as well as other third-row hydrides, yielded complicated spectra with

many overlapping sharp lines preceded by a few broader features [2,3]. The latter features

were assigned to one-electron transitions of a sulfur 2p electron into the two lowest
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unoccupied molecular orbitals [4,51. Following the terminology used at lower photon 16]

energies, these core-excited states are referred to here as "valence-shell states" (see Section

I.D.2). The sharper peaks at higher energies were assigned to similar transitions Into
Q

several series of atomic-like Rydberg orbttals leading up to the ioni_tion thresholds.

These Rydberg states, in particular, were difficult to assign fully due to limited resolution

and statistics. In the present work, these limitations were overcome, and the assignment is

now limited more by the complexity of the spectrum than by the quality of the data. The

analysis presented here unambiguously assigns the higher Rydberg states converging on

the sulfur L2,3 edges. A more tentative assignment of the lower Rydberg states is also

given. Most important, however, is the determination of the core hole corresponding to

each feature, and thus the term value of the associated Rydberg orbital. To accomplish

this, a least-squares analysis was employed, which allowed the deconvolution of core-level

and excited-orbital splittings.

The sulfur 2p core orbitals are split into 2p3/2and 2pl/2 levels by spin-orbit

interaction. This =1.2 eV splitting has been measured previously in H2S by XANES,

AES, and XPS [3,7,8,91. The atomic 2p3/2 level is doubly degenerate, but in the C2v

symmetry of the H2S molecule, this degeneracy may be removed by the anisotropic

molecular field. A recent comparison of high-resolution XPS and AES suggested that this

splitting is _,100 meV in core-ionized H2S [7]. In this report, the least-squares analysis

confirms the molecular-field splitting of the sulfur 2p3/2level, and determines it to be 115

meV for the higher Rydberg states. Because the total observed linewidths of the Rydberg

peaks are =70 meV in this experiment, this splitting has a notable effect upon the spectrum.

Photoabsorption [10] and especially photoelectron spectroscopy [111have been

used to measure molecular-field splittings in the 3d and 4d levels of a number of elements.

The molecular-field splitting of the 2p3/2core level has been predicted for the XANES

spectra of C1 and P compounds, and has possibly been resolved for PH3 [12,13]. The

pronounced multiplet splitting of the (S 2pl/2,3/2)-1 bÂ*XANES resonances in SO2
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indicatesa sizableanisotroptcinfluenceon thesulfur2plevelsin this electronicstate,but

nosucheffectsareevidentforthehigher.energy(S 2p)"1RydbergresonancesinSOa[14],

Thepresentworkclearlyresolvesthe2P3r2core levelsplittingin theXANF_spectrumof

H2S, Withanionizationenergyof ,1170eV, thisis thedeepestcore.levelforwhichthis

. splittinghasbeenmeasured.

Photoionizationspectraof D2Sweremeasuredforthe firsttimeto aidinthe

assignmentof thespectra,Transitionswhichincludetheexcitationof vibrationalmodes

areidentifiedbya shiftin energyupondeuterationof the molecule,becauseof theisotopic

dependenceofvibrationalfrequencies,Isotopicdifferencesappearmainlyintheregionof

thespectrabetweenthevalence-shellandupperRydbergexcitations.Spectralfeaturesin

this regionarecharacterizedby narrowlinewidths,liketheRydbergstatesathigher

energies,andbyextensivevibrationalprogressions,asobservedforthevalence-shellstates

at lowerenergies, Forthesereasons,andothers,thesefeaturesare assignedto transitions

to "mixedorbitais",intermediate,in spatialdistributionandinenergybetweenthevalence

andRydbergorbitals(see SectionI.D,3 andRef, [6]),

Creationof a 2pcoreholemay affectbondingwithinthemolecule,butthat

influenceshouldbe nearlythesameforanyof the threenon.degenerate2pcoreholes(i .e.

the single2pl/2hole andthe twomolecular.field-split2p3/2holes). Therefore,thethree

non-degenerateexcitedstatesresultingfrompromotionof a2pelectronintoa particular

final.stateorbitalshouldhaveessentiallythe samevibrationalstructure.Theassociated

spectrumwill containa partiallyoverlappingsetof threevibrationalprogressions,offset in

energyfromeachother,butotherwiseidentical, Inprinciple,deconvolutingthe
o

contributionof the core level splittingto thespectrumwill revealthe vibrationalspacings

. correspondingto theexcitationof each individualfinal-stateorbital. Infact,becauseof

overlappingvibrationalprogressionsthe resultinginformationis stilltoo complicatedfora

definitiveassignmentand/ora Franck-Condonanalysis.

Finestructurewith an isotopicdependenceis alsoobservedin the broad,lower-
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energyfeaturesofthes_tra.This regularly-sp_ds_c_ isonlybarelyresolved,due

to the largenaturallinewidths of the valence.shell excitations. Vibrationalexcitation is

expected for these transitionsinto unoccupied molecular orbitals,since at least one of the

orbitals _cessed is strongly antibonding[4,15]. Puttingan electron into an antlbonding

orbitaltends to lengthen bonds and thus induce vibrationalexcitations, unless there are

strongcompensatingeffectsfromthecreationofthecorehole.Recentstudiesshowedthat

rapiddi_iationisanimportantdecayprocessforthesecore-excitedvalence-sheUstat_

116,17,181,Interpretationofthevibrationalstructureiscomplicatedbythisdissociation

andbythepossibilityofvibronicinter_tionbetweentheseveralelectronicstatesinthis

energy range,

Phototontzation spectra of H2Sand D2S in the region of the sulfur LI threshold are

presented here for the first time. These spectra arc very similar to the corresponding

spectra of H2S in the sulfur is region [i91, Due to the short lifetime of the 2s core hole,

the naturallinewidths arelarge in these spectra and fine structureis not observed,

VI.B. Experimental

The SX-700/II monochromator, with the 2442 line/mm gratingu_d in the first

orderof diffraction, producedthe optimum combination of flux andenergy resolution.

For the measurements near the sulfurL2.3edges, the resolution was ,,30 meV (Gaussian

Full Width at Half Maximum [FWHM]). At the sulfur LI edge, the resolution was =45

meV. The gas cell contained H2S (Messer Griesheim, 99.3%) or D2S (CIL, 98@.)at a
¢)

typical pressureof 0.10 mbar. A !000 A carbon window separatedthe gas cell from the

ultra.high vacuum of the monochromator.
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VI.C. Overview of reJulU

Fig, _. I showsanoverviewof theH2Sphotoionizationspeclruminthe I_.240
o

eV photonenergyrange, Intensere_nances areapp_nt belowthesulfurLt ionization

, thresholdat-235eVandthesulfurL2,3thresholdsat-171eV.TheregionbelowtheL2,3

thresholdscontainsan extensiveseriesof peaks,shownin greaterdetailin Figs, 2 and3,

Theinsetof Fig, VI.I shows a hlgher-resolutionspectrumof the weakfeaturesinthe range

178,55-185.56eV, Notethattheenergyscaleof the insetis fivetimes thatof themain

spectrum, Similarstructureis alsoobservedin thecorrespondingspectrumof D2S, These

peaksareattrlbu_ to multl-electronexcitatlonsin whicha valenceelectronanda sulfur2p

coreelectronareslmul_eously excitedto valenceand/orRydbcrgorbilals,Analogous

featuresareobservedinthecore-levelabsorptionspectraof manyatomsandmolecules

120,21I,

Fig,VI-2showsthe high-resolutions_tra of H2SandD2Sinthe range-I 67.172

eV. Forboths_tra, the complicatedpatternof featuresis assignedto one.electron

excitationsfromthesulfur2pcorelevelsto severalseriesof intermediateandRydberg

orbttais,Theseorbitalsmay besplitintoseveralcomponentsbytheantsotropicmolecular

field. Additionally,eachfinalstateorbitalis accessedbytransitionsfromthethreenon.

degeneratesulfur2pcorelevels, The largenumberof dipole.allowedtransitionsis further

increasedbythepossibilityof vibrationalexcitationsaccompanyingtheelectronic

excitation,DifferencesbetweenthetwospectraaremostprominentinFig,VI.2 forthe

lowerenergyrange=167-168eV, i,e, theregionof transitionsto mixedstates, These
e

differencesareexpectedinthevibrationalsidebandsofelectronictransitionsdueto the

. strongisotopicdependenceof vibrationalfrequencies,Theenergyscales ofthe H2Sand

D2Sspectrawerealignedby assumingthe (2pl/2)"15dRydbergstate(at 170,94eV in Fig,

VI.2) hasthesameenergyin bothmolecules,

Thelowest-energyfeaturesof Fig. VI.1areshownwithmuchhigherenergy
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re_luttoninFig,_-3, alongwiththecorrespondingspectrumof D2S.These_ks

a_igned toone-elec_n transitionsfromthe sulfur2p core level to theunoccupied6at and

3b2molecularorbitab,Bothof lhe_ _sitions _ splitbythenon-dege_racyof the
o

sulfur2pcoreelectrons,The weakline struct_ apparentinboth spectrais al_ shownin

Fig, VI.3 withanexpandedintensityscale, The_ regularlyspacedfeatures,seenhere for

thefirstti_, _ attributedtotheexcitationof vibrationstnthefinalstate, Small isotopic

shiftsin theove_ peakwidthandpositionwere alsoob_rved, as indicatedbythe vertical

lines.

Thephotoionizationspectrumof H2SnearthesulfurL,tedge is shownin Fig,VI.

4, The _des of peaksarisesfromt_sittons in whichasulfur2s electronis promotedto a

valenceorRydbergorbital;the_ areanalogousto the sulfur2pexcitationsin thespectraof

Figs,2 and3, Howeverthelifetimeof thesulfur2s corehole is muchshorterthanthatof

thesulfur2pcore hole_cause of therapidCoster-Kronigdecayprocess[22], This

differenceis reflectedinthelargeroverallltnewtdthsof the re_nances nearthe Lt edge,

VI.D. Sulfur L1,3 Edges: Non.degeneracyof the sulfur 2p core level

To understandthe molecular-fieldeffectsuponthe sulfur2p corelevels,it is first

necessaryto reviewthe behaviorof the_ core levels in theatomicc_, Consider,then,an

initiallyclosed.shellatom,e,g. Ar,in whicha 2pelectronis excited to a Rydbergorbital

n_,wheren and_ aretheprincipalandangular.momentumquantumnumbersof the

orbital,Followingthediscussionin Ref,[23],the Hartree.Fockenergyof thisN-electron
_t

system isgiven by

N Zlx,)+ KO>+ (vl.l,
E"(+IHi+)"-T..(X;I, +r; j<a ,,
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wherethetotalwavefunction_Pis theantisyrmnetdz_productof N slngle-el_tronspin

orbitals, X_,, In F.q,(VI. l ), Z is the nuclearcharge, rt is the position o_rator for electron

i, J(/is the direct (Coulomb) integralbetween the ith andjth electrons, Kij is the exchangeo

integralbetween the ithandjth electrons, and_ri) ! i,si is the spln-orbit interactionof the

• tthcl_tron. Thetermswhichareimportantherefor_ final.statesplittingsarethespin-

orbit interactionenergiesof the2pelectrons,_ thetwo-electronexchangeterms,K0, in

whichoneel_tron is theexcitedelectronandtheotherisoneof theremaining2pelectrons,

In thelimit of negligiblespin-orbitinteraction,LS(Ru_lI.Saunders) couplingapplies.]n

the limit of negligibleexchangeinteraction,j.j couplingapplies.In thegeneralc_, an

intermediatecouplingmustbeintroducedwhichliesbetweenthemtwoextremes[24], For

purej-jcoupling,thetwopossibleexcitedstatesarelabeled(2p3/2)"In{ and (2pi/2)"tn_,

TheirenergydifferenceisgivenbycomparingthelasttermofF_I,(VI-I)forthetwo

differentcore configurations, The statisticalintensity ratioof transitions to the two states is

2:1(2P3/2"I:2Pi/2"I),

Thespin_rbitinteractionofthe2pelectronsisnotinfluencedbytheexcited

electron,andthusisindependentofnand_,Theexchangeinteraction,however,is

stronglydependentonthespatialoverlapofthe2pandn_orbitais,Forlargeenough

valuesofn+_,exchangeeffectsarenegligibleandj-jcouplingisvalid,Forthelower

valuesofn+_,theexchangeinteractionissomewhatlarger,andintermediatecouplingmay

apply,_veraiexamplesshowthattheeffectoftheexchangeinteractioninthissituationis

mainlytomodifylheintensityratioofthetwotransitions,withoutchangingtheob_rved

energydifferenceverymuch [25],Thetransitiontothe(2p3/2)"ln_stateIo._sintensity,
#

reflectingitscorrelationwiththedipole.forbiddentripletstmeinthelimitofLScoupling,

. Thisdi_ussionisreadilyextendedtoclosed.shellmolecules,Onedifferenceisthe

strongerspatialoverlapwhichoccurs,inamolecule,betweenavalence.shell-excited

electronandacoreh_,_e,ascomparedtothelimitedoverlapofelectronsinatomicorbitals

withdifferingn,Becauseofthis,molecularcore.excitedvalence-shellstateswillgenerally
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showlargerexchangeeffectsthanare_n inthecorrespondingatomicstates.Another

complicationinthemol_ularcaseisthalthesphericalsymmetryofthefreeatomis

removed,Specifically,theH2S moleculeha8C2vsy_etry,whichsplitsthesulfur2p

corelevelintothreeenergylevels,Intheatomicc_, thespln.orbitinteractionsplitsthe

2pcorelevelintothe2Pltiandthetwofolddegenerate2p3/2levels.When theinfluenceof

theanlsotropicmolecularfieldofH2S isalsoconsidered,thedegeneracyofthesulfur2p3/2

levelisremoved,Thetworesultinglevelsmay bedesignated4,-'Itiand5ei/2inthe

extendedpointgroupwhichappliestoC2vsymmetry.Inthischapterthesesulfurcore

levelsarelabeled2p3rz-4elrzand2p.'v2-Set/2,andtheco_spondlngionizationthresholds

L3_t/2andL3-Selt2,wherethelattercoreholeistheshallowerofthetwoandthus

thelatterthresholdhasthelowerenergyofthetwo.Theabbreviatedlabel2p._r2refersto

bothlevels.Thedee_stsulfur2plevelisstillbestdegribedas2pl/:becausethe

molecular.fieldsplittingismuchsmallerthanthespin-orbitsplitting.Forconvenience,the

differencebetw_ntheenergyofa(2pi/2)"Istateandtheaverageenergyofthe

corresponding(2P_/2)"lstateswill_ calledthemeanspin.orbitsplitting,althoughthis

quantitymay infactbeinfluencedbythemol_ulatfieldandbythe(directandexchange)

Couiomhicinteractionsoftheexcitedelectronwiththecorehole.Notethatthemolecular

i field refersto the anisotropicelectn_staticfield felt by the sulfur 2p electrons, which

includes a contributionfn)m the directinteractionwith the excited el_tron.

' SIt is important to _ogniz_ the distinction _tween the energy sphttings of the sulfur

2p core levels in the core-excited ion, as measured by XPS, and the splittings which are

observed in photoahsorption(or photoionization). In XPS, in the high kinetic.energy
II,

limit, the splittingsobserved aretho_ of the core levels in the electronically.relaxed core.

excitedion. in neat-edge photoahsorptionmeasurements,however, one must also account

fortheinfluenceoftheexcitedelectron.As intheatomicca._,theexchangeinteraction,

Kaj,betweentheexcitedelectronandthecoreelectronsmay modifytheobservedsplittings.

Howevertherearethreeconfigurationsofthemolecularcoreelectrons,correspondingto
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the throepossible core holes, ratherthan two, Thus there aretwo splittings which may be

modified, ratherthan one, In H2S it is also possible for the direct interaction,Fq, between

the excited electronand the 2p electrons to influence theobserved splitttngs. This is
t

possible because, in contrastto theatomic case, the 2p electronsoccupy non-identical

. spatialorbitalsandthus the directCoulombic repulsi(,,,between the excited electronandthe

three possible configurations of core electronsmay vary. Both theexchange anddirect

interactionswill be largest for statesin which theexcited electron has strongspatial overlap

with the core. Dipole.allowed transitions to such states should be intense and, in the

absence of strong shal_ resonances, should have the largest term values (smallest

excitationenergies).

VI.E. Sulfur L3,3 edges: Rydberg and mixed excitations

1. General considerations

The geometric [26] and electronic structuresof ground-stateH2S and D2S are very

similar. Therefore,differences between the photocxcitationspectraof the two molecules

areexpected primarilyas a resultof the largedifferences in vibrational frequenciesbetween

the two molecules in their final excited states, Fig. VI-2 shows high-resolution spectra of

H2S and D2S in the region of the intermediateand Rydbergexcitations. Upon comparison

of the spectra, it is apparentthat isotopicdifferences lie mainly in the lowest thirdof the

energy range shown. Therefore, some electronic transitions in this lower range must
o

include vibrational excitations. Vibrational sidebands are often observed for transitions to

core-excited molecular Rydberg states 120,21,27,281. However, the large isotopic

differences seen here indicate more extensive vibrational excitations than are normally ,wen

for Rydberg states. The excited electron may therefore be better described as possessing

both Rydberg-orbital and molecular-orbital character. These states are referred to here as
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"mixed" or intermediate states, as mentioned above.

Further comparison shows that the two spectra are nearly identical in the upper third

of the energy range. An irrunediate conclusion is that above =169 eV the spectra contain, at

most, minor contributions from vibrational sidebands. Thus, the rich fine structure of the

upper region arises only from electronic excitations, without vibrational excitation. By

comparison, the corresponding region of the L2,3absorption spectrum for the isoelectronic

rare gas atom, argon, [29,301 is much less complex. One complicating factor for H2S is

the molecular-field splitting of the sulfur 2p3/2core level. Another consideration is the

influence of the C2v-symmetry molecular field upon the Rydberg orbitals and upon the

dipole-selection rules.

The group-theoretical treatment of electronic transitions in H2S summari/£.d here is

based upon the thorough discussion in Ref. [31]. When atomic orbitals are resolved into

C2v molecular orbitals, s becomes al, p becomes al+bl+b2, and d becomes

2al+a2+bl+b2. Note the complete removal of spatial degeneracy for the p and d orbitals.

For the randomly-oriented closed-shell molecules of this experiment, the dipole-selection

rules allow transitions to Al, B 1,or B2 molecular final states. The characters of the

molecular states which correspond to a given atomic configuration are obtained by

multiplying the spin and space characters of all the open-shell electrons. For example, the

2p-1 ns atomic c,:,afiguration corresponds to a space character (al +bl +b2) x al = al+bl +b2,

and a total spin of S=1/2 + 1/2 = 0,1. In C2v symmetry, S=0 becomes al and S=I

becomes a2+bl+b2. Thus the total molecular states are (al+a2+bl+b2) x (al+bl+b2) =

3(AI+Aa+B l+B:). Therefore ground-state transitions are dipole-allowed to 9 final states,

3(AI+B I+B?), corresponding to the (2p)-1 ns atomic configuration for a single value of n.

It can be shown that one subset of dipole-allowed states, AI+Bl+B2, corresponds to each

of the three possible 2p core holes: 2p3/2-5el/2, 2p3/2-4el/2, and 2pl/2. This example does

not show that the ns atomic orbital somehow splits into three components in H2S; the

tripling results from the relaxation of atomic angular-momentum constraints in the
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molecular dipole selection rules. Similar analyses show that the (2p)-1 np and (2p)-I nd

configurations correspond to 9(AI+A2+B l+B2) and 15(AI+A2+B]+B2), respectively.

Hence, three and five subsets, respectively, of dipole-allowed states, AI+BI+B2

correspond to each of the three possible 2p core holes. For np and rid, the removal of the

, spatial degeneracy of the Rydberg orbital and the possibility of spin-orbit splitting of the

Rydberg orbital also contribute to the large number of dipole-allowed final states.

By comparison, for the corresponding excitations in Ar, there are dipole-allowed

transitions only to 2p"1ns and 2p"1nd configurations. These result in two and three triply-

degenerate states, respectively, totaling 15 states altogether, for a single value of n. In

H2S, for the same shell n, there are dipole-allowed transitions to 81 singly-degenerate

states! In light of these numbers, it becomes evident that the Rydberg spectra observed for

H2S and D2S are in fact much simpler than they would be if all possible states were

resolved. This is not surprising, because the Rydberg orbitals, which extend far away

from the molecule, mostly feel only a weak molecular field. The higher Rydberg orbitals,

in particular, behave much like atomic orbitals and the corresponding transitions are readily

assigned. And even purely atomic splittings might not be resolved. For example, in the Ar

L2,3 spectrum, the spin-orbit splitting of the nd Rydberg orbitals is too small to be

observed [30].

The interpretation of the spectra in Fig. VI-2 is facilitated by a detailed analysis of

the data. A least-squares fitting routine was employed to extract peak positions, intensities,

etc. from the data, within the constraints of the assumed functional form of the spectra.

The same approach was used for both the H2S and D2S spectra. Voigt functions modeled
o

the lineshapes of the peaks, with fixed Gaussian contributions to represent the estimated

. resolution and adjustable Lorentzian contributions to represent lifetime broadening. The

edge jumps were modeled by arctangent functions, broadened by convolution with the

Gaussian resolution function. To account for the "pile-up" of unresolved transitions just

below the ionization threshold, [32] the L2-edge arctangent function was shifted -172 meV
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relative to the L2 threshold energy determined from the Rydberg analysis. In addition, a

broad Voigt function centered on the arctangent function was necessary for a good fit to the

lineshape. The resulting model of the L2 edge jump was shifted to the lower energies
6

corresponding to the L3-4el/2 and L3-5el/2 edge jumps, using the splittings determined

from the upper range of Rydberg transitions. The fit also included a linear background

and, near the lower-energy limit, a contribution from the high-energy tail of the broad

valence-shell transitions of Fig. VI-3. The results of this least-squares analysis are

presented in Tables i and II and are plotted with the data in Fig. VI-2. For each spectrum

in Fig. VI-2, one subspectrum shows the edge jumps and the tail of the valence-shell

transition. The other three subspectra show the transitions corresponding to the three

possible 2p core-level vacancies. Further details of the data analysis are given below, as
)

necessary.

2. Upper range: Rydberg states

The region of the Rydberg spectrum above 170.4 eV is the simplest to interpret

because it lies above the L3-4el/2 and L3-5el/2 ionization thresholds. All the peaks

observed must therefore correspond to excitations from the sulfur 2p 1/2core-level. This

conclusion results immediately from an estimate of the spin-orbit splitting of the sulfur 2p

core level; it does not depend on any other details of the analysis. Above 170.8 eV, the

interpretation is further facilitated by assuming that atomic designations apply, so that s-,

p-, and d-symmetry Rydberg series may be identified. Note that the reduced syrmnetry of
,m

H2S relaxes the atomic dipole selection rule which forbids 2p to np transitions. For the

region above 170.8 eV, the least-squares analysis of the H2S and D2S spectra assumed the

Rydberg formula. Excellent fits were obtained using the quantum defects _ = 1.63 and 8d

= 0.32, and EIp = 171.564 eV for the sulfur L2 ionization threshold. The assignment of

these quantum defects to the p- and d-Rydberg series is discussed below, in Sec. VI.E.4.b,
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along with a comparison of the derived quantum defects to corresponding values for some

isoelectronic systems.

The region between 170.3 eV and 170.8 eV is somewhat more complicated. Two
J

prominent peaks are observed at 170.315 eV and 170.534 eV, near the energies predicted

, by the Rydberg formula for the (2pl/2)"l 5p and (2pl/2)"14d states, but both show high-

energy shoulders (See Fig. VI-2 and Table VI- 1). The spectra of H2S and D2S are very

similar in this region, indicating that vibrational sidebands are not present, beyond the

exception described below. The energies discussed here are for H2S, but the

corresponding values for D2S are nearly the same (see Table VI-1). The most prominent

peak associated with the (2pl/2)"14d state has a transition energy 26 meV smaller than

predicted by _id. The two shoulders lie 70 meV and 136 meV above the prominent peak.

The second shoulder is tentatively assigned to a transition to the 6s Rydberg orbital, with a

resulting quantum defect of 8s = 2.10. The first shoulder is assigned to a transition

associated with the 4d orbital. As discussed above, the influence of the molecular field can

remove the spatial degeneracy of the d-orbital and relax angular-momentum restrictions on

transitions. Many transitions may be observed which are derived from a single atomic

transition, and the assignments given in Table VI-1 stress that correspondence wherever

possible. The prominent peak and large shoulder associated with the (S 2pl/2)"15p state

have transition energies 49 meV and 11 meV smaller than predicted by 89. Note that these

peaks lie at low enough energies to include contributions from states with a 2p3/2-4el/2

core hole, but no fine structure is expected in the region immediately below an ionization

threshold.

The detailed fits of the (2pl/2)-15p,4d region showed a notable difference between

the H2S and D2S spectra which is not easily detected by eye; the low-intensity feature at

170.466 eV in H2S is shifted -43 meV in D2S (see Table VI-1). This shoulder is assigned

to a vibrational sideband of the intense 5p-derived transition at 170.315 eV (170.309 eV) in

H2S (D2S). The derived vibrational spacing for the excited state is 153 meV (114 meV) for
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H2S (D2S). These values suggest an assignment to the v2 bending mode,with a ground-

state spacing of 147 meV (106 meV) [33]. Other vibrational results are discussed below in

Sec IV D. Another low.intensity feature in this region, which lies at 170.807 eV in H2S, is

shifted -16 meV in D2S. Neither the isotopic shift nor the spacing of the nearby states

suggests a simple vibrational assignment for this feature. It could be attributed to a

molecular-field-split component of the nearby (2pl/2)"16p state, but that implies a larger

splitting than observed for the (2pl/2)"l 5p state and does not explain the isotopic energy

dependence.

3. Lower range: Rydberg and mixed states

a. Approach used for analysis

In the range 166.8-170.3 eV, interpretation of the H2S and D2S spectra is more

difficult. An independent least-squares fit of the --65 transitions observed in this range for

the two spectra would require an adjustable energy, intensity, and linewidth for each

transition. Such an analysis could produce near-perfect fits of the two spectra in this region

but would not provide much understanding of the nature of the transitions. An alternative

approach was employed instead. The set of adjustable param ,ers was reduced by making

the small set of assumptions described below, which were carefully selected to represent

the essential physics of the problem. A least-squares analysis based on these restrictions

gave good unique fits of the two spectra when the molecular-field splitting of the sulfur ,ll

2P3/2core levels was included. Much poorer fits were obtained if the 2p3/2levels were

assumed to be degenerate. Beyond this important result, the analysis correlated each

individual feature with one of the three possible 2p core holes, thus deconvoluting the

Rydberg-orbital structure from the core-level structure. Due to the complexity of the

spectrum, the large number of adjustable parameters, and the l_imitedaccuracy of the fit, not
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all the results of this deconvolution are reliable, as discussed in detail below. However, a

general understanding of the spectrum is obtained, which might not be apparent otherwise.

For the least-squares analysis of the Rydberg spectra, the following assumptions
¢

were applied. (1) The energy spacing of transitions from the three 2p core levels to a single

. Rydberg orbital, i.e. the observed splitting of the three core levels, is independent of which

Rydberg orbital is accessed (but see below for a major exception). (2) The spacing of

these triplets is equal for H2S and D2S. (3) For every pair of transitions (A,B) from the

two 2p3/2core levels to one Rydberg orbital, the two peaks A,B have equal intensities.

Thus, for the triplet of transitions (AoB,C) to a single Rydberg orbital, A and B have equal

intensity, but C, the transition from the 2pl/2 level, can have a different intensity. (4) The

ratio, X, of the intensities of peaks A and C (i.e. X _ [intensity of A] / [intensity of C])

may vary for different Rydberg orbitals, but must be the same for corresponding triplets in

the H2S and D2S spectra. (Note that if the intensity ratio between transitions from the

2pl/2 level and the 2p3/2 levels follows the j-j coupling "statistical" prediction of 1:2, the

ratio X will equal unity.) (5) Each triplet of peaks (A,B,C) must have the same linewidth,

which does not have to be the same for corresponding triplets in the H2S and D2S spectra.

Assumption (1) is only valid if the exchange interaction between the excited electron

and the core hole is small, as mentioned in Sec. VI.D. This should apply for the higher

Rydberg states, but may be less accurate for the lower Rydberg states. Indeed, this

assumption had to be relaxed to allow a reasonable fit of the lowest-energy features of Fig.

VI-2, the mixed states, as discussed below. Assumption (2) is valid if the electronic and

geometric structure of the final state is essentially the same in H2S and D2S. Because the

splitting of the 2p3/2level is small, the 2p3/2-4el/2and 2p3/2-5el/2core orbitals must have

. very similar spatial distributions, supporting assumption (3). Assumption (4) applies

because corresponding Rydberg orbitals in H2S and D2S should have essentially the same

spatial distributions. Note that a deviation of the intensity ratio X from unity indicates a

departure from the statistical ratio, which can arise even from a relatively small exchange
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interaction between the core hole and excited electron. X is allowed to vary for different

Rydberg orbitals, since differences in the spatial distributions of the various Rydberg

orbitals can result in different interactions with the core hole. As discussed below,
ii,

assumption (4) is not applied to the mixed states, because the correspondence of these

features between H2S and D2S is difficult to determine, Assumption (5) is only valid if the

three core holes decay at the same rate for a given Rydberg excitation. This assumption

should apply for the two 2p3/2core holes, but is not expected to be entirely valid for 2p I/2

vs. 2p3/2core holes, particularly for the lower Rydberg states. However, this restriction

was necessary to keep the number of adjustable parameters in the analysis manageable, and

the data showed no evidence of deviations from this assumption.

For the analysis, the H2S and D2S data sets were combined to best exploit

assumptions (2) and (4). The fits of the upper Rydberg region, discussed above in Sec.

VI.E.2, were included in the analysis. Note that this uppermost part of the spectrum,

170.3-171.4 eV, is essentially reproduced twice at lower energies in the fit, to represent the

sequence of states approaching the L3-4e1/2and L3-5e1/2 edges. This is seen in the

subspectra of Fig. VI-2, where the dashed line shows features attributed to 2pl/2 core-hole

states, the solid line shows features attributed to 2p3/2-4el/2 core-hole states, and the dotted

line shows features attributed to 2p1/3-5e1/2 core-hole states. Ideally, for each spectrum the

three subspectra should be equivalent except for a shift in energy due to the splitting of the

2p levels. To obtain a reasonable fit, however, the ratios X for each feature in the

subspectra were independently varied within the range 0.20-2.50. The ratios obtained are

shown in Tables I and II. For most of the intense features, the derived ratio was close to
Ii,

one. But for some features, including a few intense peaks, significant deviations of X

from unity were necessary to obtain a good fit. This is reflected in the subspectra of Fig.

VI-2, where the dashed line is, in some places, different from the solid or dotted line. Of

course the latter two lines have identical shapes, as required by assumption (3). Some of

these deviations of X from unity may represent real ratios of transition intensities in the
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spectrum. Others might be a resultof the limited validity of the assumptions (1)-(5), which

could force unrealisticvalues onto some adjustable parameters, Because of this, andalso

because of the imperfectfit to the data, some of the quantitativeresults of this least.squares

analysis may be unreliable, The results discussed below were selected with these

restrictionsin mind, and ate believed to be valid.

b. Resultsof analysis

Results of the least-squares analysis based on thisapproach ate given in Tables I

and11andare plottedas the fits and subspectrain Fig. VI-2. Due to the large numberof

adjustableparameters,a simultaneous least.squares fit was not possible. Instead,

alternatingsubsets of parameters were adjustedreiterativelyuntil a good fit was obtained.

As a result, uncertaintiescould not be calculated forthe final fit parameters. Some

uncertainties have been estimated, however. The energies, intensities, and intensity ratios

(X, as defined above) from the fits are shown in Tables I and II. The only parametersnot

tabulatedare the linewidths of the individualpeaks,which have typical values from 75 meV

to 100 meV (Voigt function FWHM). Linewidthsare discussed in more detail below, in

Sec.VI.G,

TablesIandH giveenergiesofthe(2pi/2)"Icore-excitedstates.Thetermvalues

areobtainedbysubtractionfromthederivedsulfurL2thresholdenergyof171.564eV.

Theenergyofaparticular(2p3/2.-4el/2)"Ior(2p3/2-5el/2)"Icore-excitedstatecanbe

obtainedfromTableVI-Ibysubtractingthetermvalueofthecorresponding(2pi/2)"Istate
J$

fromthederivedvaluesoftheLa-4el/2andLa-5el/2thresholdenergies;170.418eV and

170.303eV,respectively.ForthemixedstateslistedinTableVI-2thetermvaluesarea,

derivedbyassumingthesameL2thresholdenergyasinTableVI-I.Becausedifferent

core-levelsplittingsapplyforthesestates(seebelow),theeffectiveL3-4el_andLa-5el/2

thresholdenergiesare170.471eV and170.432eV,respectively.
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The bandof features in therange 167,0-168,2 eV, are of special interest because of

their dissimilarity in the H2S andD2S spectra. Since no sharp,prominentfeaturesare

observed at lower energies, i,e, in the range 165,8-167,0 eV (see Fig, VI-3), the

transitionswithinthis bandmust access (2P3/2)'1core-excited states. The corresponding

band of (2p1/2)'1 states should lie approximately in the range 168,2.169,4 eV, possibly

overlappingsome (2p3/2)"!core-excited Rydberg states, This rough assignment is

supportedby the observation of notable isotopic differences around i68.7.169,2 eV. The

largeisotopic differences of these two bands indicate thatextensive vibrationalexcitations

accompany the electronicexcitations, Such strongvibrationalexcitations, in turn,indicate

that the orbitalaccessed by the transitionhas some valence character,ratherIhan residing

almost entirely ou_ide the molecule. Thus the featuresbelonging to these two bandsare

assigned to transitions to mixed orbitals, as discussed in Sec, VI,E,1, It should be stressed

thatthe range 168.2.169,4 eV includes some (2p3/2)"1core-excited Rydberg states as well

as the (2p1/2)"l core-excited mixed states. Dcconvolutingthese differentcontributionsto

the spectrain this region and in otherregions is one of themain accomplishmentsof the

least-squares analysis,

Withouta detailed assignment of the mixed-statetransitionsfor both isotopic

species, a reliableone.to-one correlationof the mixed states between H2S and D2S is not

available because of theirlarge isotopic differences, As a result, assumption (4) was not

appliedto the mixed states',the intensityratiosused forthese peaks are not the same for

H2S andD2S (see Table VI-2), In orderto obtain a good fit to thedata, it was also

necessary to relax assumption (1) for the mixed states, The mean spin-orbitsplitting and

molecular-field splitting used for all of the mixed states were allowed to differ fromthe

splittings used for the rest of the Rydberg spectrum, and the overall fit improved

dramatically for both H2S and D2S. This result, along with observation of extensive

vibrational excitations, is the main motivation for identifying the states in Table VI.2 as

intermediate states. The sharp distinction between the mixed and Rydberg states assumed
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forthistnalystsIs,of course, onlyan approximation,A morerealisticmodelwouldallow

thesplip.ingsof eachstateto beunique,andtheresultingvariationof theenergysplittings

ob_rved wouldprobablynot beas abrupt,

Forthe mixedstates,the least.squa_sanalysisresul_ ina molecular.fieldsplitting

of39(9)meV anda meanspin-orbitsplittingof 1,112(6)eV, Foreachquantity,thew,

estimateduncertaintyof the lastdigitis givenin parenthesis.Forthe Rydbergstates,the

analysisgavea molecular.fieldsplittingof 115(9)meT anda mean spin.orbitsplittingof

1,204(6)eV, Thus,themolecular.fieldsplittingts76 meT smallerandthemeanspin-orbit

splittingis 92 meVsmallerinthemixedstates,ascomparedto the Rydbergstates,These

modifiedsplttttngscanoccurif thedirectand/orexchangeinteractionswiththesulfurcore

holearestrongerforan electroninan intermediate.typeorbitalthantheyareforanelectron

in aRydbergorbital, ThesplittingsfortheRydbergstatesweremainlydeterminedinthe

fit bytheintensefeaturesassignedinTableVI.i to excitationsof 3d-and4d.derived

Rydbergstates, Theyareprobablyalso fairlyaccurateforthe higherRydbergstates, Even

thesenear.thresholdsplittingsmay includesomedirect,andexchange.interaction

contributions,buttheynonethelesscanbecomparedto recentmeasurementsmadeby

Svensson,et ,ol,, usinghigh-resolutionXPSand AES [7], Inthatletter,asmalldifference

wasreportedbetweenthespin-orbitsplittingof theH2Ssulfur2p levelas measuredby

XPSandbyAES, Thisresultswere explained,inpart,byestimatingthemolecular-field

splittingof thesulfur2p3/2levelto be ,.106 meT inthecore-excitedion, Themeanspin.

orbitsplittingmeasuredby XPSwas 1,201eV, Bothof thesevaluesare in verygood

agreementwiththecorrespondingquantitiesmeasuredinthepresentexperimentlbrthe
_o

core-excitedRydbergstates,suggestingthattheinterpretationof Svensson,et ,aL, is valid

andalso thatCoulombicinteractionsdonotaffectthe measuredsplittingsverymuchforthet.

Rydbergstates,

As a test,analternativeleast-squaresanalysisof thedatawas performedwiththe

molecular.fieldsplittingfixedat zero, Otherwisethis"no-splitting"testanalysiswas
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subjectto exactlythe_ freedomsandrestrictionsas the"split"fit, Thusthe"split"fit

hadonly two moreadjustableparametersthanthe "no.splittlng"fit',the2p3_splittingof the

Rydber8statesandof themixedstates, The resultsof the "no-splltting"ill, shownin Fig,

_,I-5,arenot asconvincingas theresultsof the"split"fit pre_ntedaboveandin Fig,VI.2,

Mat notably,theregionsaround169,0.169.4eV and 169,8.170,2eV arepoorly

approxlmat_ bythe "no-spllttlng"fit. Besidesgivln8 a poo_r fit, thederivedparameters

aremoredifficultto interpret,_ intensityratios,X, forthemo_ intensefeaturesshow

significantlyl_er deviationsfromunityinthe"no-splitting"fit thaninthe "split"fit

pre._entedherein TablesIandII, Forexample,inthe "no.splitting"fit forH2S(D2S),flve

of thetenmost inten_ featureshavea ratiooutsidethe range0,7.2,4 (0,5.2.4). By

comparison,inthe "split"fit for H2S(D2S),onlyone (two)of theten mostinten_ features

havea ratiooutsidethenarrowerranges0,7.1,2 (0,7. l,S), As mentionedabove,some

deviationof the intensityratio,X, fromunityis plausible,butwhenratic)sformanyintense

peaks_ume valuesmuchsmallerorlargerthanone,withnoapparentpattern,thevalidity

of the analysisis questionable.The resultsof the"no.splltting"fit_ muchpoorerthan

would_ expectedmerelyfromreducingthetotalnumberofadjustableparametersbytwo,

ascomparedtothe"split"fit,Thistestthereforeprovidessubstantialevidenceforthe

molecular.fieldsplittingofthe2p3_corelevel,Theunambiguousidentificationofthe

2P3/2molecular-fieldsplittinginthiss_ctrumis,infact.themostsignificantresultofthis

work,

Justbelowthreshold,theRyd_rgformulasuccessfullypredictstheenergiesofthe

transitions,asdiscussedinSec,VI,E.2,Thequantumdefectsobtainedfromthisanalysis
t

canbeusedtoroughlycharacterizethelower-energycore-excitedstates,Usingthe

quantumdefectdeterminedfromtheenergiesofthe(2pl/z)"lnd(n=._-8)Rydbergstates,

thetermvalueofthe2p"l3dstateispredictedtobe1.89eV,AsshowninTableVI.I,

thereareseveralintensetransitionswithtermvaluesclo_tothisprediction.Theyhave

thereforebeena._Igned_ "3d-derlved";i.e,theyarisefromseveralmolecularcore.excited
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stateswhich canbe_tated with theatomic2F | 3dstate.Similarly,the_ an_several

4d_erivedstates(seeSec.VI.E.2), hutthey_ spreadovera narrowerenergyrangeaa

comp_ to the3d_rtved states,becausetheyhavea largerspatialextentandare

influencedlessby themolecularfield.

. B_d upontheenergyof the (2pl/2)"16sstate,the5#stateshouldhavea term

value of - i,6 eV. A medium.intensity featurewith this term value hu _n tentatively

assigned to a 5s-dertv_ state, as indicated in Table VI. 1 and Fig. VI.2, _ 4s state is

predictedat a term val_ of-3,8 eV, and may be contrt_ting to the mixed stales at

somewhat lower termvalues and/orto the v_nce.shell statesat somewhat higher _erm

values. _ defect determined from theenergies of the 2p"tnp (n_.8) Rydbergstates

p_dtcls a term value of 2.43 cV for the 2p"t4p states. Table VI-2 shows thatthe spectra

of both H2S andD2S have hands centered at slightly highertenn values (lower transition

energies), These bandsinclude significant vibrationalexcitations, so the average

fundamentalterm values of the electronic states must be even higherthanthe bandcenter,

This is consistent withthe assig_nt of this band to mixed states, because the valence

contributionsto these statescould shift them to higher termvalues thanexited for pure

4p-derivedRydbertjstates, It should be stressed that, for the states in these spectra with

termvalues greaterthan - I eV, the ass_iation with a specific atomic Rydbergstale is

approximateatbest. In fact, states which share the same totalsymmetry andsimilar

energies can mix, and thus a sinRle core.excited statemay be derived froma combi_:tion of

atomic s-, p-, andd-states, Indeed, it is the mixing of d.characterinto the p.states which

gives the p.sertes greaterintensitythan thes.sertes in the near-thresholdregion [34],
at

, 4, Comparison to other XANES spectra

a. Mixed states
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A comparison to relatedXA_NF_Sspectra is especially useful forthe lnterp_tation of

the spUttingsof the mixed states in H2S, The sulfur L2,3photoiont_tion spectrum of SF6

shows intense transitionsto the (S 2p)"1alg valence-shell states as well as much weaker

transitionsto (S 2p)"1Rydbergstates (see Sections V,D andV.E), The Rydl_rg states

with the largest term value, (S 2p)"l 4s, showed thesame spin.orbit splitting a.,_the higher

Rydbergstates, weak vibrationalexcitations, and only a small deviation from the energy

predictedby the quantum defect of thehigher ns states, It thereforeappears thatthere is

relatively little valence.Rydberg mixing in the (S 2p)"l states of SF6, presumably _au_

the large potentialbarrierpreventsthe interactionof valen_ and Rydberg orbitals. This is

in distinctcontrast to H2S,wherethe hydrogen atoms_ not expected to create an

appreciablepotential barrier,and transitionsto mixed statesare observed.

The comparison of the (S 2p)"1Rydl_rgstates andthe (S 2p)"1atg valence-shell

states t_1SFo is particularlyrelevant here. A slightly smaller spin.orbit splitting was

measured forthe valence.shell states, as comped to the splitting of the Rydhergstates.

Note that molecular-field splittingof the sulfur 2p levels is not possible in SF_,becau_ of

the _tahedral symmetryof thatmolecule. Therefore the best explanationf_r this apparent

reductionof the spin-orbitsplitting is the following: because of increasedspatial overlap,

the exchange interactionof the excited electronwith the core hole is largerin the valence-

shell states than in the Ryd_rg stales, andthe dependenceof thai interactionon thej.v_Jue

of the core hole produces the observed reductionin the spin-orbitsplitting (_e _ction

V,D.I). The observed shift of--30 meV in SFr_is smaller thanthe eflcct obscrvcd in H2S

forthe mean spin.orbit splitting of the intenncdiale states(shift = -92 meV). As mentioned

above in Sec. VI.D, the exchange interactionin SF6 for the valence.shell states has a much

greatereffect upon the intensity ratioof the two (S 2pl/2,3/2)"1alg transitic)nsthan itdoes

1 tupon the spin-orbitsplitting. Similar _havlor is also seen in s_ctra of the xenon

fluorides, and w_ predicted hy calculations [25]. The measured ratio in SFfjw_ 0.62

(2p3t2 : 2pl12)for the valence-shell states _ compared to 2.07 forthe Ryd_rg states [35].
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(Note thatthe statisticalratio,expected in the limit of no exchange interaction,is 2.00,

co_spondtng to an intensity ratioof X=I ._ in the notationused here for H2S.)

Summing the intensities of all the mixed states, the overall intensity ratio 1.03 (1.04) is

obtained for H2S (D2S). For the summed Rydberg states, the overall intensity ratio is i.03

, (i.01) for H2S (D2S). These ratiosareestimated to be accurateto within,,,5%,despite the

Hmitationsof the analysis,

The behavior of the mixed states in H2S is thus qu/tedifferentfrom thatof the

valence-shell states in SF6'. the mean spin-orbitsplittingchanges significantly from the

Rydbergvalue but the intensityratiodeviates very little from the statistical value. This

suggests that theexchange interactionis not the primarycause of thechange in mean spin-

orbitsplitting in the mixedstates, The differencecan also result fromthe lower symmetry

of H2S,which allows theobserved mean spin-orbitsplitting to have contributionsfrom the

direct Coulomb interaction of theexcited electronwith the core hole',this is not possible in

the higher.symmetrySF6molecule. Thereforemuch of the 92 meV reductionin the

observed mean spin-orbitsplittingfor themixed statesof H2S can be tentatively attributed

to differences in the directinteractionof theexcited ele_:tronwith the different core holes,

An accurate theoreticaltreatmentwhich includes all po._ible effect,,;is necessary for a more

definite understandingof themixed states.

b. Rydberg states

A numberof earlierworks have studied the L2,3spectra of third.row hydrides Sil-14
t

[3,4,5,36,37], PH3 [3,4,5,i2,36,38,39], H2S [2,3,4.5], HCI [3,4,5,13,40], and the

isoelcctronic atom, Ar [29,30], There is still some uncertaintyconcerningthe assignmentss

of the various spectra, A complete considerationof these mattersis beyond the scope of

this analysis, but some discussion is necessary. Overall, the most important guiding

principle for assignment is the similarity of term values forthe atomic-like outermost
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Rydberg orbitals in _ these systems. Thus, the spectrum of argon guides the assignment

for the upper regions of all the spectra.

The high-resolution L2,3 spectrum o; Ar, as measured by EELS, was thoroughly

discussed in Ref. [30]. For the present analysis, a high-resolution XANES spectrum [29]

with better a signal-to-noise ratio than the EELS spectrum was fitted using a similar

assignment. The quantum defects obtained are given in Table VI-3. Due to the accidental

equality of ks and _Sd,within modulus 2, each 2p-1ns Rydberg state above n=4 is exactly

degenerate with the corresponding 2p"1(n-2)d state. Calculations in Ref. [41] predict,

however, that the transitions to the (n-2)d states account for =95% of the obse_¢ed

intensity, as compared to the overlapping ns states. As a result of the multipolar nature of

EELS excitations, the dipole-forbidden transition to the (2p3/2)"1 4p state was also

observed in Ref. [30], and the derived quantum defect is also given in Table VI-3. This

highlights one perhaps surprising aspect of the assignments for the upper (2p)-1Rydberg

states given in Sec. VI.E.2 and Table VI-I' the intensities of transitions to the 5p and 6p

orbitals are comparable to those for the 5s and 6s orbitals, even though, in atomic dipole-

selection rules, the 2p to np transition is dipole-forbidden. Since higher Rydberg orbitals

are increasingly atomic-like, it might be expected that these transitions would be very weak

in H2S. As discussed in Section I.D. 1, although these higher orbitals are atomic-like over

most of their spatial distribution, the region of the Rydberg orbital which overlaps the core

electron is within the molecule and feels the full molecular field. Thus, the molecular

dipole selection rules apply even for transitions to the higher Rydberg states. For H2S,

calculations have shown the mechanism of this effect [34]: Because of the non-spherical

molecular symmetry, the p orbitals mix with the d orbitals and "borrow" intensity from the

very favorable atomic 2p_nd transitions.

For the L2,3HC1 spectrum, the assignment of Ref. [40] best follows the pattern

observed in argon, i.e. a dominant 2p-1 nd-series, with contributions from the 2p-1 ns

states. Due to the reduced symmetry, as compared to Ar, transitions to 2p-1 np states are
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dipole-allowed, and the 2p-14p-derived excitation is fairly intense. For PH3, the spectrum

in Ref. [12] has the best available resolution and statistics, but the assignment given for the

Rydberg states is not entirely convincing. In fact, the uppermost region of the spectrum in

Ref. [12] (term values less than =1.3 eV) is remarkably similar to same region of the H2S

. spectrum presented here. This resemblance strongly suggests that the assignment of all

_tmcture in this region to vibrational sidebands, as suggested for PH3 in Ref. [39], is also

incorrect. Applying the present H2S assignment to the term values derived in Ref. [12]

gives the quantum defects for PH3 shown in Table VI-3. Recent measurements with high

resolution for SiI-I4gave the quantum defects shown in Table VI-3 [37]. Note that the d-

series in SiI-14is strongly split by the molecular field, and also that the quantum defects

given in Ref. [37] for the two resulting d-series were reduced by one in Table VI-3.

Overall, the comparison in Table VI-3 shows that the values of 8 derived for H2S are

consistent with the corresponding quantum defects in closely related spectra.

5. Comparison to previous HaS results

The L2,3 near-edge spectrum for H2S shown here is significantly improved over

earlier published spectra. Recently a spectrum was published [2] with resolution nearly as

good as in the present case, but with a poorer signal-to-noise ratio, and no attempt was

made to assign the peaks or analyze the spectrum. The first experimental results were

presented by Hayes and Brown [3]. Due to limited resolution, only the general outline of

the spectrum was seen, without the extensive fine structure now observed. The initial

assignments of Hayes and Brown were later re-assessed by Schwarz [4] and Robin [5].

Both of these later assignments attributed the broad features at lowest energies to valence-

shell excitations. The higher-energy features were assigned to s-, p-, and d-Rydberg

states. Schwarz, in particular, assigned all observed features in a manner consistent with

his assignments for the corresponding spectra of other third-row hydrides. The present
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assignments, made in the light of considerably more resolved peaks and a detailed analysis,

agree with Schwarz in the assignment of the 6al, 3b2, and d-Rydberg states. Schwarz's 5s

and 6s states are attributed here to p-type states, resulting in consistent quantum defects as

discussed in the preceding section. The 4s and 4p states are not explicitly assigned here,

because the strong influence of the molecular field makes these atomic designations q

inapplicable. However the mixed states identified here can be loosely attributed to 4p and

4s atomic parentage (see Sec. VI.E.3.b), which is then in agreement with Schwarz's

assignment.

6. Vibrational structure

A direct comparison of the H2S and D2S spectra in Fig. VI-2 identifies the features

which arise from vibrational excitations, because of the isotopic dependence of vibrational

spacings. The least-squares analysis of the spectra essentially deconvolutes the effects of

the core-level splittings. The term values obtained are listed in Tables I and II; differences

between those of H2S and D2S may be attributed to vibrational sidebands. Weak

excitations of the symmetric stretch mode were observed in photoelectron spectra from the

2p levels, with a branching ratio of ---5%for the first vibrational peak [9]. Similar

excitations are expected for the higher Rydberg states in these measurements. No such

excitation was observed, however, perhaps because of the small branching ratio. As

mentioned in Sec. VI.E.2, the (2pl/2)" 15p,4d region shows a small vibrational sideband

probably associated with the v2 bend mode.

The peak at =169.55 eV has noticeably larger intensity in the D2S spectrum, but the

results of the analysis do not suggest any simple vibrational explanation. Those results .0

may be somewhat inaccurate considering the unusually small intensity ratio (X---0.2)

obtained for one of the two states contributing to this 3d-derived feature, as well as the

small intensity ratios for the states at 168.37 eV which overlap the (2p3/2)-1 states of this
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3d-derived feature.

The mixed states show the most obvious isotopic effects in the spectra. The

derived term values in Table VI-2 show some regular spacing, indicated by the labels A1,

A2, etc. For H2S, a spacing of =155 meV is apparent from the results of the fit,

, presumably due to a vibrational progression in the v2 bend mode, which has a ground state

spacing of 147 meV [33]. Regular spacings are much less evident in the D2S results, but a

spacing of 140 meV is observed, possibly corresponding to the v2 bend mode, which has a

ground state spacing of 106 meV [33]. For neither molecule is there a simple way to

assign all the states to vibrational progressions of a single electronic transition. Instead,

there seems to be at least two electronic transitions in this energy range. The difficulty in

interpreting the spectra even as several overlapping vibrational progressions could arise

from strong vibronic coupling between two or more electronic states. These interactions

can produce irregular fine structure in absorption spectra [42].

VI.F. Sulfur L2,3 edges: Valence shell excitations

1. Assignment and electron.hole interaction

The broad, overlapping peaks shown in Fig. VI-3 are assigned to one-electron

excitations from the sulfur 2p core levels to the 6al and 3b2 molecular orbitals, in

agreement with previous reports [4,5]. A recent calculation predicted the 3b2 orbital to

have lower energy than 6aÂin the presence of a 2p core hole [43]. The opposite order 6al

< 3b2 calculated in Refs. [4,15,18] will be assumed here. A simple extension of the

. discussion in Sec. VI.E.1 shows that, in H2S, 18 dipole-allowed final states result from

the combination of two unoccupied molecular orbitals with the three possible core levels

which may excite them. In fact, as seen above for the Rydberg states, many of these

electronic states are nearly degenerate.
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As discussed above in Sec. VI.E.4.a, the spin-orbit splittings and intensity ratios of

core-excited valence-shell states are expected to show the effect of the exchange interaction
I

(and possibly the direct interaction) between the core hole and excited electron. In an effort

to characterize these effects in the spectra of Fig. VI-3, approximate fits were made to the

data. The features between 163 and 167 eV were modeled by two doublets, with splittings

arbitrarily set equal, described by four very broad Gaussian peaks. The Gaussian

lineshape roughly approximates the non-Lorentzian broadening due to unresolved or

barely-resolved vibrational progressions. The four peaks represent the states, in order of

increasing energy, which roughly account for the actual spectrum: (2p3/2)-1 6al, (2p3/2)-1

3b2, (2pl/2) "16al, and (2pl/2) "13b2.

A least-squares analysis based on this simplified model gave the results shown in

Table VI-4. The spin-orbit splitting values are slightly smaller than the mean spin-orbit

splitting determined for the mixed states and significantly smaller than the mean spin-orbit

splitting determined for the Rydberg states. This supports the expectation that Coulombic

interactions between the core hole and excited electron are most significant for the core-

excited valence-shell states, less so for the core-excited mixed states, and least important

for the core-excited Rydberg states. The derived intensity ratios for the 3b2 excitations are

much less than the statistical value (2.00), indicating that Coulombic interactions are largest

for those states. Similar deviations of the intensity ratio from the statislical value have been

observed in the corresponding core-excited valence-shell states of other third-row hydrides

[4,36]. While the quantitative results of this simplified analysis may be unreliable, the

qualitative trends in splittings and intensity observed here very likely reflect real effects.

2. Vibrational structure and other isotopic shifts

The spectra of Fig. VI-3 show some regularly-spaced fine structure, more easily

observed in the expanded insets, with a notable isotopic dependence. A comparison of the
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two spectra also reveals small differences in the overall lineshape and peak position. The

dissociative nature of the electronic states must be considered in the interpretation of these

results, Recent photo-ion [16] and Auger electron 117,181studies have shown that rapid

predissociation is the dominant decay process for these core-excited valence-shell states.

The core-excited molecule fragments into H and HS* with a rate faster than the Auger

decay of the 2p core hole. There has been considerable interest in lower-energy

dissociative electronic states of H2S [44,45,46]. Specifically, the broad peak in the UV

absorption spectrum centered at ---195nm is known to correspond to a dissociating state.

[45]. This peak shows isotopic-dependent weak fine structure which is notably similar to

the structure of Fig. VI-3. This similarity may result from analogous electron

configurations; the 195 nm band corresponds to the excitation of the outermost ground-

state electron, in the non-bonding 2bl orbital, to the 6al orbital. The transition to the 3b2

orbital is dipole-forbidden, but that excited state strongly influences the observed spectrum I

ithrough vibronic coupling [46].

A comparison of the two spectra of Fig. VI-3 shows a shift of the leading edge of

the peak to higher energy in D2S. Both the peak maximum and the trailing edge show a

shift to lower energy in D2S. To illustrate the_ shifts, Fig. VI-3 indicates the position of

the peak maxima and the leading- and trailing-edge inflection points with vertical lines. The

shift of the leading edge is expected for a direct transition to a dissociative electronic state,

because of zero-point vibrational energy effects (see Section I.D.6). The potential surface

of such an excited state does not support vibrational states for the asymmetric-stretch mode,

and there is no contribution to the total energy of the excited state from the zero-point

energy of this mode. The zero-point energy of this mode does contribute to the energy of

the ground state, and that contribution is half the harmonic vibrational energy. The

harmonic energies are 337 meV for H2S and =249 meV for D2S [33]. The observed

transition energy to a dissociative electronic state should therefore be 1/2(337-249) = 44

meV larger for D2S. This agrees with the observed shift of +0.05(2) eV for the leading-
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edge inflection point in D2S as compared to H2S. The leading-edge region of the peak is

dominated by transitions to the (2p3/2)"I 6al state, which was calculated to be dissociative

by Naves de Brito, et. al. [18]. It should be noted that changes in the spacings of the other

two vibrational modes upon excitation also have an effect on transition energies. These

zero-point differences may also contribute to the observed shift.

A series of Voigt functions were used in a least-squares analysis to fit the weak fine

structure observed in the range --165.0-165.7 eV for both H2S and D2S. The results of

this analysis are plotted with the data in the expanded portion of Fig. VI-3 and listed in

Table VI-5. in principle, the individual peaks barely resolved in the spectra could be

vibrational sidebands of more than one electronic transition. In the region of the vibrational

structure the strongest contributions are probably from the (2p3/2)'1 3b2 state. Weaker

contributions from the (2pl/2)"16al and (2p3/2)"16al states are also possible. These

designations are only approximate; as many as fifteen distinct electronic states could in fact

contribute in this range. Assuming that the sidebands are a single progression from only

one electronic transition gives reasonable results, however. This suggests that much of the

possible electronic splitting is not actually large enough to affect the spectrum. In

particular, the molecular-field splitting of the 2p3/2level must be less than ---50meV,

notably smaller than the value derived for the upper Rydberg states. The average spacing

determined for the peaks in this range is 167(3) meV for H2S and 145(3) meV for D2S.

The interpretation of an apparent vibrational progression in the excitation of a

dissociative state is especially difficult in the present case where vibronic coupling may

have a significant influence. Based upon the following arguments, the observed

progression is tentatively assigned to excitation of the v 1symmetric-stretch mode of the

(2p3/2)"13b2 state. The calculations of the (2p)-16al and (2p)"13b2 hypersurfaces by

Naves de Brito, et. al., [18] are particularly useful. They found that the (2p)"13b2 excited

state, at higher energy, is bound, but strongly vibronically-coupled to the dissociative (2p)-

1 6al state. Assuming this model, there are two possible origins for the observed
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vibrational structure: (1) Excitation of the dissociative (2p)"16al state may exhibit a diffuse

vibrational progression in a non-dissociative mode [47]. (2) The vibrational states may

reside on the bound (2p)"13b2 potential, before the system crosses to the dissociative

potential. The latter explanation, for lower-energy states, was recently obtained by Schirtke

and coworkers from calculations of the fine structure of the 195 nm band of H2S [46].1,

They attribute the observed progression to excitation of the vi symmetric-stretch mode in a

bound state, which is strongly vibronically-coupled to a dissociative state at lower energy.

This result is somewhat unexpected, because the observed spacings in the 195 nm band of

H2S and D2S are almost exactly equal to the corresponding v2 symmetric-bend mode

spacings of the ground state.

Based only on their derived spacings in Table VI-5, the peaks of Fig. VI-3 might be

attributed to a progression in the v2 bending mode, which has a spacing of 147 meV and

106 meV in the ground state of H2S and D2S, respectively [33]. The results of Schinke

and coworkers [46] suggest the alternate possibility that the progression is associated with

a much-softened Vl symmetric-stretch mode, which has a spacing of 324 meV and 235

meV in the ground state of H2S and D2S, respectively [33]. Indeed, the bound (2p)"1 3b2

potential calculated by Naves de Brito, et. al., [18] appears to have a much smaller slope

(i.e. smaller force constant) in the direction of the symmetric stretch as compared to the

calculated ground state potential. Thus the vibrational progression observed here is

tentatively assigned to the vi symmetric-stretch mode of the (2p3/2)"13b2 state. A

corresponding progression of the (2pl/2)"1 3b2 state was not clearly resolved, but a second-

derivative analysis of the spectra identified some regularly-spaced f'mestructure in the range

=166.3-166.9 eV, with a spacing of=154 meV (=127 meV) for H2S (DES), The lack of

distinct fine structure for the (2pl/2)"l 3b2 state may reflect a larger natural linewidth than

for the (2p3/2)'I 3b2 state, perhaps because this higher-energy state has access to additional

decay channels. The ratio of vibrational spacings in the (2p3/2)"13b2 excited state is

0.87(3) (D2S : H2S), as compared to 0.72 in the ground state for the vl mode (and the v2
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mode). This difference indicates an isotopic dependence of the potential surfaces. This

could result from the strongvibroniccoupling between the electronicstates predictedby

Naves de Brito, et. al., for the region of the vertical transition.

Portionsof the spectrain Fig. VI-3 are attributedto theexcitations of bound states,

which should be accompaniedby progressions of vibrationalexcitations. The resulting

contributionsto the observed spectrumare broadbands,each composed of a series of

individual vibronic peaks. Therefore, the center of such a bandshould shift to lower

energies for D2S, because of the smallervibrational spacingsas compared to H2S, Tl_Js

explains the shifts of the peak maximum and the trailing-edgeinflection point indicatedin

Fig. VI.3, which are -0.08(1)eV and .0.05(3)eV (for D2S as compared to H2S) and are

associated wtth the (2?3/2)"13b2 and (2Pl/2)"1362 states, respectively. These shifts may

also include contributions from the vibrational zero-point energy changes described above,

which are expected to be positive and less than -.05 eV in this case.

VI.G. L|newidths

The least-squares fit presented in Table VI-5 and in Fig. VI-3 gave an excellent fit

to the fine structure of the valence.shell states, suggesting that the derived parameters have

physical significance. Assuming an instrumental linewidth of 30 meV (Gausslan FWHM),

the derived natural linewidths (LorentzianFWHM) forthe individual vibrationalpeaks in

the fit are 344(15) meV for H2S and306(15) meV forD2S. The implication is that these

core-excited valence-shell states decay fasterfor H2S than for D2S, an isotopic dependence
,I

which is unexpected for the Auger decay process. This result is consistent with the

assignment of this fine structure to vibrationsof a boundstate,which is rapidly

depopulatedby vibroniccoupling to a dissociative state. The observed isotopic lifetime

dependence indicates that the vibroniccoupling is somewhat weaker for D2S.

These valence-shell excitationnaturallinewidths aremuch larger than those derived
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for the Ryd_rg excitations. For example, assurrdngan instrumentallinewidth of 30 meV,

the derived naturallinewidths for H2S are 65 meV and55 meV for the (2Ptr_)"t7d and

(2pi12)"! 8d states, rcspe/_tively,compared with 344 meV for the valence.shell states. This

trend is consistent with thedecreasingeviden_ of predissociatlonob,_r',,edby photo-ion

, spectroscopy as the excitationenergy was increased into the Rydbcrg region of the

photoabsorptionspectrum [I6]. A similar difference in derived naturaliinewldths is

observed in the corresponding sulfur L2,3spectrum of SF6, where prediss_iation is not

expecte_ to occur (see Section V,E.3). Inthat case, the differences are interpretedas the

resultof a valence.shell_xcited electronparticipatingmuch more strongly inthe Auger

decay thana Rydberg-excttedelectron, ForH2S, the prcdissociationof the valencc-sheU

excitations precludesa direct comparisonto theco_sponding states of SF6, The derived

naturallinewtdthsof the Rydbergexcitations may be compared,however, The narrowest

natural ltnewidth forH2S is 55 meV, comparedto 35 meV in SF_, The difference reflects

theeffect of chemical substituentson the electrondcnsity at thesul_r core: six fluorine

atoms will withdraw much more electrondensity thentwo hydrogen atoms, resulting in a

much-reducedrateof Auger decay. The calculated naturallinewidth foratomic sulfur is 54

meV [22], veryclose to theminimum value mea._uredfor H2S,

VI.H. Sulfur L! Edge

The high.resolution photoioniz,ationspectraof H2S and D2S near thesulfur LI

edge are shown in Fig, VI.4, Apparently,XANES spectra in this rangehave not been
It

measured previously for hydrogen sulfide, Severalresonances arc observed in each

. spectrum,leadingup to an edgejump. The interpretationof the spectrum is facilitatedby

comparison to the very similarXANES spectrum of H2Sat the sulfur K edge [8], With

those resultsas a guide, the most intense resonance, at 228.9 eV, is assigned to

overlappingtransitionsto the 3b2 and6al valence.shell orbitals. The next featu."e,at 232,0

......
i
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eV, is attflbutedto transitionsto 4p-deflvedand/or3d.deflvcdorbitals.Theweakfeatureat

233.4eV, whichis moreclearly_n in the lower.noiseD2S spectrum,is assignedto

overlappinghigherRydbergstates,The Sl_ctraof H2SandD2Sareverysimilar,butthere
m

maybe slightdifferencesin the,valence.shellresonances, in particular,thereappearsto be

a shiftof theleadingedge ofthe peakto higherenergyin D2S,as also seenforthevalence-

shell_ak below the L2,3 edges, This sh!fiis ,,,0.1eV, as me_ured by the changein

leading-edgeinflectionpoint,withthe spectra_gned at the231,5 eV peak. Furthermore,

there areslightindicationsof vibrationalfinestructurein thevalence.shellresonances(see

insetsof Fig.VI-4). Althoughthe presentresultsare notcompletelyconvincing,

measurementswithbetterresolutionandcountingratesmightresolvestructuresimilarto

thatseen in Fig, _-3 forthe(2p)-1valence-shellresonances.

Becauseof therapidCoster-Kronigdecayof thesulfur2s core hole,all features

observedin the LIregionarebroad,as comparedto the sharpstructurenearthesulfurL2,3

edges. Thecalculatednaturalllnewtdthforatomicsulfuris 1,49eV fora 2s corehole,

comparedto 54 meV fora 2pcorehole [221. Sulfur2s peaks in the XPSspectraof several

sulfur.containingcompoundswereobservedto he muchwiderthanthe corresponding

sulfur2p peaks[48l. If the vibrationalstructureproposedhereforthe (2s)-1valence-shell

resonanceswereconfirmed,itwould indicatea muchnarrowerlinewidththan predictedby

thetheoreticaland XPSresults.

VI.I.Comparison to 'lheoretlcal Results

Comparisonsto theoreticalworkhavebeenmentioned,as appropriate,inthe

precedingsections. Onlya few pointsneedfurthercommenthere. Therehave been

severaltheoreticalstudies of the L2,3XANESspectrumof H2S[4,15,34,43]. Whilenone

ofthesetheoreticalresultsaccuratelypredictthe finestructureobserved inthe present

measurements,some of theseresultswereused as a guide in the assignmentsgiven here.
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Specifically,_hwarz 141andCacellt,el. aL [15} bothpredicttransitionsto4p-derived

orbttalswithtermvalu= of =2.4eV, asalsopredictedbythequantumdefect_flved here

for thehighernporbitals.The._ resultssuggestastrong4pcontributionto the mixed
,=

states.C_lli, et.ai., predictrelativelyinten= transitionsto orbitaishavingmainly3dand

, 5s contributions with term values of = 1,7.2,0 eV, again in ag_ment with the predictions

of quantumdefects derived here for_ higherRydbergorbltais. Recent calculations by

Liu, et, al,, [34] suggest that transitions to the higher np orbltais are more inten_ thanto

thehighernsorbltals,Thissupportstheassignmentdeducedhereonthebasisof

consistentquantumdefects,

Inonecalculation,themolecular.fleldsplittingofthesulfur2P.v2levelwas

predictedtobe44meV forcore.lonlzedH2$+ [491,Anothercalculationestimatedthat

splittingtobe80meV [501,Becau_theRyd_rgelectronshouldhaveonlyasmall

influenceattheatomiccore,thesevaluescanbecomped tothe115n_V splittingderived

here for the Rydl_rg states, Agreement with the calculations is fair,considenng the ,,,170

eV total energy of the excited state,

VI.J, Conclusions

In the present work, high-resolution low.noise XANES spet'tra of H2S and D2S

below thesulfur L2,3edges were measured,providingsignificant improvements over

previous measurements, Analysis of these spectraclearly indicatedthat the sulfur 2p3/2

core level is split into two levels by the anisotropicmolecular field, That splittingis
#

measuredto be I15 meV for the Ryd_rg excitations, in good agreementwith the splitting

• proposed for thecore.ionized molecule based on high.resolution XPS andAES spectra [7],

A sophisticated least.squares analysis w_ appliedto the data, allowing the deconvolution

of core-level andexcited-orbital splittings. This approach will also be useful for the

analysis of complex high-n_solutionXANES spectraof other molecules, The comparison
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of the H2$s_ctrurnto thecon'espondingDzS spectrumwasexsentialinthisanalysisfor

theidentificationof vibrationalexcitations,_an_ defectswere derivedforthehigher

Ryd_ orbitalswhichweresimilartothe_st availablequanolmdefectsfromthe

comspondins s_ctra of the is_lectrontc systemsSill4, PH3,HCI,andAr, Fine

structurewas observedforthe transitionsto the diss_iative valence.shellstates, The

regularspacingandisotopicdependenceof thisstructurecl_ly identifiesit asa vibrational

progression,

B_ides theirrelevancetocore-excitationsin general,the pre_nt resultsforH2S

provideinformationaboutthecore.equivalentmoleculeH2CI[4], Specll'l_y, theterm

valuesderivedhereforthemixedandRydbergorbttalsofcore-excitedHzSshould

fairlyclosetothetermvaluesofthecorresl_._ndlngorbitalsoi"valence.excitedH2CI,The_

resultsprovideausefulcomparisonfortheoreticalresults,intheabsenceofanydirect

informationontheH2CIradical,whichpresumablydissociatesinitsgroundelectronic

state, Thefirstfew excitedelectronicstatesof thisradicalareorparticularinterestasthey

may influencethe dynamicsof the HCI+ H =H + CIHexchangereaction,
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Table VI-1 ' H2S and D2S (2p)"1Rydberg resonances: Assignments and fit results. The

energies tabulated apply to states with the (2pit2)-1core vacancy. Energies for

corresponding states with (2p3/2-4el/2)-1 and (2p3/2-5el/2)"] core vacancies can be obtained

by subtraction of term values from the tabulated energies of the L3-4el/2 and L3-5e1/2

edges, The Rydberg orbital assignments shown apply to all three possible core vacancies.

The intensity ratio X is a dimensionless fit parameter defined in the text.
"T.......... "'" T_''l ,' ill ' ii i hll i ii i ilfll l lfll i_ i i i _ i --

H2S Assignment Intens- D2S
ity Ratio

(x)
Energy Term Inten- Energy Term Inten-
(eV) Value sity (eV) Value sity

(eV) (eV)

169.535 2.029 442 3d-derived 0.20 169.527 2.037 518
169.577 1.987 589 3d-derived 1.07 169.557 2.007 626
169.688 1.876 1010 3d-derived 1.72 169.680 1.884 930
169.833 1.731 660 3d-derived 0.78 169.822 1.742 885
169.935 1.629 399 5s-derived? 0.70 169.933 1.631 391
170.134 1.430 81 ? 2.50 170.143 1.421 116
170.303 L3-5e1/2edge 170.303
170.315 1.249 298 5p-derived 1.14 170.309 1.255 267
170.353 1.211 192 5p-derived 0.79 170.351 1.213 210
170.418 L3-4el/2 edge 170.418
170.466 1.098 90 vibration 2.50 170.423 1.141 94
170.534 1.030 1175 4d-derived 1.01 170.532 1.032 1180
170.604 0.960 243 4d-derived 0.98 170.601 0.963 249
170.670 0.894 240 6s? 0.20 170.667 0.897 243
170.807 0.757 118 ? 0.76 170.791 0.773 118
170.851 0.713 115 6p 0.88 170.851 0.713 114
170.943 0.621 1000 5d 1.04 171.943 0.621 1000
171.092 0.472 46 7p 1.00 171.092 0.472 41
171.142 0.422 546 6d 1.00 171.142 0.422 549
171.228 0.336 10 8p 1.00 171.228 0.336 11
171.259 0.305 281 7d 1.00 171.259 0.305 283
171.333 0.231 129 8d 1.00 171.333 0.231 127
171.564 0 ... L2 edge ... 171.564 0 ...

_,',, _

w
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Table VI-2 : H2S and D2S (2p)"] mixed resonances: Fit results and vibrational

assignments. The energies tabulated apply to states with the (2pl/2)"!core vacancy.

Energies for corresponding states with (2p3/2-4el/2)-1 and (2p3/2-5el/2)-1 core vacancies

, can be obtained by subtraction of term values from 170.471 eV and 170.432 eV,

respectively. The intensity ratio X is a dimensionless fit parameter defined in the text. The

assignments shown apply to all three possible core vacancies. Tentative assignments of

vibrational progressions are identified by A1, A2, etc. The energy spacing between

succesive states of a progression, e.g. EA2-EA1,is also listed.
_n'? ,llul I_ ,I,l,,,I I I I,,,, "-'" _ I_ I,, _ lll l , I , ll,,I ,,,,,,, :: I_L r ll'l_l i

Energy Term Value Intensity Intensity Vibrational Vibrational
(eV) (eV) Ratio Assignment Spacing

(X) (meV)
nat I I I I III II I Ill II I ] I

H2S

168,371 3.193 91 0.20
168,407 3.157 33 2.04 A1
168.564 3.000 246 2.50 A2 157
168.716 2.848 505 0.96 A3 152
168.806 2.758 629 0.88
168.872 2.692 524 1.04 A4 156
168.923 2.641 204 1.38
169.040 2.524 457 1.18 A5 164
169.190 2.374 260 0.52 A6 150
169.340 2.224 167 0.20 A7 150
169.443 2.121 122 1.23

D2S

168.377 3.187 364 0.20
168.514 3.050 157 2.49
168.632 2.932 150 2.50

" 168.680 2.884 47 0.32
168.711 2.853 105 1.84 A1
168.785 2.779 721 0.88

, 168.850 2.714 747 1.10 A2 139
168.990 2.574 756 1.45 A3 140
169.166 2.398 318 0.20
169.341 2.223 176 0.20

_l[l ll_lllll l l l II lll_'_l [ J llllI II ld
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Table VI-3 ' Quantum defects for Rydberg states in the L2,3 XANES spectra of Ar and the

second-row hydrides.
..................... ..... IIl'qlI ............

Sill4 a PH3 b H2Sc HC1d As' "
I IIIII II I I I I I I II III I I J IIII IIIlll I II

8s 2.8 2.3 2.1 2.12 2.20 e ,

1.73 1.8 1.63 1.7 1.74 f0.2 and 0.4 g 0.44 0.32 0.3 0,20 e

l,-.,,d,....... IIIIII ....... _]i_ iJlil i[i ......... : ...... L L ........... iT[i J'i .... _ ::_: : _ ; 7: ; : .....

a Ref. [37].

b Derived from term values given in Ref. [13].
c This work.

d Ref. [40].

e Derived from the spectrum in Ref. [29].

f Ref. [30].

g In SiI-14the d-series splits into d-t2 and d-e.
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Table VI-4: Results of least-squares analysis of (2p)"1valence-shell region: Approximate

fits of overall lineshapes.
i i i i i II I iilil i....... il i iiii ..... ' i II' .....

• Spin-Orbit Intensity Ratio Intensity Ratio
Splitting (2p3/2)"16al'(2pl/2) "16al (2p3/2)"13b2'(2pl/2) "13b2

(eX0
,i iilrii i --- ,iiiiii i i I fl • Hi ililli i i i i illllilli lili ...........

H2S 1.07 1.8 1.2
D2S i.09 2.i 1.1

'i ' i iii............. l i 'ili"ili]i iH'i" " 'li II l fl _- i

Table VI-5: Results of least-squares analysis of (2p)"1valence-shell region: Exact fit of

fine structure, Energies of peaks, with uncertainties, and energy spacings between

successive peaks are tabulated for H2S and D2S.

_tt' __ ill I Ir I ..... I ' li' ' I .... I 'l I

H2S D2S
Energy Spacing (meV) Energy Spacing (meV)
(eV) (eX0

j 1,1, IIHII i,, i i ii iiii i

165.037(9) 164.998(9)
165.204(6) 167 165.146(8) 148
165.37i(7) 167 165.289(7) 143
165.536(9) 165 165.428(7) 139
165.706(9) 170 165.577(9) 149
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure VI-1. Overview of the photoionization spectrum of H2S near the sulfur L edges.

The positions of the ionization thresholds determined from analysis of the spectra are also

shown. The small molecular-field splitting of the L3 edge is not visible with this energy

scale. The inset shows a higher-resolution spectrum in the 178.56-175.56 eV range, with

the energy scale expanded by a factor of five. The features in this range are attributed to

multi-electron excitations.

Figure VI-2. High-resolution photoionization spectra of H2S and D2S in the mixed and

Rydberg region of the sulfur L2,3edges. Rydberg assignments applying to both spectra

are shown in the bar diagrams, identifying s-,p-, and d-series converging on each of the

three ionization thresholds. Note that the s assignments are less certain than the others.

For the mixed states, different assignments are shown for the two spectra, because of the

large isotopic differences for these states. The isotopic shift of the (2p1/2)'15p vibrational

sideband, as determined from the fit, is indicated by the vertical line. The data points are

plotted as circles. The results of a least-squares analysis are plotted as solid lines. The

contributing subspectra plotted underneath, with dashed lines showing features attributed to

2pl/2 core-hole states, solid lines showing features attributed to 2p3/E-4el/2core-hole

states, and dotted lines showing features attributed to 2pl/3-5el/2 core-hole states. See

Sec. VI.E.3 a for further details.

Figure VI-3. High-resolution photoionizationtion spectra of H2S and D2S in the region of

valence shell excitations below the sulfur L2,3edges. The vertical lines indicate isotopic

shifts in some features of the peak. Portions of the data are also shown with the vertical

scale expanded, to display the weakly resolved fine structure. The results of a least-

squares analysis are plotted as solid lines with the expanded data. For D2S, the fit line is
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not visible, due the large point density and the high quality of the fit.

Figure VI-4. High-resolution photoionization spectra of H2S and DxS nearthe sulfur L1
o

edge, A linear background was subtracted from the data for plotting purposes. Note the

weak feature at 233.4 eV. The region 227-229 eV, which shows slight indications of fineq

structure, is shown in the insets with both the energy and intensity scales expanded by a

factor of three.

Figure VI-5. Alternative fits to the data of Fig. VI-2, assuming there is no molecular.field

splitting of the sulfur 2p3/2core level, In the subspectra, the dashed lines show features

attributed to 2p112core-hole states and the solid lines show features attributed to 2p3/2core-

hole states. Note the poorer agreement with data for these fits, as compared to the fits in

Fig, VI-2, particularly in the 169,0-169,4 eV range,
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Figure VI-1
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Figure VI-2
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Figure Vl-3
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Figure Vl-5
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CHA_ER VII: FUTURE DIRECTIONS

VII.A. Improvements in the present spectra
#

The present_ults arclimited less byins_ental factorsthanby natural
#

linewidthsof the excite_ states. Nonetheless,improvementsin flux and resolutionfrom

soft x-raymonochromatorsshouldrevealadditionalfine structurein nearlyall the spectra

presentedhere. Be_idesthegeneralpossibilityof enhancingthe presentunderstandingof

theses_tra, therearea few specific featureswhich warrantre-examinationwith improved

monochromators.

The oxygen K.edge spectraof H2COand D2COpresentedin SectionIV.D. did not

show anyfine structure. Spectrawith betterinsu'umentalresolutionwill probablybe able

to resolve vibrationalfeaturesin the (O ls)-I n' and Rydbergresonances. This would

providea much betterunderstandingof the structureandbondingin th_ core-excited

states. The isotopic shiftsof the (O ls)"13s-al resonancearc particularlyworthyof further

study,because of the analogouseffects seen for the better-resolved(C ls)-I 3s-al

resonance(see SectionIV.E.2).

In SectionV.D.2.a, the possibilityof fine structurein the (S 2p)"1alg resonances

of SF6was discussed. The presentdatais inconclusive,but suggeststhatsome shoulders

may be resolvablein these peaks. Success in resolvingvibrationalstructurewould be of

interest,because the Franck-Condonanalysisgave a v1 vibrationalspacinglargerthanthat

, of the groundstate. Suchan increasein vibrationalenergyis difficultto explainfor a

transitionto an orbitalwhich shouldbe anti.bonding. Better-resolvedspectramight allow
qt

directmeasurementof the vibrationalspacingin this excited state.

The (S 2s)"1362,6al valence-shellresonancesof H2SandD2S werepresentedin

SectionVI.H. Heretherewere also faintindicationsof vibrationalstructure,which could

notbe conf'u'med.If suchstructurecanbe observed, it will indicat_a naturallinewidthfor
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the excited state which is much less than the 1.49 eV predicted for the sulfur 2s core hole

[1]. In the (S 2p)"1mixed and Rydberg resonances, the analysis indicated that there are

many overlapping peaks (see Section VI.E.4). A better-resolved spectrum will distinguish

more features, allowing a more detailed analysis. In particular, the vibrational structure of

the (S 2p)"1mixed resonances was difficult to fully interpret with the present results (see

Section IV.E.6).

VII.B. High-resolution spectra of other molecules

The XANES spectra of a number of molecules have been re-examined with high

resolution using the new generation of soft x-ray monochromators, as discussed in Section

I.B. Nonetheless, there are interesting systems which have not been studied with modem

high-resolution. Most of the recent work has focussed on the carbon, nitrogen, and

oxygen K edges. There are still possiblities for improved spectra at lower-energy core

levels. In particular, the present results for H2S suggest further experiments at L2,3 edges

of the isoelectronic hydrides Sill4, PH3, and HCI. The L2,3 XANES or EELS spectra of

these molecules have all been measured with fairly high resolution (see Section VI.E.5.b

for references). However, better combinations of flux and resolution are currently

available. Given the rich structure seen here for H2S, further study of these isoelectronic

systems seems warranted. The interpretation of new (and existing) spectra would be

greatly facilitated by concurrent measurements on the fully deuterated isotopic species, a.s

was seen here for H2S. (Note that the L2,3 spectrum of SiD4 was recently measured with °

fairly high resolution [2].)
#

VII.C. Further studies of core.excited electronic states using high-

resolution x-rays
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1. Photoelectron spectroscopy

Core-shell PhotoElectron Spectroscopy (PES) mainly provides information about

, the core-excited ion. However, as discussed in several parts of this thesis, the structure of

core-excited Rydberg states is similar to that of corresponding core-excited ions, because

the Rydberg electron has little influence on the rest of the molecule. With the development

of brighter high-resolution x-ray monochromators, e.g. using undulator radiation or

rotating x-ray anodes, and electron analyzers with better resolution and throughput, core-

shell PES is approaching the fundamental limits of natural linewidths. Such measurements

can provide useful complementary information for the interpretation of high-resolution

XANES spectra. Several examples have been mentioned: (1) In Chapter III, a recent

measurement of the vibrational spacing in carbon-1 s-ionized CO was compared to values

for core-excited Rydberg states. (2) In Chapter VI, a comparison of high-resolution XPS

(i.e. PES) and Auger electron spectroscopy was cited which predicted the core-level

molecular-field splitting observed in the photoionization spectra. (3) Also in Chapter VI,

high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy results were used to predict the lack of

observable vibrational structure for the higher (2p) -1 Rydberg states.

There are obvious extensions of the useful results listed here, especially as the

experimental capabilites improve. Within the fundamental limitations of natural linewidth,

the analysis of any series of core-excited Rydberg states will be facilitated by a detailed

knowledge of the geometry and vibrational spacings of the corresponding core-ionized

molecules, as measured by high-resolution PES. Core-level splittings due to molecular

fieldshave,in f_.t, been studied more by PES than by XANES (seereferences given in

Section VI.A). By directly measuring core-level splittings using PES, one may avoid the

difficulties encountered in Chapter VI where the core-level splittings are convoluted with

the complicated structure of the Rydberg f'mal states. This approach is not yet feasible for

deeper core levels, but may soon be within reach. The chemical effect on sulfur 2p natural
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linewidths, demonstrated by the comparison the SF6 and H2S results (Chapters V and VI),

is also better to measure x_'th PES. The natural linewidths measured in XANES for the

upper Rydberg states show some dependence upon the nature of the excited electron. This

is particularly troublesome if one wishes to compare values for different molecules,

because the correspondence of Rydberg states may not be obvious between molecules. It

is simpler to use PES, where the main line represents a well-defined final state in each

molecule.

2. Resonance autoionization electron spectroscopy

This section and the next explore the possibility of studying the neutral core-excited

states accessed in XANES by examining the products of the state's decay. For example,

the states accessed in the soft x-ray region typically decay by an autoionization (i.e. Auger)

process. The angular and energy distribution of the ejected electrons may provide

information about the initial state in the decay, which is the final state accessed in XANES.

One example was mentioned in Chapter V, where the autoionization spectrum of the (S 2p)"

1 alg resonance indicated the inner-shell character of the alg orbital through the presence of

a "participant" feature. In fact, a number of core-excited valence-shell resonances in

various molecules have been studied in this way. As this technique becomes possible with

better resolution and statistics, narrower and less-intense resonances can similarly be

studied. This could be particularly useful for the study of mixed resonances, i.e. states in

which the excited electron has a mixture of Rydberg and valence character. For example,

the autoionization spectra for the (C ls) -1 3s-al and (O ls) "13s-al states in H2CO could be
¢

compared. The relative intensities of "participant" features would provide a direct mapping

of the relative amplitude of the 3s-a1 orbital at the carbon and oxygen atoms. This

information could be used to test the different possible explanations of the unusual behavior

of these resonances (see Section IV.E).
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3. Photo-fragmentation spectroscopy

' To study the decay of core-excited states, it is also common to examine the ions

which are produced. Energy, mass, and angular distribution of ions can be measured,

often in coincidence with other ions or photoelectrons. The distribution of ions shows a

dependence on the excited state which is decaying, e.g. the products observed from a core-

excited valence-sheU resonance may differ from those of a corresponding core-ionized

state. These results can be used to infer the spatial distributions of the orbitals accessed in

XANES. Rapidly dissociating excited states, are particularly well-suited to this type of

study, e.g. the branching ratio for different ions produced by 2p-excited H2S provides

direct evidence for the dissociation of the (2p)-1 valence-shell states (see Chapter VI). One

possibility, suggested by the results of Chapter IV, is to study the (C ls) "1 3s-al and (C

ls) "13s-al resonances in this way. This could confirm the proposed rapid dissociation

used to explain the linewidths of these states.
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